Audit Subcommittee Members
Greg Morena, Committee Chair
Sue Himmelrich, Committee Vice Chair
Ted Winterer, Committee Member
Elizabeth Van Denburgh, Committee Member
Natalya Zernitskaya, Committee Member

CITY OF SANTA MONICA
MEETING AGENDA OF THE
AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE
SANTA MONICA INSTITUTE TRAINING ROOM
330 OLYMPIC DRIVE, 2ND FLOOR (PLAZA LEVEL)
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 2019
MEETING BEGINS AT 6:00 PM
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a regular meeting of the Audit Subcommittee will be held at 6:00
PM on Thursday, September 5 at the Santa Monica Institute Training Room, 330 Olympic Drive, 2nd
Floor (Plaza Level).
(Please note that Agenda Items may be reordered during the meeting at the discretion of the
body.

1.

Call to order and Roll Call

2.

Public Comment (Public comment is permitted on items not on the agenda that are within
the subject matter jurisdiction of the body.)

3.

Swearing in of Elizabeth Van Denburgh

4.

Approval of the Minutes for the January 15, 2019 and May 30 2019 Audit Subcommittee
Meetings

5.

Presentation of Reports
a. CERP Review (Moss Adams and Joseph Cevetello, Chief Information Officer)
b. Print Shop Cost Analysis (Moss Adams and Denise Anderson-Warren, City Clerk)

6.

Review of proposed modifications to the Resolution Establishing an Audit Subcommittee
for the City of Santa Monica

7.

Internal Audit Update
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8.

Audit Findings Status Update and Review of Recommended Approach to Monitor and
Validate Internal Audit Findings

9.

Selection of Audit Subcommittee Members to attend interview with external auditors

10.

Adjournment

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR THAT PROMOTE CIVILITY AT ALL PUBLIC MEETINGS:
 Treat everyone courteously;
 Give open-minded consideration to all viewpoints;
 Listen to others respectfully;

 Focus on the issues and avoid personalizing debate;

 Exercise self-control;

 Embrace respectful disagreement and dissent as
democratic rights, inherent components of an inclusive
public process, and tools for forging sound decisions

This agenda is available in alternate format upon request. The Santa Monica Institute Training
Room is wheelchair accessible. If you require any special disability related accommodations (i.e.
sign language interpreting, access to an amplified sound system, etc.), please contact the
Finance Department at (310) 458-8281 or Finance.Mailbox@smgov.net at least 2 days prior to the
scheduled meeting.
This agenda is subject to change up to 72 hours prior to the meeting. Please check the agenda
prior to the meeting for changes.
Finance Department
1717 4th St., Suite 250
Santa Monica CA 90401
(310) 458-8281
Finance.Mailbox@smgov.net
https://finance.smgov.net/
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(NOT APPROVED)
CITY OF SANTA MONICA
AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 2019
A regular meeting of the Santa Monica Audit Subcommittee was called to order by Chair Himmelrich,
at 6:07 p.m., on Tuesday, January 15, 2019, at Santa Monica Institute Training Room, 330 Olympic
Drive, 2nd Floor Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401
Roll Call:

Present:

Also Present:

Committee Member Greg Morena
Committee Member Pam O’Connor
Committee Member Elizabeth Van Denburgh
Chair Sue Himmelrich
Director of Finance Gigi Decavalles-Hughes
City Attorney Lane Dilg
City Clerk Denise Anderson-Warren

CONVENE

On order of Chair, the Audit Subcommittee convened at 6:07 p.m., with all
members present.

PUBLIC COMMENT

There were no members of the public present for public comment.

CITY HOTLINE

3. Presentation on the City’s Hotline, was presented.
There were no members of the public present to speak.
Staff gave a timeline on when the Code of Ethics was established. MyEcho
is the Company contracted to receive complaints online or by phone. Since
2016, 37 complaints have been filed, 11 (non-actionable), 26 resulted in
some form of review.
Questions asked and answered of staff included: Is the Tip Line open 24/7;
is there a clear framework established for escalation, dissemination of what
comes out of these calls; are there any issues that could rise to have to come
to the Audit committee; how is this information disseminated to employees;
could the city have a better framework to protect and inform employees
(more specific and clearer guidelines); do you think there is enough
anonymity to make employees feel free to complain; are there best
practices in other places that could improve things here; and, have you seen
when customers of the City can call to complain.
Discussion ensued on the following, but not limited to: Would like to see a
more structured framework online; how to handle things when they
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escalate; provide another report in the near future; would like to see a copy
of the Administrative Instruction; test calls into a third party hotline; the
Administrative Instruction should have more simplified language so that
everyone can understand..
Motion by Committee Member Morena, seconded by Chair Himmelrich, to
receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously approved by
voice vote with all members present.
CAFR

4. Presentation of the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
(CAFR) to the Audit Subcommittee (presented by LSL LLP), was
presented.
There were no members present to speak.
Brandon Young, LSL CPA presented the results of the city’s financial
audit, including testing account balances and controls in place through June
30, 2018. Audits performed included the City CAFR Audit, Big Blue Bus
Audit, Federal National Transportation Database (NTD) Report (due in
October), Air Quality Management District (AQMD) Audit, and Federal
Single Audit (due in March). The Auditor met with Committee Member
Van Denburgh and Chair Himmelrich four to five times a year. The
auditors presented their Unmodified Report for the City’s Financial
Statements. This year there is an emphasis of matter paragraph noting the
City adopting GASB No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for PostEmployment Benefits Other than Pensions will now provide full unfunded
liability on the CAFR. The Auditors Communication with Those Charged
with Governance and SAS 115; Audit communication letters to fulfill the
Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 114; and, Communicating
Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit were also provided.
Questions asked and answered of staff included: How is pension liability
measured and is CalPERS on the same budget cycle as the city; does the
market impact CalPERS percentage schedule; does that mean we’re paying
and not making any progress paying off the debt; what is the GASB 75, and
how does it reflect differently on the CAFR; and what is materiality for the
purchases of material correctness in this city.
Motion by Committee Member Morena, seconded by Committee Member
Winterer, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote with all members present.

BBB OVERTIME STUDY

5. Presentation of the Final Report for the Big Blue Bus Overtime
Study (presented by Moss Adams), was presented.
There were no members present to speak.
It was reported that: overtime increased significantly in response to the
2014 service expansion; department interventions reduced overtime by 9
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percent between FY 2017 and FY 2018; and almost 90 percent of overtime
is incurred by Motor Coach Operators (MCO).
Questions asked and answered included: what’s the median for hourly
overtime rate for an existing employee; if generally it’s more cost effective
to pay overtime than to hire new MCOs, is the purpose of this exercise
primarily to look at ways to better budget for that overtime so that you’re
anticipating cost more effectively or to implement some of those practices
about how people select their schedules; how long was the most recent
contract with the bargaining union; does it make sense if you’re reducing
service hours that you’re probably reducing overtime; so, unless you have
significant retirements or other attritions in the MCO workforce, in theory
there should be better management of overtime since there’s fewer service
hours; if someone is working excessive amounts of overtime, does that
increase the likelihood of accidents; does staff agree with the
recommendations, and how does this get advanced forward; how soon until
a third-party FMLA Administrator can come onboard; cafeteria style
scheduling needs to be reconsidered, and can overtime be capped per
individual.
Motion by Committee Member Winterer, seconded by Committee Member
Morena, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote, with all members present.
HED AUDIT
OPPORTUNITIES

6. Audit Opportunities within Housing and Economic Development
(presented by Andy Agle, Director of Housing and Economic
Development), was presented.
There were no members of the public present to speak.
There are six areas to be considered for future audits:
1) Housing Authority (provides rental assistance)
2) Housing Production Preservation (making investments with nonprofits)
3) Inclusionary Housing (stock of affordable housing)
4) Real Estate Operations (leasing and licensing of City-owned
property)
5) Farmers Market (majority cash based)
6) Redevelopment Successor Agency
Committee Morena recused himself due to a possible conflict of interest.

Committee Member Morena
was excused at 7:28 p.m.

Questions asked of staff included: Is there a reason you don’t have a fixed
rate for the Farmers Market; would it be feasible to charge based on a
category and space instead of a percentage; what are the average size units
when rehabbing a building for low income housing; would it be useful to
monitor inclusionary housing to see if people are gaming the system; does
the city do any monitoring about who’s living in inclusionary housing; how
many deed-restricted housing units are there; and, how is it decided who
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gets these apartments, how is the list determined.
Discussion on the following topics included, but was not limited to: Real
Estate operations could create an opportunity for efficiency, timing, and
money; Housing production – new system will be able to enhance ability to
monitor loans to nonprofits and compliance with loan terms; process
behind the waiting list and determining who gets housing; it would be
helpful to see and understand how the list is delineated.
Motion by Committee Member Winterer, seconded by Committee Member
Van Denburgh, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote with all Committee Member Morena absent.
PRINT SHOP
EFFICIENCY STUDY

7. Presentation of the Final Report for the Print Shop Efficiency Study
(presented by Moss Adams), was presented.

Committee Member Morena
returned at 8:01 p.m.

There were no members of the public present to speak.
For Efficiency studies Moss Adams studies three things, people, processes
and systems. They look for opportunities to improve efficiency and
effectiveness. The study was conducted from Sept – Dec. 2018.
Reported was the following: the customers are very satisfied with the
service the Print Shop provides. And even though the satisfaction is high,
there are some areas that could be improved.
Questions asked and answered included: what is needed to move forward
with a market analysis, including the staff and facilities, not including the
move; do we have more capacity, is this something that we could go to
market and offer other people services outside the city; and, what are the
timelines for the work at the City Yards and when does the Print Shop need
to be moved out.
Discussion ensued on the following, but not limited to: there are other
functionalities that the Print Shop could do, such as house larger amounts
of paper; create a 3 or 5-year marketing plan; knowing the full cost means
that departments should be charged the full price or should the cost be
disbursed evenly; the marketing and functionality should also be included
in the cost of maintenance; and, if we keep the Print Shop what would that
look like.
Motion by Committee Member Morena, seconded by Committee Member
Winterer, to receive and file with direction to staff to move forward with a
market analysis looking at salaries as part of the pricing, labor and
facilities, etc. and feasibility study. The motion was approved by voice
vote with all members present.
When asked how much it would cost for both a market analysis and
feasibility study, Moss Adams said $60,000. The market analysis would
cost $20,000.
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Direction was given to have a market analysis done on the Print Shop and
return with results in a year or less.
INTERNAL AUDIT
STATUS REPORT

8. Internal Audit Status Report (presented by Helen Yu, City of Santa
Monica), was presented.
There were no members of the public present to speak.
It was reported that the Big Blue Bus Overtime Study and Print Shop
Efficiency Study have been completed. The Fire Administration
Operations Review; Fleet Utilization Study and Fleet Forecast are almost
complete and will be back in April. Three projects that have not been
started included: Technology Internal Service Fund Review; Parking
Operating Contract Review, and Grants Management Internal Controls
Testing will be starting soon and will probably be completed by May.
Questions asked and answered included: Are those grants we receive or
grants we give; should the grants received control system be done before
the grants given; what was the reason for doing the grants management
control testing; and how much in grant funds does the city receive.
Motion by Committee Member Van Denburgh, seconded by Committee
Member Winterer, to receive and file the report. The motion was
unanimously approved by voice vote with all members present.

AUDIT FINDINGS

9. Audit Findings Progress Report (presented by Helen Yu, City of
Santa Monica, was presented.
There were no members of the public present to speak.
There were 109 recommendations, and there are only a few items left for
the internal review. The remaining items include: Billing and Accounts
Receivables, Cash Handling, transition to the new ERP system for Human
Resources/Payroll. Staff reported that they are going to be posting the
status report showing all recommendations completed or in progress by
Thursday, January 17th; and that 70% of the recommendations have been
completed.
Questions asked and answered of staff included: How do you validate that
the recommendations are being accomplished and, what should be done to
make this effort more effective or efficient.
Motion by Committee Member Morena, seconded by Committee Member
Van Denburgh, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote with all members present.

FUTURE PLANNING

10. Future Audit Subcommittee Meeting Schedule, was presented.
There were no members of the public present to speak.
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Staff presented a change in the meeting schedule for the Audit
subcommittee to change their regular meeting dates to the third Tuesday in
February, May, August, and November.
Motion by Chair Himmelrich, seconded by Committee Member Morena, to
approve the recommended action. The motion was unanimously approved
by voice vote with all members present.
ADJOURNMENT

On order of the Chair, the Santa Monica Audit Subcommittee meeting was
adjourned at 9:07p.m.
ATTEST:

APPROVED:

Denise Anderson-Warren
City Clerk

Sue Himmelrich
Chair
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(NOT APPROVED)
CITY OF SANTA MONICA
AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
THURSDAY, MAY 30, 2019
A regular meeting of the Santa Monica Audit Subcommittee was called to order by Chair Himmelrich,
at 6:10 p.m., on Thursday, May 30, 2019, at 330 Olympic Dr. 2nd Floor, Santa Monica, CA 90401
Roll Call:

Present:

Also Present:

Committee Member Greg Morena
Committee Member Elizabeth Van Denburgh
Committee Member Ted Winterer
Chair Sue Himmelrich
Director of Finance Gigi Decavalles-Hughes
City Attorney Lane Dilg
City Clerk Denise Anderson-Warren

CONVENE

On order of Chair, the Audit Subcommittee convened at 6:10 p.m., with all
members present.

PUBLIC COMMENT

There were no members of the public present.

MINUTES

3. Approval of the Minutes from the August 21,2018, Audit Subcommittee
Meeting, was presented.
There were no members of the public present to speak.
Motion by Committee Member Morena, seconded by Chair Himmelrich, to
approve the minutes as presented. The motion was unanimously approved
by voice vote with all members present.

NEW MEMBER

4. Swearing in of New Member, was presented.
City Clerk Anderson-Warren administered the oath of office to newlyappointed Audit Subcommittee member Natalya Zernitskaya and convened
the new Audit Subcommittee with all members present.

CHAIR AND CO-CHAIR
ELECTION

5. Audit Subcommittee Chair and Co-Chair election, was presented.
Committee Member Winterer nominated Greg Morena for Chair.
There being no other nominations, Greg Morena was unanimously
appointed by voice vote as Chair of the Audit Subcommittee, with all
members present.
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Chair Morena opened the floor for nominations for the Vice Chair.
Committee Member Van Denburgh nominated Ted Winterer
Committee Member Winterer nominated Elizabeth Van Denburgh
Committee Member Himmelrich nominated herself
Committee Members Van Denburgh and Winterer withdrew their
nominations.
Chair Morena nominated Sue Himmelrich
There being no other nominations, Sue Himmelrich was unanimously
appointed by voice vote as the Vice Chair of the Audit Subcommittee, with
all members present.
REPORTS

6. Presentation of Reports, was presented.
a. Fire Department Administrative Review (Moss Adams and Bill
Walker, Fire Chief)
It was reported: Workloads are high; work is siloed based on individual
managers; and functional areas of responsibility and authority were
sometimes unclear; some Chiefs and Coordinators didn’t have any sort of
Administrative support or support staff; there need to be clearer roles and
workplans; develop project management plan and meet on a quarterly basis.
The recommendation is to use a more shared service model with two teams
to support financial operations and operational support will be able to
provide support for everyone in the department, not just certain managers.
One of the ways to accomplish this is to create an administrative workplan,
with priorities, and to work with ISD using more technology and creating a
relationship.
The Fire Department currently has manual processes:
- Inspections (Currently one dedicated person) – this is a highly
manual process with paper. All other inspections are done by Fire
Suppression.
- Fire Prevention billing – invoicing and collection process highly
manual
Questions asked and answered included: Why does Fire have a stand-alone
billing system, and why doesn’t it integrate with other systems; how is
billing/invoicing being done throughout the city; the internal controls
throughout the city, how do these findings relate to earlier reviews and why
did these internal control issues come out in this report, but did not come
out in the overall reports previously; what do we do to collect the
outstanding invoices; how many invoices are involved in this number, and
how does that compare to other departments; are most of these functions
performed in the Fire Department by Fire or Finance; would the staff
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assistant move from another area, or would the assistant be a new hire;
where are you in the project management portion, and what can be done to
help you; is that where the extra Admin person would go; once these
projects are completed, do you think there would still be a need for this
position; what is the priority administratively, and what are the next steps;
are we being smart about how we’re moving forward with projects; how
long do you anticipate the groundwork taking; and, who is responsible for
making these recommendations happen.
Considerable discussion ensued on topics included but not limited to:
continue with the implementation programs and provide updates, HR
should be involved; work with the department to create efficiencies and
improve overall; having centralized versus decentralized systems and the
pluses and minuses of having both; establishing priorities to determine how
to proceed; and developing policies and procedures for internal controls.
Motion by Vice Chair Himmelrich, seconded by Committee Member Van
Denburgh to receive and file. The motion was approved unanimously by
voice vote with all members present.
b.

Fleet Utilization Study (Moss Adams and Salvador Valles, Chief
Operating Officer, Public Works), was presented.

Results – There were some data challenges. Recommendation: Once the
Fleet Management System is in place, review again every 2- 3 years, which
will shift towards more data driven. For reduction, the study identified 40
vehicles for surplus or reassignment, 16 of those vehicles could be
surplused right away, the rest could be reassigned to pools to better manage
the fleet. Those 16 vehicles could save $188,000 in the first year, then over
10 years, assuming none of those are replaced, it would be about $2 million
in savings. With respect to Fleet reductions and reassignment, most
recommendations were about better managing and using a centralized pool,
figuring out a way to make it easier for employees to want to use the pool.
It is also recommended: expanding the shop loaner pool; establishing a
heavy equipment pool; and that fleet is recovering its cost for utilization
when using those pools. It’s time for the city to take a look at the policies
and criteria as they relate to take home vehicles.; there is a need for a Fleet
Forecast to better understand long-term vehicle replacement cost and
support more effective Fleet Management.
Questions asked and answered included: When staff disagrees on
recommended vehicles to retire, how much of this has to do with personal
preferences; versus legitimate concerns; isn’t the goal to move away from
CNG vehicles; is one of the most important things to develop policies and
why; is there a process in place to create these policies; how is the low
morale issue being addressed, and did this report contribute to morale
problems; is the change management being done with staff; can all of this
be done in 12 to 14 months; and, is there still a policy on freezing
purchasing new vehicles.
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Motion by Vice Chair Himmelrich, seconded by Committee Member
Winterer, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote with all members present.
ETHICS HOTLINE

7. City Ethics Hotline Status Update (Lori Gentles, Chief People Officer),
was presented.
It was reported that the City received a total of six Ethics Hotline
Complaints in the past 12 months, with three since January of this year.
They all have to do with harassment, discrimination or violence. Mostly
sexual harassment based on race or age. Those were handled and
investigated in the HR department through Labor Relations.
There were concerns expressed at the last meeting about the lack of
complaints, and maybe the hotline information and procedures were not
widely distributed or adequately communicated, or that the Administrative
instructions were not clear. Looking at all of those areas, it was determined
that there weren’t a lot of complaints because we have a well-functioning
Employees relations unit, where the bulk of complaints come through.
Not only is there the Ethics hotline, there is also Santa Monica Works,
which is a platform that is open to the public to file complaints. That is
handled through the City Manager’s Office, and there are about 10,000
complaints received a year through this platform citywide.
In addition to these two complaint options and receiving feedback from the
Audit Subcommittee in January, HR decided to do more to enhance their
communication about the policy and procedures. There are seven
Communication Initiatives that are either underway or that will be
implemented.
1) Beginning July 2019, in conjunction with Employee Performance
evaluations, HR will provide employees with the Ethics Hotline
Administrative Instruction and Policy;
2) Put Flyers and Posters all over the City facilities;
3) New Employee Orientation and first year training, a flyer with
information about taking Ethics training will be given to them;
4) On the New Website, HR will have an identified presence regarding
Ethics Training and other trainings;
5) HR Monthly Newsletter – will have a static reference to the hotline
for each publication;
6) City Manager Office website homepage – will include the
information that the hotline is available 24 hours/7 days a week,
also in other languages;
7) Proposing to update the Administrative Instruction, adding
accessibility to file complaints, complaints go through a third-party
Administrator, and explain the levels of violations.
It was reported a list of the Top 10 types of complaints received through an
Ethics hotline nationally (theft, discrimination, wage discrepancies,
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workplace violence, fraud, etc.) Santa Monica’s top three complaints don’t
fall within any of those categories, but instead have to do with misconduct,
discrimination and harassment.
The HR Director’s suggestion is that she will continue to monitor and come
back with a report on a regular basis.
Questions asked and answered of staff included: Is our Ethics Code of
Conduct framed in a way that people know what their rights are; how clear
is it to employees that the hotline goes to a third party instead of staying inhouse; are we also looking for ways to inform non-city members, residents
to report issues through the hotline; is the hotline being publicized; and,
who does the report of complaints go to as the recipient, and what role does
the Audit committee have as far as receiving complaints.
Considerable discussion ensued on topics including, but not limited to:
continue and do more to make sure residents and those non-employees
know that complaints can be filed through the hotline; branding would be
helpful; there should be a protocol for when Audit Subcommittee members
receive complaints; the Resolution of the Audit Subcommittee contains
potentially confusing language with regard to role that requires changes to
the Resolution; and, the committee should continue to receive regular
reports at a high level.
Motion by Vice Chair Himmelrich, seconded by Committee Member Van
Denburgh, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote with all members present.
INTERNAL AUDIT

8. Internal Audit Status Reported and Discussion of FY 2019-21 Work
Plan (Moss Adams), was presented.
It was reported that Big Blue Bus is done and finished; Print Shop
Efficiency Report is very close to being finished, waiting for some data to
complete the analysis that will come back in August; Fire Admin and Fleet
Utilization were presented at this meeting; IT ISF Review – when finished
will go to the City Manager’s Office for review, will come back in August;
Parking Operations Contract Review, due to personnel changes and timing,
this has been moved to begin in September; and the Grants Management
Internal Controls Testing is being worked on and will come back to the
committee in August 2019.
Questions asked and answered included: Should breakdown of meters be
folded into the Parking Operations Contract Review; how will parking
meters come up in the audit; and, what is the lifetime for the public meters.
Considerable discussion ensued on topics including, but not limited to:
When looking at a Workplan, create a Master Plan for all Parking items,
and all Departments; working toward a Plan that overall touches all of the
departments, shows the previous work that has been done so that there is a
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list of everything on an on-going basis; and, follow-up with managers and
department heads on all of recommendations from the Audit reports .
Motion by Vice Chair Himmelrich, seconded by Committee Member Van
Denburgh, to receive and file the report. The motion was unanimously
approved by voice vote, with all members present.
Moss Adams reported on all of the Internal Audits that have been
completed this year and provided Risk Assessments (including Risk
Factors and Potential Mitigation Actions) and Internal Controls (including
Key Controls and Internal Controls Testing) and Department when
considering Potential Audit Projects for the upcoming year.
Presented was a list of Recommended Internal Audit Projects numbered 112, with the items in italics are recommended:
1) Parking Operations Contract Review (carryover from FY 18-19)
2) IT General Controls Testing
3) Human Resources Performance Study
4) Real Estate Portfolio Assessment
5) Procurement, Payroll, Monthly Rec./Close, or AP Internal Controls
Testing
6) IT Security/Penetration Testing
7) Housing Service Levels Study
8) Permitting Efficiency Study
9) Construction Audits
10) City Performance Reporting Review
11) Public Works Efficiency Study (division other than Fleet)
12) Ongoing Internal Audit Services
Mark explained why Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 12 were being recommended,
but that it is up to the Audit Subcommittee to decide which projects should
be audited in the upcoming year.
Questions asked and answered included: Shouldn’t IT Security be the
number 1 priority given what has been happening in other major cities;
should we wait a year or two to see if the Performance budget is working
before having an audit on the City Performance Reporting Review; given
that you know these issues with HR exist, do you really need an audit; how
can we not have enough people in the department to do an internal audit;
what are the other alternatives to having the HR audit done by Moss
Adams; is the HR audit something that should be done by a consultant;
and, is benchmarking needed.
Considerable discussion ensued on topics including: the two biggest assets,
city employees and the Real Estate portfolio should be the priority; for HR
things to be considered include: efficiencies and effectiveness in recruiting
numbers, classification system being too large; creating a fair compensation
strategy; the efficiency piece being looked for in labor is not done through
this kind of study; and, you’re going to get efficiencies from your labor by
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looking at your departments and processes.
The Committee provided suggestions for choices moving forward
including: Parking Operations Contract Review is already in the works; one
General Controls Testing (IT or Procurement Payroll), the Human
Resources Performance Study and, the Public Works Study. With input
from the Director of Finance, the committee decided on 1- Parking
Operations, 3 – Human Resources Performance Study, 4 – Real Estate
Portfolio Assessment, 5- Procurement, Payroll, Monthly Rec./Close, or AP
Internal Controls Testing and 11- Public Works Efficiency Study.
Motion from Committee Member Winterer, seconded by Vice Chair
Himmelrich, to approve for the upcoming fiscal year the priority for Moss
Adams should be Parking Operations, Human Resources Performance
Study, Real Estate Portfolio Assessment, Procurement, Internal Controls
Testing and Public Works Efficiency Study (have a discussion with the
head of Public Works about the possibility of doing an analysis for one
division or construction contracts under their purview). The motion was
unanimously approved by voice vote, with all members present.
AUDIT CONTRACT

9. Discussion of Internal Audit Services Contract, was presented.
The Director of Finance reported that an RFP has already gone out to find
an Internal Audit Service, and she is looking for a couple of committee
members to volunteer for the Selection Committee. The RFP went out
nationally on PlanetBids on May 16, 2019, with the deadline of June 12,
2019. Vice Chair Himmelrich, Committee Members Van Denburgh and
Zernitskaya volunteered to be on the selection committee, but due to a
potential of a Brown Act violation, Committee Member Zernitskaya
withdrew her name.
Motion by Vice Chair Himmelrich, seconded by Committee Member
Zernitskaya, to receive and file the information and select Vice Chair
Himmelrich and Committee Member Van Denburgh to be members of the
Internal Audit Services Contract selection committee. The motion was
unanimously approved by voice vote, with all members present.

ADJOURNMENT

On order of the Chair, the Santa Monica Audit Subcommittee meeting was
adjourned at 9:18 p.m.
ATTEST:

APPROVED:

Denise Anderson-Warren
City Clerk

Greg Morena
Chair
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Santa Monica CERP Fund Review
FOR INTERNAL USE OF THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA ONLY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The mission of the City of Santa Monica’s (the City) Information Services Department (ISD or the
Department) is to implement and maintain innovative, customer-oriented information technologies that
reinforce sustainability and community wellbeing, promote government transparency and accountability,
and support public safety, mobility, livability and economic growth. With a staff of 54 FTE positions, the
ISD supports departments across the City.
As part of this work, ISD manages the (CERP) Fund. The CERP’s purpose is to ensure that computer
equipment and technology resources meet City standards and are up to date.
This review was designed to align the CERP’s structure, governance, policies, and procedures to
increase efficiency and effectiveness. The assessment was conducted between February and April, 2019,
and consisted of four major phases: 1) Project Initiation and Management, 2) Fact Finding, 3) Analysis,
and 4) Reporting. The analysis was informed by interviews, document reviews, technology reviews, a
peer benchmarking survey, an internal customer survey, and research into industry best practices.
ISD is well positioned to make changes within IT governance (Recommendation 1), funding sources and
usage (Recommendations 2-4), internal service delivery (Recommendations 5-6), and related systems,
policies, and procedures (Recommendations 7-10). Taken as a whole, these adjustments should help
increase the sustainability of the CERP Fund.

OBSERVATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
GOVERNANCE

1.

Observation

The City does not yet have centralized technology governance.

Recommendation

Strengthen IT governance by establishing a City-wide governance committee,
and consider centralizing IT funding to more effectively manage the City’s IT
spend.

FUND SERVICES AND USAGE
Observation
2.

ISD is recovering all operating costs. However, Departments report lack of
clarity and frustration around charges. Funding for IT hardware, software, and
operations at the City comes from a variety of sources.
A. Improve communication of ISD charges within the City’s cost allocation plan.

Recommendation

B. Assess cost allocation methodologies to determine whether a different
approach would benefit Department customers.
C. Consider transitioning to an Internal Service Fund structure.
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OBSERVATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Observation

The CERP Fund is not fully recovering direct costs or collecting comprehensive
replacement reserves.

Recommendation

Establish a cost recovery goal, adjust charges to capture full direct costs of
equipment, and initiate the collection of additional reserve funds.

3.

INTERNAL SERVICE DELIVERY
4.

5.

Observation

The ISD’s technical support team is understaffed given the current workload.

Recommendation

Reduce the technical support workload by increasing staff and/or decreasing
the complexity of the IT environment.

Observation

Department staff report a lack of clarity around ISD processes, priorities, and
charges.

Recommendation

Take steps to strengthen and clarify communication with departments.

SYSTEMS, POLICIES, AND PROCESSES
Observation

The ISD operates a dedicated data center to support operations across the
City.

Recommendation

Develop a transition strategy to move toward a more flexible hybrid model that
can better accommodate the City’s future needs.

Observation

The IT asset management system is not adequately meeting ISD and City
needs.

Recommendation

Support a comprehensive IT asset management system by procuring asset
management software and clarify related roles and responsibilities.

Observation

The ISD does not employ a leasing strategy for IT equipment.

Recommendation

The ISD should consider a selective leasing strategy for specific areas of
equipment where leasing may provide a higher benefit than ownership.

Observation

Key ISD policies and procedures have not been established or documented.

Recommendation

Establish clear policies and procedures to support service delivery,
collaboration, and accountability.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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BACKGROUND, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
The ISD’s mission is to implement and maintain innovative, customer-oriented information
technologies that reinforce sustainability and community wellbeing, promote government
transparency and accountability, and support public safety, mobility, livability and economic growth.
With a staff of 54 FTE, the ISD supports departments across the City.
As part of this work, the ISD manages the CERP Fund. The CERP’s purpose is to ensure that
computer equipment and technology resources meet City standards and are up to date.
The goal of this review is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the CERP and related ISD
processes. Our recommendations focus on aligning the CERP Fund’s structure, governance, policies,
and procedures to increase efficiency and effectiveness.

When the City originally established the CERP, the intention was for the fund to maintain replacement
reserves for technology, with a primary emphasis on hardware like computers. Since that time,
changes in the technology landscape have transformed the way cities approach and utilize IT
resources. In particular, there is an increasing focus on software and services.
As IT trends have shifted, the CERP has adjusted to meet those needs and now covers costs related
to three areas:
•

Replacements of end-user computing systems, data center equipment and services, and network
infrastructure

•

Annual maintenance and renewals of software subscriptions

•

Enhancements (primarily new equipment purchases) for end-user computing systems, enterprise
software, information security, data center equipment and services, and network infrastructure

Within the public sector, increasing demands for efficiency and effectiveness in service delivery have
led to higher expectations for technology solutions. As cities across the country increase their reliance
and creative uses of technology to improve, optimize, and expand services, expenditures and
investment in technology are expected to rise.

The CERP Fund is part of the Information Technology Replacement and Services Fund (ITRS Fund).
This umbrella fund comprises both the CERP Fund and the Telecommunication Fund. Between FY
2011–12 and 2015–16, the ITRS Fund balance ranged between $6.9–$7.1 million. However, in the
past two fiscal years, the fund has seen an overall decrease down to $5.2 million in FY 2017-18. 1

1

Source: City of Santa Monica CAFR documents.
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ITRS Fund Historical Data
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12-13

13-14

ITRS Fund Expenditures

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

ITRS Fund Balance

FY

ITRS FUND
REVENUES

ITRS FUND
EXPENDITURES

ITRS NET
POSITION CHANGE

ITRS FUND
BALANCE

2008-2009

$2,020,227

$1,996,725

$23,502

$5,158,363

2009-2010

$2,899,206

$2,380,164

$519,042

$5,677,405

2010-2011

$2,183,021

$1,878,946

$304,075

$5,981,480

2011-2012

$2,205,096

$1,200,687

$1,004,409

$6,985,889

2012-2013

$2,116,193

$2,339,200

($223,007)

$6,762,882

2013-2014

$2,139,720

$1,845,077

$294,643

$7,057,525

2014-2015

$2,044,095

$1,998,274

$45,821

$7,103,346

2015-2016

$2,438,368

$2,368,069

$70,299

$7,173,645

2016-2017

$2,078,498

$3,438,088

($1,359,590)

$5,814,055

2017-2018

$2,620,873

$3,185,047

($564,174)

$5,253,744

Based on the Department forecast, the ITRS Fund is expected to remain self-sustaining through the
end of fiscal year 2025–26 (before annual set aside) and then experience a shortfall for the last three
years of the forecast. This is projected to result in an approximately $2.0 million deficit at the end of
the forecast.
This shortfall is primarily a result of CERP-related expenses—the additive change in net position over
the 10-year forecast due to the Telecommunication Fund expenses is around $200,000, versus $7.3
million for the CERP Fund. This decrease has been mainly driven by recent increases in CERP Fund
expenditures due to unbudgeted enhancements for information security, increased expenses for
Microsoft licenses, and increased replacement costs for computer workstations.
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CERP Fund Forcast Data
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FY

CERP FUND
REVENUES

CERP FUND
EXPENDITURES

CERP NET
POSITION CHANGE

ITRS FUND
BALANCE

2018-2019

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,532,317

$ (643,834)

$ 3,809,248

2019-2020

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,401,668

$ (513,186)

$ 3,432,557

2020-2021

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,434,895

$ (546,412)

$ 3,010,941

2021-2022

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,468,919

$ (580,436)

$ 2,543,323

2022-2023

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,503,759

$ (615,277)

$ 2,028,597

2023-2024

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,539,436

$ (650,953)

$ 1,465,635

2024-2025

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,575,969

$ (687,486)

$ 853,278

2025-2026

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,613,379

$ (724,896)

$ 190,340

2026-2027

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,651,687

$ (763,204)

$ (524,393)

2027-2028

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,690,914

$ (802,431)

$ (1,292,162)

2028-2029

$ 1,888,483

$ 2,731,082

$ (842,599)

$ (2,114,243)

The ISD is well positioned to make changes within IT governance (Recommendation 1), funding
sources and usage (Recommendations 2-3), internal service delivery (Recommendations 4-5), and
related systems, policies, and procedures (Recommendations 6-9). Taken as a whole, these
adjustments should help increase the sustainability and effectiveness of the CERP Fund.
Continual change within the technology landscape is to be expected. By ensuring their department’s
work and the CERP Fund are structured and supported to maximize adaptability, ISD can be well
prepared to meet the changing needs of the City.
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The assessment was conducted between February and April, 2019. The analysis was informed by
interviews, document reviews, technology reviews, a peer benchmarking survey, an internal customer
survey, and research into industry best practices. The project consisted of four major phases:
1. Project initiation and management: This phase concentrated on comprehensive project
planning and project management, including identifying staff to interview, identifying documents
to review, performing initial peer selection and refinement, communicating results, and
establishing regular reports on project status.
2. Fact finding: This phase included process walk-throughs, document review, document review,
peer benchmarking, industry standard research, internal customer feedback survey, and any
additional staff interviews as needed. We worked with the City’s ISD staff to obtain the most
currently available information and insights.
○

Document Review: We reviewed documents including policies, procedures, planning
documents, asset inventories, and others.

○

Peer Benchmarking: We identified similarly-situated peer cities to gather information about
information technology department budgets, organizational structures, governance models,
leasing systems, and use of internal service funds (ISFs) (including cost recovery methods).
See Appendix A for full results.

○

Industry Standards and Best Practice Research: Based on the opportunities for improvement
identified, we conducted research to ascertain industry standards and best practices from
other local government IT departments.

○

Internal Customer Feedback Survey: We administered a short survey to division managers
and other select staff to better understand their experience with ISD and the CERP Fund. Of
the 99 survey requests sent, we received 37 responses, a 37% response rate. While this
survey is a useful tool to identify staff sentiment, the results are not statistically significant and
are not fully representative because participation was less than 100%. See Appendix B for
full results.

3. Analysis: This phase served as the assessment portion of the project where, based on
information gathered, we evaluated the importance, impact, and scope of our observations in
order to develop recommended efficiency and effectiveness changes.
4. Reporting: This phase concluded the project by reviewing draft observations and
recommendations with the CIO to validate facts and confirm the practicality of recommendations.
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COMMENDATIONS
Based on the insights gathered through interviews, survey responses, and document review, it is
evident that the ISD has many commendable organizational attributes. Some examples include:
•

Forward-focused leadership: In general, the Department leadership team is interested and
engaged in the process of making positive change to ensure the best possible IT environment for
the City and its residents.

•

Dedicated staff: Based on interviews, many Department staff are dedicated to providing
excellent service, take pride in their work, and employ creative problem-solving in the face of
challenges.

•

IT Strategic Plan: The establishment of the cross-functional Strategic Advisory Committee and
the related IT Strategic Plan is a positive step toward proactive service delivery.

•

Project Management Office: The formation of the ISD Project Management Office and the
Portfolio Review Board is a strong indication of the Department’s commitment to harmonizing IT
projects throughout the City.

•

Department-specific technology roadmaps: ISD has initiated a collaborative process to create
department-specific technology roadmaps. Initial departmental response to this effort has been
positive.

•

Service Level Agreements: The Department has made strong progress toward developing
Service Level Agreements to better define the relationship between ISD and the other City
departments with whom they work. All SLAs are scheduled to be in place before the end of the
fiscal year.

We would like to thank staff and leadership within ISD and across the City for their participation in this
study.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the input gathered from interviews, document review, benchmarking, and surveys, as well
as comparisons to best practices, we prepared a comprehensive set of observations and
recommendations.

1.

Observation

The City does not yet have centralized technology governance.

Recommendation

Strengthen IT governance by establishing a City-wide governance committee, and
consider centralizing IT funding to more effectively manage the City’s IT spend.

Strong IT governance enables the alignment of IT services and infrastructure with city-wide strategies
and goals. In general, the need for sound IT governance relates to a number of common issues that
many organizations struggle to manage unless there is clarity, shared responsibility, and open
communication between IT and other City departments. Within the public sector, financial pressures,
coupled with increasing demands for efficiencies and effectiveness in service delivery, have led to
higher expectations for technology solutions. In the absence of an effective governance structure, the
City runs the risk of overspending on technologies that miss the mark with respect to aligning with the
goals of the City.
The ISD is currently working to harmonize IT decision-making across the City. Efforts include the
creation of the City Technology Plan, the establishment of the Strategic Advisory Committee, Digital
Council, and the Change Advisory Committee, the establishment of the ISD PMO office and the
Portfolio Review Board, and a wide variety of cross-departmental meetings and check-ins, including
the initiation of department-specific technology roadmaps.
However, decision-making processes are still frequently decentralized because ISD lacks formal
oversight authority. At times, the ISD is not involved in IT-related decisions or purchases and there
are no clear policies or accountability mechanisms to ensure that departments purchase, maintain,
and retire hardware and software in accordance with the City’s best interest. The lack of robust IT
governance has wide-ranging impacts, including:
•

Expanding IT costs

•

Increasing redundant, inappropriate, or non-strategic technology purchases

•

Increasing technical support needs in order to maintain a growing number of devices and
configurations

•

Heightening threats to cybersecurity due to running outdated software and systems

IT governance should not be viewed solely as an ISD issue. Best practices for tackling IT governance
initiatives and implementing governance structures suggest that an enterprise-wide approach should
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be adopted, backed by top-level commitment, and managed through a cross-functional committee
that has shared accountabilities and responsibilities with ISD.
For the most part, peer cities adhere to these best practices. Five of the six peer cities utilize a
governing committee to make decisions about IT purchases and priorities. Three of the six peer cities
have committees specifically related to IT decision-making and report that this model works relatively
well to serve their department’s needs. Two of the six peer cities incorporate IT decision making into
committees involved in City-wide budgeting or priority-setting processes that extend beyond IT. They
report mixed results with this model. See Appendix A for additional peer survey result details.

GOVERNANCE CHARACTERISTICS

PEER A

PEER B

PEER C

PEER D

PEER E

PEER F

IT is primarily responsible for all ITrelated purchasing decisions

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IT decisions are made through a
formal committee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Decision-making committee include
representatives from IT only

No

No

Yes

No

No

N/A

Decision-making committee includes
representatives from IT and other
departments

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

To improve and harmonize IT decision-making, the ISD should establish a city-wide IT governance
committee. This committee would replace and enhance the current Strategic Advisory Committee,
and may or may not take on some functions of the current Portfolio Review Board. When establishing
this governance committee, ISD should re-evaluate whether aspects of current governance practices
or groups will need to be coordinated or retired. In addition, industry standards and peer
recommendations suggest the following key points:
•

Committee Authority: The committee should establish policies stipulating that all major ITrelated decisions and associated budgetary expenditures—including new purchases, software
upgrades, and project prioritization—pass through this committee. Ideally, this can be a space for
collaborative problem-solving that keeps the needs of the City and its residents at the core of
every decision.

•

Committee representatives: The committee should include representation from the ISD and all
other major departments supported by the ISD. This will ensure cross-departmental concerns can
be raised and addressed in an equitable way. The ISD may be able to leverage the members of
the current Strategic Advisory Committee.

•

Centralized funding: A committee governance model is most effective when IT spending is
centralized. To most effectively make long-term technology decisions that ensure system
interoperability, technology expenditures should be centralized.

•

Guiding principles: Several peers mentioned that establishing guiding principles for technologyrelated decisions was helpful to build consensus and shared understanding between departments
and IT. In addition, principles can be aligned with City-wide values to help strengthen the
connection between ISD and City goals.
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•

Support from City Manager/leadership: Most peer cities noted that support from and alignment
with their city manager is critical to ensuring collaborative prioritization processes and governance
accountabilty. Multiple peers mentioned, unsolicited, that without this support their attempts to
manage IT governance would be greatly compromised.

•

Collaborate with Purchasing: Multiple peer cities reported working closely with their purchasing
division to introduce some amount of checks and balances to the acquisition of IT hardware and
software. For example, one peer noted that their purchasing system software automatically flags
any purchases with codes related to technology for review by their IT department. Other peers
reported success with developing a list of pre-approved equipment, and working with purchasing
staff to ensure they review any items not on the list. While some challenges were reported in
terms of purchasing department’s levels of knowledge around what would or would not qualify as
a technology purchase, most peers reported increased collaboration with purchasing has
improved their IT governance processes and accountability. Within the City, the Finance
Purchasing team currently notifies ISD when select purchases come through on their queue—for
example, IT-related contracts—but this process is not currently designed to be comprehensive of
all IT-related purchases. Transparent communication with Purchasing will also be key. For
example, some staff noted that it would be helpful to increase transparency around large vendor
contracts.

2.

Observation

ISD is recovering all operating costs. However, Departments report lack of clarity
and frustration around charges. Funding for IT hardware, software, and operations
at the City comes from a variety of sources.

Recommendation

a. Improve communication of ISD charges within the City’s cost allocation plan.
b. Assess cost allocation methodologies to determine whether a different approach
would benefit Department customers.
c. Consider transitioning to an Internal Service Fund structure.

The ISD is currently structured as a central services department that supports the work of all other
divisions within the City. The ISD is funded through inter-departmental charges that are calculated
using various allocation bases (see table below). Based on a review of the City’s 2018 Full Cost
Allocation Plan, the ISD is recovering 100% of costs that are allocated to non-General Fund
departments.
While there were no specific best-practice trends identified in peer city cost allocation methods,
allocation based on number of FTEs, number of licenses, and number of devices were common. Peer
cities varied widely in the complexity of their cost allocation methods—several reported success using
fairly detailed methodologies, while others reported that more simplified methods suited their city’s
needs. For example, one peer uses an extremely simple allocation method. They report that, while it
was initially challenging to gain departmental buy-in due to concerns over equity, this straightforward
methodology has been highly successful in terms of increasing transparency and clarity among
departments, as well as reducing administrative costs.
Santa Monica CERP Fund Review
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The ISD’s cost allocation plan—which is a subset of the greater City-wide cost allocation plan—was
originally developed with several goals in mind, including maximizing cost recovery and ensuring
equity by allocating charges to user departments as fairly as possible. The ISD’s current cost
allocation model can be described as a hybrid of several models, consisting of per-unit allocations
(e.g., number of devices per division), some usage-based fees (e.g., percentage of time by division),
and some direct billing (e.g., the direct allocation for the Library). The ISD’s internal service cost
allocation methods are defined below by division and service provided.

SERVICE TYPE

ALLOCATION BASIS

IS Strategy and Operations Division - manages the business operations and provides administrative
support to ISD.
IS Division Support

Number of FTEs in the IS Department

Procurement

Number of requests per division

Community Broadband

Directly allocated to ISD Community Broadband

Citywide System Support

Number of devices per division

Rent

Rent per division

Infrastructure and Cloud Services Division - manages the planning, implementation, and operation of the
City's IT infrastructure and services.
Server Admin/Network Support

Number of devices per division

Telecomm Support

Number of phones per division

Library Network

Directly allocated to Library

Digital Transformation and Development - provides technical support and consulting services to City
departments in support of data, digitization of processes, and the development of digital solutions.
Application Development Support

Percent of time by division

Application Dev Support – BBB

Total amount of support to BBB

Customer Support and Experience - responsible for supporting City staff on the use of technology that
helps fulfill the City’s mission.
PC Support/Training Services

Number of devices per division

Despite the ISD’s efforts, Department staff and leadership reported frustration with charges, due to a
lack of understanding of how costs are determined. For example, 61% of survey respondents rate
their understanding of the bases of the charges their department receives as “Slightly Well” or “Not
Well” (see Appendix B for full survey results). This is further exacerbated by the fact that funding for
technology hardware and software enhancements (new purchases), maintenance, replacement, and
related services currently comes from a variety of sources—including the CERP Fund, the ISD
operating budget, and other department operating budgets. 70% of survey respondents report that it
is “Somewhat Difficult” or “Extremely Difficult” to understand their department’s total yearly investment
Santa Monica CERP Fund Review
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in IT and related services. In addition, General Fund departments are typically not aware of the costs
their department incurs as they are not explicitly charged for the related fees.
Lack of understanding of cost allocation charges is a common challenge for cities since cost
allocation is complicated to design, administer, and explain. Without clear and comprehensive
outreach and communication, departments will not adequately understand internal service charges
and the nexus to services delivered. The perceived lack of clarity and transparency contributes to
customer frustration with service charges.
To ensure department clarity and efficient use of staff time, the ISD should consider taking the
following steps:

A. Improve communication and presentation of the ISD cost allocation plan.
Currently, the cost allocation plan for all internal or central service departments—including ISD—is
prepared and managed by the Finance Department. To improve departmental communication, ISD
should consolidate their section of the City-wide cost allocation plan into an accessible, centrally
located document. The consolidated plan should include a user-friendly introductory section that
clearly explains the goal and priorities behind the cost allocation plan as well as the process for
implementing changes. The high-level document should outline on a summary basis all the ISD
services that are reimbursed for via cost allocation, direct cost billed to receiving departments, or paid
for through the General Fund. This document should also include information about charges related
to the CERP Fund. This will assist in demystifying why certain amounts are charged to various
departments and bring greater transparency to the overall technology expenses across the City.

B. Assess cost allocation methodologies to determine whether a different
approach would benefit Department customers.
The underlying principles of the cost allocation plan are determined by the federal Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Uniform Guidance. Utilizing those principles, the ISD should
reassess cost allocation methods to determine whether a different approach would benefit customers.
The cost allocation options mentioned above are categorized in the table below. Options were
evaluated based on a set of accepted economic and public policy criteria, including efficiency, (cost of
administration), equity (fairness across departments), and simplicity (how easy the basis is to
understand). Ease of internal service department cost recovery was also assessed.

BASIS
Standardized per-unit allocation
Tailored per-unit allocation
Per-unit allocation, and some usage-based
charges
Direct bill fully burdened hourly costs

EQUITY

SIMPLICITY

EFFICIENCY

COST
RECOVERY

Low

Medium

High

Low

Low-Medium

Medium-High

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Low

Low

High

As noted above, ISD currently uses a hybrid cost allocation model. If the ISD is interested in shifting
their cost allocation method, an impact analysis should be performed to assess the financial
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consequences of changing methodologies. For instance, an increase in simplicity will likely, by
nature, decrease equity. Shifting costs could also affect reimbursements. Assessing the fiscal and
service delivery impacts on departments and developing allocation calculations is often most
effectively performed by an external contractor in conjunction with the Auditor-Controller.

C. Consider transitioning to an Internal Service Fund structure.
An ISF is essentially a central service department that recovers costs via cost reimbursement as
services are provided via invoicing or direct billing. Internal service rates charged out to departments
typically include:
•

•

Operational costs
○

Salary and benefits of ISF personnel

○

Operational expenses (service and supplies)

○

Allowable indirect costs (department)

○

A-87 costs (other central service department costs)

○

Working capital/operating reserve

Retained earnings from prior year
○

Unreserved surplus or deficit from the prior year

The County of Fresno has identified the following advantages and disadvantages of using an ISF
model. 2

ADVANTAGES OF USING ISF MODEL
● Transparency: The rate development process
should openly disclose the projected units of
service and/or product to be provided with the
projected expenditures (type and dollar amount)
necessary to provide the service and/or product.
● Efficient use of resources: The use of an ISF
segregates financial reporting for ISF operations
from the rest of the Central Service Departments
that should enhance responsiveness to changes
in demand.
● Encourages long-term planning: The ISF
should consider the cost of repairing and/or
replacing equipment in the development of rates.
Allows the operation to plan for retirement of ISF
assets.
● Better management and control: The
development of rates provides a tool to compare
ISF rates to comparable services provided by the
private sector for competitive analysis.
● Aids management in identifying where
operational inefficiencies may be: These
include inefficient output per unit of input, cost

DISADVANTAGES OF USING ISF MODEL
● Lack of flexibility: The ISF may not be able to
adjust rates timely to reflect changes in demand
(in tight budgetary times users may postpone use
of services and/or products until later in the
budget year thus giving a “false” demand reading
at mid-year).
● User uncertainty about ISF rates: It can be
challenging for user department to estimate ISF
rates from year to year for their
budgeting/planning purposes as many ISF input
variables are not readily available or projectable,
including salary and benefits changes, ISF
staffing levels, reserve levels, and demand from
other users.
● Potential for “excess reserves”: The
management of the ISF may develop rates with
an aggressive replacement/repair program but
not spend the reserves in accordance with
program terms, thereby accumulating reserves in
excess of what is required to operate the ISF. The
users of the ISF would have then been
overcharged for the services and/or products

2
The County of Fresno
www2.co.fresno.ca.us/0110a/Questys_Agenda/MG169628/AS169651/AS169653/AI169616/DO169617/DO_169617.PDF
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ADVANTAGES OF USING ISF MODEL
effectiveness of inputs to generate output, and
cost structure of inputs.

DISADVANTAGES OF USING ISF MODEL
received. This can be mitigated by offering
departmental subsidies in following years.
● Lacks economy of scale: The ISF may be
unable to provide competitive rates as compared
to the private sector due to a smaller customer
base and/or product volume.

Five of the six peer cities have established their IT department as a full ISF. Two peers have
transitioned to this model within the past several years. All peers who are established as ISFs report
that this model is preferrable to functioning as a central service department. In particular, peers noted
the following benefits associated with this model include:
•

Promotes transparency around funding. Although several peers report that the transition to an
ISF required a lot of communication with departments, they generally noted that the ISF structure,
especially when combined with a simplified allocation basis, has improved the transparency
around their city’s full technology investment.

•

Provides more flexibility to the IT department. For example, when functioning as a central
services department, unused resources are returned to the General Fund. Within the ISF
structure, unused resources are kept within the ISF and can be appropriately reallocated to
support City-wide technology.

•

Structurally well-aligned to promote strong IT governance. By centralizing all IT spending
into one area and promoting a 100% cost recovery goal, the ISF model both requires and
supports strong governance practices.

Based on the advantages of functioning as an ISF and the local peer trend, ISD should consider the
option of transitioning to a full ISF model. As part of adopting the ISF model, ISD could choose to
centralize all IT-related expenditures into the ISF structure—including those currently managed within
departments. This would increase the visibility of the City’s overall IT expenditures and allow for more
comprehensive planning. Either way, it is important to note that this model relies on strong,
established governance practices (Recommendation #1) to ensure adequate collaboration and
accountability between departments.
However, there are challenges associated with this method, primarily related to departmental buy-in
and ISD staff capacity to manage the full range of devices and services. Due to these issues, one
peer city that current operates with a fully centralized expense model is working to devolve
department-specific software costs and maintenance back to individual departments. As such, as part
of the ISF transition process, ISD would likely want to complete a department-by-department
assessment to determine which specific assets and software should be incorporated into the ISF
model.
Transitioning to an ISF model would require upfront staff investment, and potentially the support of an
outside expert who can help the Department establish the new structure effectively and efficiently.
This transition would also impact other department’s workloads to varying degrees. For example, the
Finance Department would need to be highly involved in the transition and would provide some
degree of ongoing support for this model. Given this burden, the decision of whether or not to
transition to an ISF model should be made in coordination with all impacted departments. This is
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particularly important within the current City operating environment, as staff report some concerns as
to whether an ISF model could decrease transparency, accountability, or collaboration.
In addition, the ISF model may require additional staff within ISD to support new, ongoing functions.
In turn, it would alleviate work for other departments. For example, if all technology-related contracts
were managed through ISD (rather than individual departments), this would require increased staff
support within ISD.
If ISD transitions to an ISF model, the CERP Fund would likely remain as a separate fund. Five of the
six peer cities operate a separate equipment replacement fund, regardless of ISF status. Peers report
this is helpful to both guarantee adequate funds for replacements and ensure transparency around
charges. However, ISD should consider earmarking non-replacement expenses currently managed
through the CERP (like maintenance, annual software subscriptions, and technology enhancements)
and incorporating those into the ISF model. That way, replacement and reserve costs would be more
clearly delineated and protected within the CERP.

3.

Observation

The CERP fund is not fully recovering direct costs or collecting comprehensive
replacement reserves.

Recommendation

Establish a cost recovery goal, adjust charges to capture full direct costs of
equipment, and initiate the collection of additional reserve funds.

The CERP Fund covers costs related to replacement of end-user computing systems, data center
equipment and services, and network infrastructure. In addition, it covers annual maintenance and
renewals of subscriptions, and enhancements (primarily new equipment purchases) for end-user
computing systems, enterprise software, information security, data center equipment and services,
and network infrastructure.
The CERP Fund is supported by annual internal service contributions from other funds, with the vast
majority of the funding coming from the City’s General Fund. 3

FUND

3

FY 2018—19

General Fund

$1,618,144

Beach Recreation Fund

$17,728

Housing Authority Fund

$8,220

Water Fund

$49,031

Wastewater Fund

$39,154

Pier Fund

$2,360

Source: City of Santa Monic 2019 CIP Budget.
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FUND

FY 2018—19

Resource, Recovery, Recycling

$34,330

Airport Fund

$16,454

Cemetery Fund

$5,500

Vehicle Management Fund

$14,879

Risk Management Admin Fund

$22,908

However, the CERP Fund is not fully recovering its direct costs for software and hardware provided to
departments. Staff report that notable exceptions to full cost recovery include:
•

Funding for annual software subscriptions provided to enterprise funds (e.g., Big Blue Bus)

•

Full costs of annual subscription software (e.g., Microsoft licenses)

•

Full costs of computer and laptops

•

Cell phone replacement and annual costs associated with Mobile Device Management (MDM)
software

•

Desk phone replacement costs and annual associated licensing and support

To account for the full direct cost of hardware and software, the ISD should establish a 100% cost
recovery goal for the CERP Fund. Charges should also be adjusted to capture the comprehensive
cost of providing equipment.
In addition, the CERP Fund is not currently collecting replacement/reserve funding for enterprise
software or information security. While software is generally trending toward subscription-based
models, which have significantly lower replacement costs, the lack of any reserves is likely to create a
budget shortfall within the fund when replacements are required. The ISD should forecast an
appropriate replacement level and begin reserving those funds for future use.
These actions will improve the long-term sustainability of the CERP Fund along with providing
increased visibility for all related technology expenditures.

4.

Observation

The ISD’s technical support team is understaffed given the current workload.

Recommendation

Reduce the technical support workload by increasing staff and/or decreasing the
complexity of the IT environment.

The ISD’s current ratio of full-time technical support staff to city employees is 1:465—with five fulltime Computer Support Specialists and Computer Support Technician II positions serving
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approximately 2323 FTE positions. 4 If the Department filled the two vacant support positions, the ratio
would decrease to 1:332. Industry standards commonly recommend ratios ranging between 1:1501:250, depending on the complexity of the IT environment. Peer cities have estimated ratios of
support staff to end users ranging between 1:75 to 1:236, with an average ratio of 1:174. While 56%
of survey respondents rated the ISD's service responsiveness at “Extremely Satisfied” or “Somewhat
Satisfied,” a number of respondents mentioned issues with receiving timely support. Given this
context, the ISD technical support team is understaffed.
Growth in City-wide FTEs has partially contributed to this issue. Within the past five years, the
number of budgeted support staff positions has remained steady, while city-wide FTEs have
increased by 120 positions. While support needs vary by staff role and many of the new positions do
not require substantial technical support (for example, positions that do not use laptops or computers
as part of their daily work), the general trend has been an increase in the support staff ratio.

Ratio of Support Staff to City-Wide FTEs
335
330
325
320
315
310
305

14-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

FISCAL YEAR

ISD BUDGETED
SUPPORT STAFF FTES

CITY-WIDE FTES

RATIO

2014-2015

7

2,203

1:315

2015-2016

7

2,269

1:324

2016-2017

7

2,325

1:332

2017-2018

7

2,329

1:333

2018-2019

7

2,323

1:332

The tech support team is tasked with managing a highly complex IT environment. In particular, there
is a wide variety of enterprise systems utilized across the City. For example, ISD is currently tasked
with supporting seven separate payment systems. These highly specialized systems require
substantial staff investment to maintain and trouble-shoot. Lacking economy of scale, each new
system further taxes the support staff workload.

4
The staffing ratios included here are estimates, as they are based on FTEs, rather than a full count of supported end users.
While we could not get an exact end-user count, ISD currently supports 3,006 Microsoft Office licenses. Using that number as
an approximate count, the ratio of technical support staff to end users would be closer to 1:601.
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In addition, the ISD intentionally offers a larger than average range of devices and configurations to
support City staff. For example, the ISD currently supports two operating systems (Microsoft Windows
and Apple iOS) for desktop and laptop computers, in addition to a variety of computer brands and
configurations. This situation has been exacerbated by the ISD’s lack of authority to require
Departments to use updated software and the presence of untracked shadow technology.
While offering staff and departments a choice in their technological equipment can provide value, it
has created a diverse and, often inefficient, technological environment. Taken as a whole, the tech
support team is supporting a continually increasing volume and complexity of equipment.
The ISD has several options to help reduce the technical support staff workload:
•

Hire additional support staff: The current staffing ratio is ultimately unsustainable. Hiring one
additional FTE (along with filling the two vacant support positions), would reduce the staffing ratio
to 1:290. Hiring two additional FTEs would reduce the staffing ratio to 1:258, bringing the ISD
much closer to both peer and industry standards.

•

Reduce the complexity of the IT environment: Several peers mentioned that greater
simplification of their IT environment had increased the efficiency of their department. ISD could
pursue the option of further standardizing the City’s technical environment (for example, by
reducing the number of enterprise systems, or supporting only one operating system). Another
possibility would be to establish a policy requiring departments to operate up-to-date software—
thus reducing the number of software and configurations the team supports. While this would
likely increase departmental spending on software (especially given the industry move toward
subscription-based pricing, rather than single purchases), ISD staff report that it could result in
more efficient use of staff time and help protect against cybersecurity risks.

•

Outsource select services: Staff report that some outsourced services related to equipment
replacement are being piloted this year. Depending on the outcome, the ISD may want to explore
the option of outsourcing additional services as a means to reduce staff workloads. However, in
general, the more complex the environment, the more it costs to outsource support. As such, the
ISD may want to delay a full analysis of this option until further standardization has taken place.

•

Invest in a high-performing team: Two peer cities reported that they actively use a strategy of
hiring high-performing technical support staff. They accomplish this by having clear measures of
success for each role, paying above market rates, hiring more senior-level staff, and striving to
offer good work/life balance and other benefits. They believe investing in a high-performing team
increases team efficiency and strenghtens inter-departmental relationships. For example, one
peer reported that after instituting this strategy, they now have 40-50% request completion rates
on the first call to the support desk.

Recently, the Department has worked to secure a contract with Zones, LCC to provide Network
Operations Center (NOC) and afterhours helpdesk services. Once this contract is implemented,
Zones, LCC will deliver around-the-clock monitoring of critical municipal systems—including those for
safety, transportation, traffic, and utilities. This service is expected to decrease system downtime,
improve security, and increase the City’s incident response capacity. In addition, the contract will offer
basic afterhours helpdesk support to departments that work outside of regular business hours. While
this afterhours service will not decrease current support staff workloads, it will provide enhanced
support services to City staff. Taken as a whole, the new contract represents a positive increase in
operational resilience and an enhancement to support services. However, it is not expected to
substantially reduce support staff workloads.
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In order to provide a high level of quality customer support, the ISD should take steps to ensure their
technical support team is adequately staffed in relation to workload. While a combination of the
strategies mentioned above may be the best option, the ISD should strongly consider hiring at least
one additional support staff FTE.

5.

Observation

Department staff report a lack of clarity around ISD processes, priorities, and
charges.

Recommendation

Take steps to strengthen and clarify communication with departments.

Survey respondents report a wide range of opinions about the ISD’s communication practices. For
example, 45% report being “Extremely Satisfied” or “Somewhat Satisfied” with the effectiveness of
the ISD’s communication efforts, while 41% report being “Extremely Dissatisfied” or “Somewhat
Dissatisfied.” Common themes include confusion over charges, lack of respondent knowledge of the
full cost of equipment (for example, equating purchase price with ownership cost), and frustration
around a lack of communication about technology roll-outs that impact departmental work.
Frequent, transparent communications about operational changes, costs, staffing, vendor contracts,
and priorities will build trust between departments. Transparency begets accountability, and
customers are more likely to be flexible and collaborative if they understand the context for decisions.
Trust on both sides of the customer service relationship will improve the utilization, efficiency, and
effectiveness of service delivery.
In addition to creating specific materials and trainings to better communicate ISD and CERP funding
models, charges, and vendor contracts (Recommendation 2 and 3), the ISD should consider
developing monthly reports to each department that includes performance metrics to help
communicate the outcomes and value departments receive. A short list of sample metrics is provided
in Appendix D.
The ISD should also continue work to leverage the embedded Business Analysts to strengthen
departmental relationships and collaboration. Some staff report that Business Analysts vary widely in
terms of their conception of their role and the services they provide to departments. For example, one
staff member noted that while some Business Analysts see themselves as an active partner tasked
with bridging the gap between the ISD and department needs, others see themselves in a more
passive role. The ISD should revisit the roles and responsibilities of this staffing group to ensure all
members of the team are contributing in an aligned and efficient manner. This may involve additional
staff training and support around developing skills like project management.
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6.

Observation

The ISD operates a dedicated data center to support operations across the City.

Recommendation

Develop a transition strategy to move toward a more flexible hybrid model that can
better accommodate the City’s future needs.

Across the public sector, there are four main approaches to data center management:
•

Operating a dedicated in-house data center

•

Utilizing cloud-based approaches operated by a private organization

•

Adopting a shared services/community cloud model approach

•

Outsourcing all data center management to a private organization

Currently, the ISD operates an on-premises dedicated data center to collect, store, process, and
disseminate data that support daily operations across the City. The data center is housed in City Hall
and was added in 2010 as part of the Seismic Retrofit project. Six staff members are involved with
maintaining the data center.
The ISD’s choice to run a proprietary data center is in line with common practices in the public sector.
A survey by the Center for Digital Government found that 70% of state and local governments
manage their own dedicated data centers, although interest and utilization of other data center
models is increasing. 5 Enterprise data centers have some important benefits, primarily the level of
control over technology and security that it provides the City.
However, dedicated data centers require high levels of staff support as continuity and uptime is
critically important. The cost of running an on-premises data center can also be considerable when
accounting for infrastructure, power, staff time, license agreements, security, and maintenance.
Proprietary data centers can also present emergency preparedness challenges. For example, running
a backup facility of secondary center to provide support in the event of a power outage or disaster
can be crucial for service delivery, but is also expensive.
Given the shortcomings of dedicated data centers, there has been a movement across both the
private and public sectors to explore new models. Within government, there has been a strong trend
toward focusing on consolidation and optimization of data centers by shifting toward cloud-based
approaches—most notably spearheaded by the Government Services Administration’s 2016 Data
Center Optimization Initiative.
Cloud-based approaches are recognized as an important way to free up staff time and shift more IT
resources from back-office activities to value-added services. Depending on the context, cloud-based
approaches can also reduce operations and maintenance expenses to provide significant cost

GovTech Definitive Guide to Data Centers https://www.govtech.com/library/papers/Definitive-Guide-to-Data-Centers1425.html
5
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savings. However, full cloud-based systems are not yet viable due to continuing security concerns.
For example, the Federal Risk Authorization and Management Program, which sets standards for
cloud security, has only begun authorizing cloud services for data that requires higher-security
thresholds in recent years.
Within this context, many national and local governments are focused on adopting hybrid models that
use both dedicated physical servers and cloud solutions for data management. This can provide a
best-of-both-world solution that optimizes current investments, reduces costs, and takes advantage of
opportunities provided by cloud-based approaches.
The ISD should develop a data center transition strategy that focuses on shifting toward hybrid
operations. This can be done in a phased approach, where the benefits and viability of cloud-based
solutions are considered during every system upgrade, enhancement, or replacement decision.
The cost of migrating to a cloud-based approach depends on many factors, including the structure
and age of the system that will be transitioned. Regardless, the ISD and City leadership should
expect initial migration costs to be high, both due to the upfront expense of transitioning a given
system, and the need to run both the new and old system in parallel for a period of time to ensure
continuity and security. However, as the technology landscape is ever-shifting, adopting an adaptable
data center strategy will be essential for the ISD to remain responsive to City needs.

7.

Observation

The IT asset management system is not adequately meeting ISD and City needs.

Recommendation

Support a comprehensive IT asset management system by procuring asset
management software and clarify related roles and responsibilities.

Asset management is a critical component in managing the life cycle of IT hardware and software
throughout the City. Asset management systems typically address four areas:
•

Asset discovery, data capture, and storage

•

Asset tracking

•

Asset lifecycle management

•

Asset reporting

Staff report that the ISD’s asset management practices have not historically met the needs of the
Department or the City. The lack of an adequate asset management system (in combination with
limited IT governance practices) has resulted in an unknown level of shadow technology into which
the ISD has limited visibility. For example, although the ISD has close to 1,700 active computers in
their records, staff report that the actual number of computers in use across the City could be as high
as 2,000.
Without a functional asset management system, it is not possible to clearly track or support IT
equipment across the City. This has implications for IT staffing workloads, as it is not possible to
calculate appropriate ratios of support staff to equipment. Shadow technology can also present risks
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to cybersecurity, as untracked assets may not be maintained or protected against external threats or
breaches.
Efforts to create a more effective system are underway. Currently, the ISD is planning to use the
ServiceNow Asset Management module to fulfill their system needs, although the system has not yet
been purchased. In addition, the ISD has assigned responsibility for the asset management function
to a Computer Support Technician II role. All known IT hardware is tagged and tracked with a userfriendly barcode that indicates the equipment’s replacement date.
The ISD should continue work to procure and implement an adequate software system. In line with
industry best practice, the system should be able to track the full life cycle of each asset—from initial
request to final disposal. In parallel, the ISD should document relevant policies and procedures that
clarify specific role responsibilities.
Ideally, the staff member managing this function would perform both the day-to-day project
coordination to keep the asset portfolio up to date, and the analysis of asset-related data in order to
share relevant information and insights with ISD leadership. For example, the ISD may wish to track
indicators like ratio of used to purchased equipment/licenses or early replacement by equipment type.
Given the high workload of the support team (Recommendation 5), the ISD should consider how best
to ensure that adequate staff time is allocated to sustain this vital function.
Another area of consideration is the possible alignment between ISD and City needs. Currently, there
is no asset management system used across the City as a whole. The asset management system
purchased by ISD could potentially fill this gap. In addition, City leadership may want to consider the
benefits of establishing a dedicated asset manager position. This role could be located in variety of
departments (including ISD or Finance) and would oversee asset management for the City as a
whole.
Asset management is an important part of any IT department’s strategy. By maintaining a
comprehensive inventory of their hardware and software asset portfolio, the ISD will be able to make
more strategic decisions about purchasing, maintaining, replacing, and retiring IT assets.

8.

Observation

The ISD does not employ a leasing strategy for IT equipment.

Recommendation

The ISD should consider a selective leasing strategy for specific areas of
equipment where leasing may provide a higher benefit than ownership.

In general, the ISD does not employ a leasing strategy for IT equipment. With some minor exceptions
for highly specialized equipment (for instance, electronic parking meter machines) the City purchases
all necessary IT equipment. This is in line with peer cities, as none of the six peer cities employ a
leasing strategy for computers/laptop equipment. In addition, only three of six employ a leasing
strategy for other technology equipment.
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However, leasing can provide some useful benefits under specific circumstances. The General
Services Administration notes 6 that leasing may be the preferred option if:
•

Technology replacement according to industry life cycles is needed

•

Agencies are undergoing downsizing or reorganizing

•

There is a business need for quick adoption of new technologies

•

The flexibility of spreading out payments and using operating funds (rather than capital funds)
would be beneficial

ADVANTAGES TO LEASING
● Systematic technology replacement. Agencies
can establish equipment life cycles and stick to
them. New equipment can be obtained, then
returned to the vendor when the lease contract
ends. Staff time spent maintaining different
systems and machines can be reduced.
● Leveled IT expenditures, reducing spikes in
capital budgets. Leasing is considered an
operating expense and spreads costs over time,
rather than requiring repeated, large expenditures
in particular fiscal years for hardware and
software upgrades.
● Standardization. Good leasing contracts can help
organizations standardize on particular platforms
quickly and consistently. This results in savings
for staff labor and maintenance, and improves
agency operating efficiency, even if there are no
spectacular savings in acquisition costs. Total
maintenance costs can be lowered due to the
standardization and to the use of new equipment.
● Easier equipment disposal. With leased
equipment, the vendor, as the asset owner,
assumes disposal responsibility.

DISADVANTAGES TO LEASING
● Administrative burden to track equipment and
deal with vendors. All leased equipment remains
the property of the vendor, so agencies must
remain aware of where each piece is and what
the return requirements are. Inefficiencies in
asset management will prove costly in a leasing
environment.
● Risk of signing a multi-year contract committing to
one technology or one vendor. This could limit
agencies’ abilities to deploy and use IT
effectively. Locking into a specific vendor could
make it difficult for the agency to respond to
unforeseen needs due to legislative mandates,
federal requirements, or business changes.
● Changes and modifications to leased equipment
should be minimized. These will place additional
burdens on contract management and add to the
cost of the lease.
● It is usually critical to adhere to the industry life
cycle in order to obtain the most cost-effective
lease possible.

● Shift in view of technology. Leasing can
encourage viewing IT equipment as business
tools, rather than as state assets with expected
longevity or as a personal preference for the
employee.

Alternatively, GSA notes that purchasing may be the preferred option if:
•

PC equipment is to be used for longer than three years (Note: If the useful life of PCs or laptops
is calculated as five years or more, leasing is highly discouraged.)

•

The agency does not have staff and systems to track assets and manage the lease

•

A technology architecture is not in place

•

Funding is uncertain so that the full term of the lease cannot be met

6
Lease vs Purchase Guideline for Information Technology (IT) Hardware
https://cmls.gsa.gov/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?retURL=%2Fapex%2FCMLSPubCategory%3FsearchKey%3D05-1600319&file=00Pt0000001REvHEAW
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ADVANTAGES TO PURCHASING
● Wide familiarity and acceptance with purchasing
requirements, skills, and techniques.
● Responsibilities and management systems for
purchased equipment already exist in state
organizations.
● Purchasing avoids the complexities involved with
managing leasing agreements.
● Ability to keep equipment for as long as it is
needed and to modify it as needed.

DISADVANTAGES TO PURCHASING
● May hinder your agency’s ability to take
advantage of technological advances when the
technology becomes available.
● Ties your agency to expensive upgrades of
equipment that may become obsolete quickly and
thus will be unable to meet agency needs.
● Using different levels of equipment and software
may require more IT staff time to be spent on
repairs than on projects, requires greater
knowledge sets among IT employees, and may
decrease the ability of employees to exchange
information.
● Equipment disposal can be time-consuming and
costly.
● Up-front costs may have adverse impact on
agency budgets.
● Capital-intensive expenditures for IT with
decreasing life cycles

Adopting a wide-spread leasing strategy is likely not the optimal choice for the ISD for a variety of
factors, including the length of computer replacements (currently scheduled at four-year intervals), the
lack of a widespread business need to adopt new technology as quickly as possible, and the current
state of asset management.
However, the City may want to consider a selective leasing strategy that focuses only on equipment
that requires frequent maintenance and/or is likely to need regular upgrades to avoid obsolescence.
For example, library computers may be a strong candidate due to high usage that results in continual
maintenance. If the ISD is interested in exploring selective leasing, Appendix C provides a list of key
guiding questions to assess organizational needs in relation to leasing.
By analyzing the City’s IT asset portfolio to identify leasing opportunities, the ISD may be able to find
cost savings and efficiency gains.

9.

Observation

Key ISD policies and procedures have not been established or documented.

Recommendation

Establish clear policies and procedures to support service delivery, collaboration,
and accountability.

Up-to-date policies and procedures can improve departmental efficiency and effectiveness. In
addition, clear documentation to guide operations can improve cross-departmental communication by
defining service standards, managing expectations, and offering consistent services.
Some areas of ISD work have well-documented policies and procedures. For example, the newly
established Portfolio Review Board has documented processes and procedures related to project
selection criteria, scoring, and workflow.
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However, ISD has not yet established or documented policies or procedures in a few key areas,
including:
•

Governance: Document IT authority and decision-making processes in a holistic and easy-tounderstand format.

•

ISD Cost Allocation: Document cost allocation to clarify the process for departments.

•

CERP Fund: Document policies and processes related to departmental charges, replacement
coverage (what specific hardware and software are incurring replacement costs), cost recovery,
and fund reserves.

•

Contracts: Document policy clarifying the role that ISD plays in contract development and
management.

•

Asset Management: Document policies and procedures related to asset inventory coverage
(what specific hardware and software are managed through the system), roles and
responsibilities, handling of shadow technology, replacement schedules, and all additional
processes related to the full life-cycle management of an asset from request to disposal.

The ISD should create a small cross-functional policy and procedures development team to inventory
current documentation, determine what additional documentation needs to be created, and establish
a prioritized schedule for developing and updating policies. This team should also ensure that all ISD
policies are consistent with city-wide policies. Once policies and procedures are updated, they should
be available in a centralized location, such as an intranet, for employees to easily reference. As
policies and procedures often live in many dispersed places, the team will need to get creative in
order to develop an organized, easy-to-navigate repository.
Establishing clear policies and procedures will help the ISD ensure efficient service delivery, improve
collaboration with department partners, and create an environment of healthy accountability.
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APPENDIX A: PEER SURVEY RESULTS

Of the six peer cities, five cities utilize a governing committee to make decisions about IT purchases
and priorities. Three of the cities have committees specifically related to IT decision-making. All three
cities report that this model works relatively well to serve their department’s needs.
Two peers incorporate IT decision making into committees that are involved in city-wide budgeting or
priority-setting processes that extend beyond just IT. Only one of these peers report this is an optimal
situation, and note that extremely strong alignment between city leadership and department heads
around a shared set of guiding principles is key to making this successful. The other peer reported
some challenges with IT-related decisions being made outside the control of IT.
The last peer city operates without a formal committee, which they report is a successful model for
their city. However, when new projects arise, they note their CIO brings together ad hoc groups of
relevant city leaders depending on the nature of the project in question. This city also operates with a
extremely standardized equipment environment, which may allow for less formal decision-making
processes to succeed.

PEER A

PEER B

PEER C

PEER D

PEER E

PEER F

IT is primarily
responsible for all ITrelated purchasing
decisions

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IT decisions are made
through a formal
committee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Decision-making
committee include
representatives from IT
only

No

No

Yes

No

No

N/A

Decision-making
committee includes
representatives from IT
and other departments

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Peers report a range of project solitication processes, with some working on a continual basis and
others solicitng projects on a more strict annual schedule. For example, one peer solicits projects
throughout the year (via an online form), which are then reviewd on a weekly basis by their governing
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committee. Alternatively, another peer reports that project solitication is an annual event, with all
departments proposing projects to be prioritized.

Multiple peer cities reported working closely with their purchasing division to introduce some amount
of checks and balances to the acquisition of IT hardware and software. For example, one peer noted
that their purchasing system software automatically flags any purchases with codes related to
technology for review by their IT department. Other peers reported success with developing a list of
pre-approved equipment, and working with purchasing staff to ensure they review any items not on
the list. While some challenges were reported in terms of purchasing department’s levels of
knowledge around what would or would not qualify as a technology purchase, most peers reported
increased collaboration with purchasing has improved their IT governance processes and
accountability.

All peer cities noted that building strong, collaborative relationships with departments was a vital
component in successful IT governance. Various peers have worked to accomplish this in different
ways—including embedding staff directly within departments, assigning support staff to specific
departments, building out technology roadmaps with departments, ensuring their support staff are
highly qualified to provide efficient service, and developing service level agreements to clarify roles
and responsibilities. No trends emerged on specific best practices; what works well in terms of
relationship building is highly context specific.

Most peer cities noted that support and alignment with their City Manager is critical to ensuring
collaborative prirotization processes and governance accountabilty. Multiple peers mentioned,
unsolicited, that without this support their attempts to manage IT governance would be greatly
compromised.

Five of the six peer cities have established their IT department as a full ISF. Two peers have
transitioned to this model within the past several years. All peers who are established as ISFs report
that this model is preferrable to functioning as a central service department. Reported benefits
associated with this model include:
•

Promotes transparency around funding. Although several peers report that the transition to an
ISF required a lot of communication with departments, they generally noted that the ISF structure,
especially when combined with a simplified allocation basis, has improved the transparency
around their city’s full technology investment.

•

Provides more flexibility to the IT department. For example, when functioning as a central
servics department, unused resources are returned to the General fund. Within the ISF structure,
unused resources are kept within the ISF and can be appropriately reallocated to support Citywide technology.
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•

Structurally well-aligned to promote strong IT governance. By centralizing all IT spending
into one area and promoting a 100% cost recovery goal, the ISF model both requires and support
strong governance practices.

Four out of six peer cities report they have a 100% cost recovery goals for operations and
hardware/software maintenance and replacement. One peer reported 100% cost recovery goal for
hardware/software maintenance and replacement, but incomplete cost recovery for operations (for
example, salary expenses are fully recovered, but not other types of administrative costs like rent).
The only peer that does not have a cost recovery goal is also not structured as an ISF.

Five of the six peer cities operate a separate equipment replacement fund, regardless of ISF status.
Peers report this is helpful to both ensure adequate funds for replacements and guarantee
transparency around charges.

Peer cities report a range of support staff FTE to city employee FTE end users from 1:75 to 1:236,
with an average ratio of 1:174. Out of five peers who noted their satisfaction with their ratio, three
peers felt their staffing levels were adequate to fulfill their needs. Two peers noted the desire to
expand their team, although these were not the peers with the highest ratios. This suggests that other
factors—including level of IT environment complexity, staff skills, and effective management—
influence the effectiveness of support teams, regardless of size.
Two peers reported that they actively use a strategy of hiring extremely high-functioning technical
support staff (incentivized by paying above market rates and striving to offer good work/life balance
and other benefits). Their goal in making this investment is ensuring strong inter-departmental
relationships. For example, one peer reported that after instituting this strategy, they can now assure
40-50% request completion rates on the first call to the support desk.

Several peers mentioned that greater standardization of their IT environment (both in terms of
hardware and software) had increased the efficiency of their department. Three of five who answered
this question support only one brand for desktops and laptops, and none reported supporting more
than three brands. The majority of peers also reported supporting only one operating system
(primarily Microsoft Windows).

PEER A
# of Computer
Brands Supported

2 (Lenovo,
HP)

PEER B
1 (Dell)

PEER C
1 (Toshiba)

PEER D
N/A

PEER E
3 (Dell,
Lenovo,
Panasonic)

PEER F
1 (HP)
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None of the six peer cities reported using a leasing strategy for their computers (desktops and
laptops). Three of the six peers do report using selecting leasing strategies for non-computer
equipment.

PEER A

PEER B

PEER C

PEER D

PEER E

PEER F

Leasing for
Computers

No

No

No

No

No

No

Leasing for Other
Equipment

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No
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APPENDIX B: INTERNAL CUSTOMER SURVEY
Division managers and other selected staff positions were invited to participate in a confidential
survey that asked about their experience with the CERP Fund and the ISD. Of the 99 survey requests
sent, we received 37 responses, a 37% response rate. While this survey is a useful tool to identify
staff sentiment, the results are not statistically significant and it is not fully representative because
participation was less than 100%.
1. What is your overall level of satisfaction with the quality of services provided by the ISD?

11%

43%

Extremely Satisfied

16%

Somewhat Satisfied

Neutral

27%

Somewhat Dissatisfied

3%

Extremely Dissatisfied

2. What is your overall level of satisfaction with the responsiveness of services provided by
the ISD?

24%

Extremely Satisfied

32%

Somewhat Satisfied

19%

Neutral

14%

Somewhat Dissatisfied

11%

Extremely Dissatisfied

3. How would you rate the relationship between the ISD and your department?

5%

46%

Excellent

32%

Good

Average

Poor

16%

Terrible

4. How would you rate the level of collaboration between the ISD and your department?
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3%

38%

Excellent

43%

Good

Average

16%

Poor

Terrible

5. What is your overall satisfaction with the cost of services provided by the ISD and the
Computer Equipment Replacement Program (CERP)?

6%

22%

Extremely Satisfied

53%

Somewhat Satisfied

Neutral

14%

Somewhat Dissatisfied

6%

Extremely Dissatisfied

6. How well do you understand the basis for the charges you receive?

11%

28%

Very Well

17%

44%

Moderately Well

Slightly Well

Not Well

7. How easy is it for you to know your department’s total yearly investment in IT, given that
expenses may be funded by your department, the CERP, etc.?

7%

23%

Extremely Easy

40%

Somewhat Easy

Somewhat Difficult

30%

Extremely Difficult
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8. How would you rate the charges for the CERP Fund?

3%

53%

Somewhat Inexpensive

Reasonable

37%

Somewhat Expensive

7%

Very Expensive

9. What is your overall level of satisfaction with the effectiveness of communication from the
ISD?

3%

Extremely Satisfied

42%

Somewhat Satisfied

14%

Neutral

33%

Somewhat Dissatisfied

8%

Extremely Dissatisfied
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APPENDIX C: GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR LEASING
VS. PURCHASING
In the Government Services Administration’s Lease vs Purchase Guideline for Information
Technology (IT) Hardware guide, they recommend asking the following key questions to assess
organizational needs and current environment for leasing:
Business Value
These questions examine the need for new equipment for end users, and the agency’s ability to
manage a leasing contract.
1. Does your agency have a formal replacement plan? If so, leasing is feasible. If replacement is
done on an as-needed basis, the controls may be lacking to manage a lease.
2. Does your agency currently lease any type of equipment? If so, this can provide useful expertise
at identifying the benefits, and drawbacks of leasing in your agency.
3. Does your agency have a business need to replace PCs (or other equipment) more often than
what is currently done? If so, what is the largest obstacle to more frequent replacement?
Equipment Life Cycle
Identifying current agency practices helps to determine if leasing would or would not be useful to the
agency. Long-term use of equipment indicates that the costs of leasing would most likely outweigh its
benefits.
1. What is the average age of PCs (or other equipment) before they are replaced in your agency?
2. How long are servers used?
3. Is data center software upgraded on a regular basis?
Asset Management
The ability to know where all of the IT equipment is at a given point in time is crucial to lease
management. Tracking only at aggregate levels does not allow the agency to meet leasing terms
when the time comes to identify and return the leased equipment. Additional costs for lost/stolen
equipment can add significantly to the cost of a leasing engagement or purchasing. Asset
management is critical regardless of whether the equipment is purchased or leased.
1. Does your agency have IT tracking mechanisms in place?
2. Does your agency have a problem with lost or stolen IT equipment? If so, is this a small, medium,
or large problem?
Contract Management
Effective leasing depends on the ability of the agency to set up the lease properly at the beginning,
and then to manage the entire life cycle of the leasing contract. Uncertain funding makes leasing
much less feasible.
1. Does your agency have the time to select a vendor?
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2. Does your agency have the time to develop a good leasing contract?
3. Does your agency have the time and staff to manage the contract throughout the life cycle of the
equipment?
4. What is the stability of the primary source of funding for your IT equipment?
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE PERFORMANCE METRICS
•

ISD non-capital expenditures per FTE served

•

ISD total expenditures per endpoint served

•

Help desk requests resolved within 4, 8, and 24 hours

•

Help desk requests resolved on first contact

•

Mean time to resolve requests

•

Customer satisfaction rating

•

Percent of planned projects delivered

•

Percent of equipment replacements delivered on schedule

•

Online application performance and/or availability

•

System uptime
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City of Santa Monica: Print Shop Efficiency Report

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The City of Santa Monica (the City) operates an in-house Print Shop located in the Support Services
Division (the Division) within the Office of the City Clerk. The Print Shop performs a variety of services
including printing, copying, binding, stuffing envelopes, proofing, and others. Most jobs are completed
within 24–48 hours of customer requests and adhere to the City’s sustainability requirements, such as
using recycled paper, non-toxic supplies, and energy-saving equipment. City departments are
required to submit all print requests through the Print Shop, which determines if the job needs to be
completed by an external vendor.
This study was conducted to determine opportunities for improvement in Print Shop operations and
took place between September 2018 and January 2019, with additional cost effectiveness analysis
done in June and July 2019. To identify opportunities for improvement, we interviewed Support
Services staff, reviewed key documents, conducted a customer service survey (Appendix A),
surveyed peer print shops for benchmarking purposes (Appendix B), and assessed prices of local
vendors (Appendix C). Following analysis of this information, a draft report was reviewed with the City
Clerk and Support Services supervisor to validate facts and confirm the practicality of
recommendations.

Observations and recommendations were grouped into two themes: customer service and
operations.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Observation

Approximately half of city customers lack familiarity with the full suite of Print
Shop products and services.

Recommendation

Develop a digital service catalogue and marketing strategy to educate
customers.

Observation

The web-to-print system has limited functionality, impacting both customer and
operator user experiences.

Recommendation

Identify a web-to-print system that meets customer and operator needs to
support efficient and effective print shop operations.

Observation

Customers do not have sufficient guidance on print shop requirements for
common requests.

Recommendation

Develop design policies that include specifications and templates.

Observation

The Print Shop does not regularly seek customer feedback to improve
operations.

1

2

3

4
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation

Conduct regular customer satisfaction surveys and develop plans to proactively
address customer feedback.

OPERATIONS
Observation

The Print Shop conducts limited short- and long-term planning and lacks an
external performance reporting framework.

A. Develop a multi-year operating plan to define the Print Shop’s service
philosophy, priorities, upcoming projects, and performance measures.

5
Recommendation

B. Develop a performance reporting framework that includes output and
outcome-based measures to educate city management and customers on
progress toward goals.

Observation

Print Shop operational consistency and quality is dependent on long-term
employees.

Recommendation

Continue cross-training with mailroom employees and develop policies and
procedures to capture employee knowledge.

Observation

The Print Shop has relocated twice in the past ten years, at a high price. A
future move is anticipated in approximately two years.

Recommendation

Evaluate the cost of potential future moves, taking space and functional
requirements into account.

Observation

Although city departments are required to obtain Print Shop approval before
outsourcing print jobs, there is no existing process to control or monitor vendor
utilization.

Recommendation

Develop master service agreements with preferred print vendors and facilitate
outsourced jobs on behalf of departments.

Observation

Based on a comparison of fully burdened costs to several local vendors, Print
Shop services are currently 2% more expensive than the private sector. In
addition, the Print Shop must move within two years, and services would be
27% more expensive than the private sector if the Print Shop will need to pay
rent.

6

7

8

9

A)

Issue an RFQ to determine whether market pricing will result in net savings
to the City and terms will satisfy the City’s sustainability and quality
requirements.

B)

Based on vendor quotes and potential costs associated with moving and
rent, determine whether to continue, decommission, or downsize the Print
shop to coincide with the City’s Corporation Yard renovations.

Recommendation
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BACKGROUND, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The City operates an in-house Print Shop located in the Support Services Division within the Office of
the City Clerk. In fiscal year 2017–2018, the Support Services budget was $1 million and five FTEs,
2.75 of which are dedicated to providing reprographic services. The Print Shop performs a variety of
services including printing, copying, binding, stuffing envelopes, proofing, and others. Most jobs are
completed within 24–48 hours of customer requests.
In 2008, the City Manager passed an Administrative Instruction (AI) II-4-5, which instituted
sustainability and utilization standards for the City’s printing services. This policy requires the City to
use recycled paper, non-toxic supplies, and energy-saving equipment. These requirements result in
higher costs for the Print Shop, which are then passed along to customers. Additionally, it requires all
requests for printing services to be submitted to the Print Shop, which determines if the job must be
completed by an outside vendor.

The objective of this study is to determine opportunities for improvement in Print Shop operations.
This assessment was conducted between September 2018 and January 2019 and consisted of four
phases: 1) startup/management, 2) fact finding, 3) analysis, and 4) reporting. During the fact finding
phase, we interviewed Support Services staff, reviewed key documents, conducted a customer
satisfaction survey (Appendix A), surveyed peer print shops for benchmarking purposes (Appendix
B), and assessed prices of local vendors for comparable services (Appendix C). Additional analysis of
potential future costs was conducted in June and July 2019. Following analysis of this information, a
draft report was reviewed with the City Clerk and Support Services supervisor to validate facts and
confirm the practicality of recommendations.
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COMMENDATIONS
Based on the insights gathered through interviews and surveys, it is evident that the Print Shop has
many commendable attributes. Some examples are provided below.

The Print Shop’s customer service survey reported high levels of customer satisfaction. The table
below summarizes the responses of 110 survey participants.
Extremely
satisfied

Somewhat
satisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Somewhat
dissatisfied

Extremely
dissatisfied

Overall satisfaction

64%

28%

5%

2%

1%

Customer Service

73%

16%

7%

4%

0%

Quality

78%

15%

5%

2%

0%

Variety of services

58%

28%

12%

2%

0%

Price

51%

19%

23%

6%

1%

Timeliness

76%

17%

3%

4%

0%

In addition to these responses, 75% of customers reported that they would be extremely likely to
continue using the Print Shop even if they had the option to use a different service provider in the
future. Customer comments noted that staff are friendly, helpful, knowledgeable, and willing to go
above and beyond to ensure jobs print properly.

The Support Services division is comprised of a small group of staff that largely operate as a team.
Overall, the team culture was described as collaborative, friendly, open, and service-oriented.

The Print Shop staff have extensive experience with printing and finishing services and are actively
involved in seeking additional opportunities to serve city departments through service innovations.
We would like to thank Print Shop staff and leadership for their participation in this study.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the input gathered from interviews, document review, and surveys as well as comparisons
to best practices, we prepared observations and recommendations related to customer service and
operational improvements. The observations and recommendations for each are detailed below.

1.

Observation

Approximately half of city customers lack familiarity with the full suite
of Print Shop products and services.

Recommendation

Develop a digital service catalogue and marketing strategy to educate
customers.

The Print Shop advertises its array of services by word of mouth, referring customers to the web-toprint system, producing a printed booklet, and sometimes attending new employee orientation.
Despite these strategies, customers reported that they were unaware of the full suite of services
offered by the print shop. In an online survey, approximately half (49%) of respondents did not know
the print shop offered all of the products and services presented. Additionally, 25% of respondents
who had not used the print shop in the last year reported that a contributing factor to their lack of
utilization was unawareness of its products and services. These responses suggest that there are
opportunities to better define and market print shop services to customers.
Other municipal print shops also noted challenges in marketing service offerings. Two of three peers
indicated that peers used the City’s intranet to market their services. Other marketing options
included printed brochures, the City’s externally facing website, and verbal announcements.
The Print Shop should develop a marketing strategy and digital service catalogue to promote
customer familiarity with its products and services, associated costs, and turnaround times. Ideally, a
service catalogue includes:
•

A description of the services provided

•

Service pricing

•

Expected timing of response to requests

•

Possible limitations of service delivery, such as prior notice for high-volume jobs

•

Circumstances that may require service completion by a vendor

•

Procedures to follow for rush jobs

•

Procedures for reporting problems

•

How performance is monitored and reported

•

Consequences for not meeting service obligations
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A service inventory is a helpful tool in educating customers about Print Shop capabilities. Ideally, this
inventory would be accompanied by ordering guidance and be available on the City’s intranet. Links
to the Shop’s web-to-print system should also be included for customer convenience. Availability of
this information is particularly important as customers seek more self-service options to address their
needs.
In addition to the service inventory, the Print Shop should also embark on a marketing strategy to
inform city customers about its products and services. This strategy may include email blasts with
links to the service inventory, meetings with staff assistants, opportunities to tour the print shop, and
others. The goal of marketing is to ensure customers know where to locate information on print shop
services and the process for completing printing and finishing jobs.

2.

Observation

The web-to-print system has limited functionality, impacting both
customer and operator user experiences.

Recommendation

Identify a web-to-print system that meets customer and operator needs
to support efficient and effective print shop operations.

The Print Shop’s current web-to-print system, Marcom, is outdated and has limited functionality that
negatively impacts both customer and operator experiences. In the online survey, most customers
(72%) characterized the web-to-print software as somewhat easy to use, although approximately 13%
reported it as somewhat difficult. In written comments, several customers noted that the system is not
user friendly, can be confusing, and is not consistent. The system lacks several key functions that
would promote optimal customer service, such as the ability for customers to see who has been
assigned the job and what stage it is in. Customers also cannot retrieve past orders in the system,
which would assist with recurring jobs. On the operator side, the system does not have the ability to
assign certain staff to a job, which could result in duplicate work. To address these concerns, Print
Shop employees began exploring the possibility of utilizing a new system. In an attempt to use
resources cost-effectively, the current Marcom system has not been upgraded while this analysis took
place.
To ensure the web-to-print system appropriately addresses customer and operator needs, the Print
Shop should identify system requirements and move forward in implementing a new system. Because
system requirements should also incorporate customer desires, the Print Shop should conduct a
survey of its customers to identify features that would address their needs. Examples of potential
customer-oriented features include:
•

Approval ease

•

Cost estimates

•

Digital proofing sign-offs

•

Priority assignments

•

Ordering ease, including intuitive processes and the ability to store templates

•

Ability to track the stage of a job
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•

Ability to retrieve past orders

Additionally, the Print Shop should identify department management and operator needs that would
improve efficiency, effectiveness, and reporting. In order to ensure the system meets users’ needs,
the Print Shop may consider surveying its more frequent users to gain an understanding of features
that they would find useful. Examples of potential features include:
•

Ability to assign staff to a job

•

Time tracking per job

•

Inventory incorporation

•

Reporting on meaningful management information such as job type, staff time utilization,
turnaround times, etc.

Implementing a system with these desired qualities could result in significant efficiency gains for both
this department and other city departments.

3.

Observation

Customers do not have sufficient guidance on print shop requirements
for common requests.

Recommendation

Develop design policies that include specifications and templates.

The Print Shop does not produce guidelines or templates that customers can use to ensure jobs meet
city requirements and would print as desired. Some templates and guidelines are available in the
web-to-print system, but department employees typically develop content outside the system and
therefore are unaware of these guidelines. For example, Print Shop staff report that users often forget
to include a return address or city logo on postcards. Additionally, some graphics are not formatted
properly to ensure they print correctly and consistently on the Print Shop’s equipment. When orders
are submitted with the incorrect content, formatting, or file type, it requires additional staff time for
both the Print Shop and the customer department. Rather than handling these cases reactively, the
Print Shop should develop user-friendly guidelines that specify requirements to help reduce the
frequency of reworks.
The Print Shop should develop and publish design policies that provide guidance to customers on the
requirements for common job types. At a minimum, policies should include:
•

Content requirements: city logo, return address, contact information, etc.

•

Formatting requirements: address locations, white space, margins, bleed

•

File type requirements: specify what file types should be submitted for different types of jobs,
including resolution and color

In addition to these policies, the print shop should consider developing templates for common jobs
such as mailings, brochures, and internal booklets. These policies and templates should be included
with the service inventory and incorporated with the web-to-print system. By providing the content up
front, customers are more likely to leverage pre-made templates and adhere to city standards.
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4.

Observation

The Print Shop does not regularly seek customer feedback to improve
operations.

Recommendation

Conduct regular customer satisfaction surveys and develop plans to
proactively address customer feedback.

The Print Shop currently lacks a process to actively solicit customer feedback. Although customer
satisfaction is highly rated, the online survey conducted as a component of this study identified
additional opportunities for improvement, such as advertising Print Shop products and services and
web-to-print system deficiencies. By soliciting customer feedback on a regular basis, such as
annually or biennially, the Print Shop is able to identify potential issues and proactively address
customer needs.
Regular customer feedback is an important contributor to ongoing service improvement and customer
satisfaction. The Print Shop should develop a customer feedback survey that provides customers the
opportunity to note what works for them, what could be improved, and if there are additional services
they would like to see offered. Following the survey, the Print Shop should develop an improvement
plan that outlines how it plans to address opportunities for improvement and additional service
offering suggestions. Both the survey results and improvement plan should be published on the Print
Shop website so they are accessible to customers. Effectively communicating results provides the
Print Shop with an opportunity to demonstrate progress in serving customers and how it will address
feedback. Transparency in the process further improves customer service because customers
understand that their concerns are being heard and addressed.

5.

Observation

The Print Shop conducts limited short- and long-term planning and
lacks an external performance reporting framework.

Recommendation

A. Develop a multi-year operating plan to define the Print Shop’s service
philosophy, priorities, upcoming projects, and performance measures.
B. Develop a performance reporting framework that includes output and
outcome-based measures to educate city management and customers
on progress toward goals.

Current Print Shop planning incorporates budget preparation and performance measure analysis.
Measures such as the number of jobs, equipment functionality, and overall costs are noted during the
budget process, but are not widely distributed to other city employees and customers. Additional
short- and long-term planning is also not performed on a regular basis or communicated throughout
the City.
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The Print Shop should develop a multi-year operating plan to define its priorities; drive budgets,
including equipment and system upgrades; and guide employee decision-making. The plan should
align with the City’s strategic plan and include clear goals, objectives, output and outcome-based
performance measures, and significant upcoming projects, such as implementation of a new web-toprint system. The plan should define the print shop’s service philosophy and serve as a
communications tool for city management and customers.
Additionally, the Print Shop should develop a performance reporting framework, including targets, that
is updated on an annual basis. Performance measures should be included in the operational plan and
incorporate both output and outcome-based data, such as:
•

Number of work orders completed

•

Average turnaround time

•

Achievement of targeted turnaround times as defined in the service inventory

•

Price comparisons to vendors

•

Customer satisfaction

This performance reporting framework should be available on the City’s intranet to educate city
management and customers on the Print Shop’s workload, accomplishments, progress towards
goals, and show the benefits of its products and services.

6.

Observation

Print Shop operational consistency and quality is dependent on longterm employees.

Recommendation

Continue cross-training with mailroom employees and develop policies
and procedures to capture employee knowledge.

The Print Shop is operated by a small team of one supervisor and two reprographic specialists. The
two reprographic specialists have been in their positions for 15–20 years and are highly
knowledgeable about print services. However, one reprographic specialist is presently retirement
eligible and the other will be eligible to retire in five years. The team’s culture is positive, engaging,
and collaborative, although these dynamics are at risk because of potential future retirements.
Print Shop services are somewhat technical and require a good understanding of different machines,
systems, graphics, file formats, and materials. Because employees have been stable in these
positions for a number of years, the Print Shop historically has not relied on documented policies and
procedures to conduct its work consistently. However, given the risk of staff retirements in the coming
years, the Division should embark on a policy and procedure development process to capture existing
employees’ knowledge. Examples of policies and procedures that may be useful include:
•

Customer service philosophy and standards

•

Specific job guidance, such as proofing and technical knowledge

•

Identifying the potential need for an external vendor
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Once policies and procedures are created, they should be available in a centralized location, such as
an intranet, for employees to easily reference. Well-documented and consistently applied procedures
help smooth employee transitions and improve the Print Shop’s ability to serve customers. When
procedures involve customers, the Print Shop should require initial and refresher training of superusers within each department to ensure updated processes proceed efficiently and effectively.
Additionally, to support operational continuity, the Print Shop recently began cross-training its mail
employees on print services. Cross-training is a best practice and helps to provide intradepartmental
support when an employee is unable to complete their assigned tasks because they are out of the
office or focused on specific project work. Without cross-training or backup staffing, it is challenging to
deliver a consistent level of service throughout the year. Therefore, the Division should continue its
cross-training efforts.

7.

Observation

The Print Shop has relocated twice in the past ten years, at a high price.
A future move is anticipated in approximately two years.

Recommendation

Evaluate the cost of potential future moves, taking space and functional
requirements into account.

The Print Shop’s equipment requires a large workspace with specific functional requirements, which
often requires higher relocation costs. For example, in 2008 the Support Services Division relocated
from 612 Colorado Street to 1660 Lincoln Boulevard, which cost approximately $25,000 in moving
costs and $75,000 in construction costs. Additionally, in 2015 the Support Services Division relocated
to a warehouse at the City Yard which required a total of around $183,000, including $25,000 in
moving costs and $158,000 in construction costs.
Given upcoming construction and remodeling of city buildings and subsequent relocations, the City
should evaluate the costs of future Support Services Division using information on required space
and functional requirements. Current physical location requirements include:
•

Square footage required to accommodate machine and work spaces

•

Access to high-speed internet connections

•

Accessible parking and delivery platforms

•

Electrical bandwidth, including seven pieces of equipment requiring 240V and one piece of
equipment that requires a transformer

The Support Services Division’s physical space requirements should also integrate with its multi-year
operational plan (Recommendation #5), in the event that services offerings change over time.
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8.

Observation

Although city departments are required to obtain Print Shop approval
before outsourcing print jobs, there is no existing process to control or
monitor vendor utilization.

Recommendation

Develop master service agreements with preferred print vendors and
facilitate outsourced jobs on behalf of departments.

According to AI II-4-5, city departments are required to submit all printing requests to the Print Shop.
However, in certain circumstances, the Print Shop may not be able to accommodate a specific job
because of its volume, required turnaround time, or service offering limitations, such as not having the
proper equipment to perform specialized jobs. In these cases, the Print Shop determines that the job
must be completed by an outside vendor that meets the City’s sustainability requirements. Despite
this City policy, the Print Shop currently lacks a process to control and monitor department utilization
of printing vendors. Additionally, the mail room sometimes receives returned mail for jobs that were
completed by an external party, suggesting that some departments circumvent these requirements.
In order to ensure compliance with the City’s administrative instruction, the Print Shop should develop
a process to control and monitor the vending process for print services. The Print Shop should
develop master agreements with vendors based on competitive costs, service offerings, ability to
meet deadlines, quality, and the City’s sustainability requirements. Using this list, the Print Shop can
determine which vendor would be the most cost-effective to use for a job that cannot be completed inhouse and facilitate completion of the job on behalf of city departments. Throughout this process, the
Print Shop should serve as a conduit to ensure the quality and timeliness of vendor services. If
service falls below acceptable levels, the Print Shop should remove the vendor from the preferred list
to ensure the greatest benefit to city departments.
By managing the master agreements and vendors, the Print Shop would be providing comprehensive
printing services to city departments. To be successful, the Print Shop requires commensurate
authority from city management to hold departments accountable for adhering to this process.

9.

Observation

Based on a comparison of fully burdened costs to several local
vendors, Print Shop services are currently 2% more expensive than the
private sector. In addition, the Print Shop must move within two years,
and services would be 27% more expensive than the private sector if
the Print Shop will need to pay rent.

Recommendations A) Issue an RFQ to determine whether market pricing will result in net
savings to the City and terms will satisfy the City’s sustainability and
quality requirements.
B) Based on vendor quotes and potential costs associated with moving
and rent, determine whether to continue, decommission, or downsize
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the Print shop to coincide with the City’s Corporation Yard
renovations.

Staff report that some departments believe the Print Shop is not cost-effective in comparison to
outside vendors. To analyze this claim, we compared a sample of Print Shop service costs and
turnaround times to quotes from several local vendors. For our comparison, we selected three Santa
Monica-based print vendors. In addition to location, we narrowed our selection to only include:
•

Vendors who were able to deliver all desired services

•

Vendors who could comply with the City’s sustainability guidelines, including using vegetablebased printing inks and printing on paper containing the appropriate percentage of post-consumer
recycled content (100% for standard paper, 15% for glossy paper, and 30% for other types of
paper)

•

Vendors who offered local delivery at no additional cost

•

Vendors who offered digital proofs at no additional cost

It is important to note that this comparison only includes a small sample size, and the prices shown
for commercial vendors reflect retail costs. If the City contracted out all of its work, it could likely
negotiate lower prices than those shown. Additionally, it does not include high-volume jobs like those
that would be contracted out under Recommendation 8. The City’s Print Shop prices incorporate the
cost of equipment and supplies, but do not include staffing costs that were equal to $269,711 in FY
2018-19. To determine fully burdened job costs, we calculated an hourly rate per position, including
overtime and benefits, based on Fiscal Year 17-18 salary and benefit data. Full vendor cost data is
presented in Appendix C. The cost comparison tool has been provided to the City to assist in
scenario analysis.

Cost Comparison: Current Model
The cost comparison below assumes the following:
•

Supervisor time is allocated equally between jobs

•

Per-job Specialist time was estimated by the Support Services Supervisor

•

Under this model, the Print Shop would operate as an internal service fund, with each department
charged per-job and no costs separately allocated to departments

•

The Print Shop is located at City Yards and does not pay rent

JOB

FULLY
BURDENED
CITY COST
(ESTIMATED)

VENDOR
AVERAGE COST

VARIANCE

PERCENT
VARIANCE

500 Business Cards

$100.04

$

65.00

$35.04

35%

500 Letterhead

$113.59

$ 182.00

$(68.41)

-60%

1,000 4x6 Postcards

$198.18

$ 275.00

$(76.82)

-39%

1,000 Envelopes

$171.82

$ 304.67

$(132.85)

-77%
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JOB

FULLY
BURDENED
CITY COST
(ESTIMATED)

VENDOR
AVERAGE COST

VARIANCE

PERCENT
VARIANCE

1,000 8.5x11 Flyers

$278.18

$ 232.00

$46.18

17%

1,000 8.5x11
Brochures

$365.46

$ 263.67

$101.79

28%

2,000 Sheet &
Envelope in #10
Envelope

$400.02

$ 541.33

$(141.31)

-35%

24x36 Poster

$102.18

$

46.33

$55.85

55%

24x36 Poster
Laminated & Foam
Mount

$127.82

$

79.33

$48.49

38%

48x120 Banner

$342.52

$ 169.67

$172.85

50%

Under the current model, the selected print services cost an average of 2% more than vendor quoted
costs, although individual job costs vary significantly. The City’s costs were less than external
vendors for four of the ten jobs compared. In addition, it is likely that the City could negotiate lower
rates with vendors based on volume discounts. During peer benchmarking, no other city surveyed
had a policy to use their print services exclusively, and each city used outside vendors for some
services. A majority of peer cities outsource the following services:
•

Bates numbering

•

Business cards

•

Coil binding

•

Die cutting

•

Envelopes

•

Letterhead

•

Mounting

•

Perfect binding

•

Perforating

•

Posters, banners, boards

•

Scoring

Full benchmarking information is presented in Appendix B.
It may be cost effective to contract with vendors to perform some of the services that are significantly
less costly, and downsize the Print Shop accordingly. The City should inventory all Print Shop
services and issue an RFQ to determine vendor costs. Entering into agreements with one or more
vendors for backup or selected work could be more cost effective, and will allow for better control and
monitoring of department utilization of printing vendors, as noted in Observation 8.

Cost Comparison: Future Considerations
As noted previously, the Print Shop, does not have space allocated in the City Services Building or
the renovated City Yards. As of July 2019, a City-owned location that meets the Print Shop’s space
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requirements has not been identified. It is anticipated by City staff that the Print Shop will need to
move to a non-City property within two years. There will be one-time moving costs and construction
costs to accommodate equipment, which were $25,000 and $158,000, respectively, when the Print
Shop last moved in 2015. This impacts costs to the City as follows:
a. Construction costs: While construction costs will vary depending on the site selected, since
2016, California construction costs have escalated 9.2 percent, and will likely exceed 2015
costs. 1
b. Rent: The Print Shop currently does not pay rent; if it moves, the City will likely pay marketrate rent. The Print Shop requires 4,000 square feet, with specific electrical and shipping and
receiving requirements. 2 Current market rate rent in Santa Monica for this type of use was
estimated by the Economic Development Department to be $3.75 per square foot per month,
for total estimated annual costs of $180,000, and per-job rent costs of $75.28.
The Print Shop has interest in seeking additional space, up to 6,000 square feet. Renting 6,000
square feet of space would increase per-job rent costs for the jobs compared to $112.92. This would
increase costs to an average of 35% more than vendor quoted costs. Additional space would enable
the Print Shop to provide additional services, including:
•

Paper warehousing

•

Direct printing onto boards

•

Metal street signs

•

Vinyl vehicle signs

•

Plastic garbage truck signs

•

Corrugated plastic signs primarily used for
beach signage

•

Direct printing onto a variety of hard
surfaces, including metal, wood, doors,
glass, and plastic

•

Name plates

•

Custom cutting of materials into any shapes

Because the cost of these services has not been identified, it cannot be determined how the costs of
those services would compare to the private sector. Also, the impact on service volumes, equipment
costs, or staff time cannot be estimated.
The cost comparison below assumes:
•

Supervisor time is allocated equally between jobs

•

Per-job Specialist time was estimated by the Support Services Supervisor

•

Under this model, the Print Shop would operate as an internal service fund, with each department
charged per-job and no costs separately allocated to departments

•

Rent for 4,000 sq ft of industrial space in Santa Monica is estimated at $3.75 per sq ft based on
an Economic Development survey of available space conducted in July 2019

1

California Department of General Services, California Construction Cost Index, via
https://www.dgs.ca.gov/RESD/Resources/Page-Content/Real-Estate-Services-Division-Resources-List-Folder/DGS-CaliforniaConstruction-Cost-Index-CCCI
2
Note: The Print Shop shares space with the City’s Mail Room, and all space estimates to date include the Mail Room. Mail
Room operations were not assessed during this study.
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JOB

FULLY
BURDENED
CITY COST
(ESTIMATED)

VENDOR
AVERAGE COST

VARIANCE

PERCENT
VARIANCE

500 Business Cards

$175.32

$

65.00

$110.32

63%

500 Letterhead

$188.87

$ 182.00

$6.87

4%

1,000 4x6 Postcards

$273.46

$ 275.00

$(1.54)

-1%

1,000 Envelopes

$247.10

$ 304.67

$(57.57)

-23%

1,000 8.5x11 Flyers

$353.46

$ 232.00

$121.46

34%

1,000 8.5x11
Brochures

$440.74

$ 263.67

$177.07

40%

2,000 Sheet &
Envelope in #10
Envelope

$475.30

$ 541.33

$(66.03)

-14%

24x36 Poster

$177.46

$

46.33

$131.13

74%

24x36 Poster
Laminated & Foam
Mount

$203.10

$

79.33

$123.77

61%

48x120 Banner

$417.80

$ 169.67

$248.13

59%

Under this model, the selected print services would cost an average of 27% more than vendor quoted
costs. The City’s costs were less than external vendors for three of the ten jobs compared. As noted
above, it is likely that the City could negotiate lower rates with vendors based on volume discounts.
Once vendor responses to the RFQ are received, the City should gather relevant information on
moving costs, potential rent costs, and vendor costs. This will enable the City to assess the ongoing
cost effectiveness of operating the Print Shop, and determine whether to continue, decommission, or
downsize the Print Shop.

Additional Considerations
Beyond the price comparison, there are additional policy and process considerations that would
impact any decision to retain or outsource the Print Shop.
•

Hours: While specific hours vary by vendor, most vendors are open Monday through Friday
between 8:00am–6:00pm. This schedule does not align with the City’s operating hours of
7:30am–5:30pm. As such, the City should ensure provisions are included in any contract for last
minute rush jobs.

•

Proofing: All analyzed vendors offer digital proofs for review at no additional cost. However,
more specific proofing processes are often required (like printed proofs or multiple rounds of
proofing) it is unclear how vendors would handle such requests. Currently, the Print Shop staff
are easily able to accommodate these kinds of requests.
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•

Quality Control: The Print Shop provides a level of quality assurance by reviewing all materials
before printing. This is a critical role to ensure that all City materials are correct, appropriate for
the City’s brand, and free from error. If outsourced, external vendors would not offer this service
as part of standard printing.

•

Digital Trends: Like other organizations, the City is adapting to technological change. An
administrative instruction issued in December 2018 notes, “The City intends to make as many
processes as possible available electronically and reduce the amount of paper records and forms
that are printed and stored.” 3 Over time, the demands on the Print Shop, both in volumes and
types of jobs, will change as digital records increase. The City should monitor utilization and
ensure the Print Shop is being used cost effectively.

•

One-Time Costs: In approximately two years, the Print Shop will move, requiring some moving
and construction costs. As noted previously, these one-time costs were $183,000 in 2015, and
likely to be higher in 2020 or later.

3

Administrative Instruction No. II-4-18, Digital Signatures, Electronic Approvals and City Manager Signature Delegation
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APPENDIX A: CUSTOMER SERVICE SURVEY
RESULTS

Survey Respondents

ON AVERAGE, HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE SERVICES OF THE CITY'S PRINT SHOP?

14%

29%

Weekly

29%

Monthly

Quarterly

Annually

18%

9%

Have not used in the last year

YOUR DEPARTMENT
Public Works

17%

Community & Cultural Services

13%

Survey Respondents

Finance

12%

Planning & Community Development

8%

Library

8%

Housing and Economic Development

7%

City Manager's Office

7%

Police

6%

BBB

6%

City Clerk

5%

City Attorney's Office

4%

Information Systems

2%

Human Resources

2%

Fire

2%

Unknown

1%

City Council

1%
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WHY HAVEN'T YOU USED THE CITY'S PRINT SHOP IN THE PAST YEAR?

No need for any product or service

45%

Other (please describe):

18%

Unaware of all the products/services the Print Shop could
provide

18%

Could create or complete the product/service in-house

9%

Used an outside vendor who provides the products/services
needed

9%

WHAT ARE THE TOP THREE FACTORS THAT WOULD INFLUENCE YOU TO USE THE PRINT SHOP
IN THE FUTURE?
More relevant services and products

21%

Expanded service offerings

19%

Pickup and delivery services

16%

Improved quality

12%

Greater availability (hours open & overtime)

7%

Competitive pricing

7%

Other

5%

Shorter turnaround time
Better customer service

2%
0%
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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF THE PRINT SHOP THAT YOU HAVE
USED IN THE PAST YEAR?
Business cards

11%

Color printing/copying

11%

Envelopes

8%

Postcard

8%

Flyers

8%

Black and white printing/copying

8%

Posters, banners, boards, etc.

7%

Cutting

6%

Memo pads

4%

Letterhead

4%

Mounting (e.g. onto foamboard)

3%

Folding

3%

Folding and inserting for mailing

2%

Stapling

2%

Collating

2%

Laminating

2%

NCR (carbonless copy paper) forms

2%

Other (please describe):

1%

Coil binding

1%

Spiral binding

1%

Banner stands

1%

3 and 2 hole punch

1%

Padding

1%

Signature books

1%

Mailing labels

1%

DID YOU KNOW THE PRINT SHOP OFFERED ALL THESE PRODUCTS/SERVICES?

51%

49%
Yes

No
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HAVE YOU EVER USED THE WEB TO PRINT SERVICE?

92%

8%

Yes

No

HOW WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE USING WEB TO PRINT?

13%

72%
Extremely easy

Somewhat easy

13%
Somewhat difficult

3%

Extremely difficult

OVERALL, HOW SATISFIED OR DISSATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE PRINT SHOP?

1%
64%

28%

5%
2%

Extremely satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Neither

Somewhat dissatisfied

Extremely dissatisfied

HOW SATISFIED OR DISSATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE CUSTOMER SERVICE OF THE CITY'S
PRINT SHOP?

73%
Extremely satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

17%
Neither

7% 4%

Somewhat dissatisfied
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE EASE OR DIFFICULTY OF USING THE CITY'S PRINT SHOP?

38%

41%

Extremely easy

Somewhat easy

Neither

13%

Somewhat difficult

7%

1%

Extremely difficult

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE QUALITY OF THE PRINT SHOP'S PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES?

78%
Extremely satisfied

14%

Somewhat satisfied

Neither

5% 2%

Somewhat dissatisfied

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE VARIETY OF THE PRINT SHOP'S PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES?

59%
Extremely satisfied

28%
Somewhat satisfied

Neither

12%

2%

Somewhat dissatisfied

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE PRICE OF THE PRINT SHOP'S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?

50%
Extremely satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

20%
Neither

Somewhat dissatisfied

23%

6% 1%

Extremely dissatisfied
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HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE TURNAROUND TIME OF THE PRINT SHOP'S PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES?

77%
Extremely satisfied

17%

Somewhat satisfied

Neither

3% 4%

Somewhat dissatisfied

WHAT ARE THE TOP FACTORS THAT ARE MOST INFLUENTIAL IN YOUR DECISION TO USE THE
PRINT SHOP?

Customer service

17%

Turnaround time

15%

Quality

14%

Pickup and delivery services

12%

Price

9%

Ability to customize

8%

Familiarity with policy requirements

7%

Same day service

4%

Policy requirements

4%

Availability (hours open & overtime)

4%

Project job project management
Lack of alternatives
Other

3%
2%
2%
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BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH THE PRINT SHOP, HOW LIKELY OR UNLIKELY ARE YOU TO
CONTINUE USING THE PRINT SHOP'S IN THE FUTURE IF IT WAS OPTIONAL?

76%
Extremely likely

Somewhat likely

14%
Neither

Somewhat unlikely

5% 4% 2%
Extremely unlikely
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APPENDIX B: PEER BENCHMARKING SURVEY
RESULTS

SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

Print Shop

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

Graphics/
Reprographics

Graphics

Central Services

Reprographics
Mailing Services

Reprographics
Mailing Services

Reprographics
Mailing Services
Graphic/Art
Design

Reprographics
Mailing Services

5.0

7.77

3

3.15

$485,017

$530,600

$193,724

$425,050

Yes

No

No

No

M-Th. 7:30 – 5:30
F 8:00 – 5:00

--

M-Th. 7:30 – 5:30
F 8:00 – 5:00

M-Th. 7:30 – 5:30
F 8:00 – 5:00

100%

30%

30%

None

Are printing services staff
available to work overtime?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Do you offer pickup
service?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Do you offer dropoff/delivery service?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Do you offer same-day
turnaround?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Do you charge for rush
services?

No

No

No

No

Do you offer online printing
services? (e.g. submit print
job via the web)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Print Shop Division/Group
Categories offered
FTEs
Contractual Services
Expenditures
(18-19 Fiscal Year Budgets)
Is there a policy that
requires all print jobs go
through the Print Shop?
Hours of operations
What content of recycled
paper do you use?
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SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

What system is used to
processes online service
requests?

Marcom

--

--

Laser Fiche

What kind of services are
available online?

In-house printing
services

--

--

In-house printing
services only

SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

Black/white printing/copying

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Black/white printing/copying
– turnaround

1-2 Days

2 days

1 day

1 day

Black/white printing/copying
– standard fee

$0.04

--

$0.02 each

--

Black/white printing/copying
– avg. annual volume

1,250,000

--

1,000,000

--

Color printing/copying

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Color printing/copying –
turnaround

1-2 Days

2 days

1 day

1 day

Color printing/copying –
standard fee ($)

$0.07

--

.04 each

--

Color printing/copying – avg.
annual volume

1,000,000

--

500,000

--

3 and 2 hole punch

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

3 and 2 hole punch –
turnaround

1-2 Days

1 day

1 day

1 day

Banner stands

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

Don't Offer

Banner stands – turnaround

2-3 Days

4 days

Bates numbering

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Don't Offer

Business cards

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Outsourced

--
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SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

Coil binding

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Outsourced

Collating

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Collating – turnaround

1-2 Days

2 days

2 days

1 day

Custom tabs

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Custom tabs – turnaround

1-2 Days

2 days

3 days

1 day

Cutting

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Cutting – turnaround

1-2 Days

1 day

1 day

1 day

Die-cutting

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Outsourced

Envelopes

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Envelopes – turnaround

2-3 Days

7 days

--

--

Flyers

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Flyers – turnaround

1-2 Days

1 day

2 days

1 day

Folding

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Folding – turnaround

1-2 Days

1 day

1 day

1 day

Folding / inserting for
mailing

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Folding / inserting for
mailing – turnaround

2 Days

2 days

2 days

1 day

Laminating

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

In-House

Laminating – turnaround

1-2 Days

3 days

--

1 day

Letterhead

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Letterhead – turnaround

1-2 Days

1 day

--

--

Mailing labels

In-House

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

Mailing labels – turnaround

1-2 Days

2 days

2 days

Memo pads

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House
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SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

Memo pads – turnaround

2-3 days

5 days

3 days

1 day

Mounting

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Mounting – turnaround

2-3 Days

3 days

--

--

NCR forms

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

NCR forms – turnaround

2-3 Days

5 days

2 days

1 day

Padding

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Padding – turnaround

2-3 Days

3 days

3 days

1 day

Perfect Binding

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Outsourced

Perforating

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Outsourced

Postcard

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Postcard – turnaround

2-3 Days

3 days

2 days

1 day

Posters, banners, boards

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Posters, banners, boards –
turnaround

2-3 Days

4 days

--

--

Scoring

In-House

Outsourced

Outsourced

Outsourced

Shrink wrapping

In-House

Don't Offer

In-House

In-House

Shrink wrapping –
turnaround

1-2 Days

--

1 day

1 day

Signature books

In-House

Don't Offer

In-House

In-House

Signature books –
turnaround

1-2 Days

--

2 days

1 day

Spiral binding

In-House

In-House

Outsourced

In-House

Spiral binding – turnaround

1-2 Days

3 days

Stapling

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

Stapling – turnaround

1-2 Days

1 day

1 day

1 day

Velo binding

In-House

Don't Offer

In-House

In-House

1 day
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SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

1-2 Days

--

2 days

1 day

SANTA
MONICA

BEVERLY
HILLS

GLENDALE

SANTA ANA

Emails to city employees

No

No

No

No

Internal intranet (internal)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Printed brochures

Yes

No

Yes

No

City website (external)

Yes

Yes

No

No

Verbal announcements (e.g.
at meetings)

No

No

Yes

No

Electronic newsletter

No

No

No

No

Printed newsletter

No

No

No

No

--

--

None - not
marketed

Velo binding – turnaround

None – not marketed
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HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE FOLLOWING CHALLENGES FOR YOUR PRINTING SERVICES
GROUP, AS RELATED TO OPERATIONS AND SERVICE DELIVERY?
Insufficient funding for necessary maintenance/replacement
Outdated hardware/equipment
Declining demand for print products
Lack enough staff to complete jobs in a timely manner
Inefficient internal processes (not documented, not understood)
Disconnect between technology and hardware (e.g. hardware
not connected to internet)
Outdated software/applications
Transitioning to digital services

Very challenging

Somewhat challenging

Not currently a challenge

City of Santa Monica: Print Shop Efficiency Report
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APPENDIX C: COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

VENDOR A

VENDOR B

VENDOR C

VENDOR
AVERAGE

500 Business Cards, color
one-sided

$59.00

$68.00

$68.00

$65.00

500 Letterhead with city
logo printed in color and
personalized to specific
department

$185.00

$145.00

$216.00

$182.00

1,000 4”x6” Post Cards, full
bleed, mail merge

$345.00

$195.00

$285.00

$275.00

1,000 Envelopes with city
logo, return address, mail
merge

$389.00

$245.00

$280.00

$304.67

1,000 Flyers 8.5”x11” 28lb
paper, double-sided full
bleed

$249.00

$225.00

$222.00

$232.00

1,000 Brochures 8.5”x11”
100lb gloss text, full bleed,
trifold

$295.00

$245.00

$251.00

$263.67

2,000 Single Sheet and #9
return envelope, folded,
inserted, and sealed into
number #10 envelope

$685.00

$145.00

$794.00

$541.33

24”x36” Poster printed on
photo gloss paper

$26.00

$65.00

$48.00

$46.33

24”x36” Poster printed on
photo gloss paper, mounted
onto 3/16” foam board,
laminated

$65.00

$95.00

$78.00

$79.33

48”x120” Banner, with
hemmed edges all around
and grommets

$149.00

$120.00

$240.00

$169.67
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VENDOR A

VENDOR B

VENDOR C

VENDOR
AVERAGE

500 Business Cards, color
one-sided

2

3

3

2.7

500 Letterhead with city
logo printed in color and
personalized to specific
department

4

3

5

4.0

1,000 4”x6” Post Cards, full
bleed, mail merge

3

3

5

3.7

1,000 Envelopes with city
logo, return address, mail
merge

4

3

5

4.0

1,000 Flyers 8.5”x11” 28lb
paper, double-sided full
bleed

4

3

5

4.0

1,000 Brochures 8.5”x11”
100lb gloss text, full bleed,
trifold

3

3

5

3.7

2,000 Single Sheet and #9
return envelope, folded,
inserted, and sealed into
number #10 envelope

4

3

5

4.0

24”x36” Poster printed on
photo gloss paper

1

1

1

1.0

24”x36” Poster printed on
photo gloss paper, mounted
onto 3/16” foam board,
laminated

1

3

1

1.7

48”x120” Banner, with
hemmed edges all around
and grommets

2

3

4

3.0
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COST
DIFFERENCE
(%)

SANTA
MONICA
TIME

VENDOR
AVERAGE
TIME

TIME
DIFFERENCE
(DAYS)

500 Business Cards, color one-sided

-45.38%

2

2.7

-0.7

500 Letterhead with city logo printed in
color and personalized to specific
department

-73.05%

2

4.0

-2.0

1,000 4”x6” Post Cards, full bleed, mail
merge

-56.36%

2

3.7

-1.7

1,000 Envelopes with city logo, return
address, mail merge

-73.74%

2

4.0

-2.0

1,000 Flyers 8.5”x11” 28lb paper,
double-sided full bleed

-13.79%

2

4.0

-2.0

1,000 Brochures 8.5”x11” 100lb gloss
text, full bleed, trifold

-1.39%

2

3.7

-1.7

2,000 Single Sheet and #9 return
envelope, folded, inserted, and sealed
into number #10 envelope

-55.67%

2

4.0

-2.0

24”x36” Poster printed on photo gloss
paper

-48.20%

2

1.0

1.0

24”x36” Poster printed on photo gloss
paper, mounted onto 3/16” foam
board, laminated

-62.18%

2

1.7

0.3

48”x120” Banner, with hemmed edges
all around and grommets

7.56%

2

3.0

-1.0
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APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL PEER PRINT SHOP
DATA
PEER CITY

PRINT SHOP?

STAFF

REPORTING DEPARTMENT

Anaheim

No

N/A

N/A

Beverly Hills

Yes

7.77

Information Technology
Department

Burbank

Yes

3

Management Services Department
(Labor Relations Division)

Culver City

Yes

1

Information Technology
Department

El Segundo

No

N/A

Glendale

Yes

3

Management Services Department

Inglewood

Yes

3

Information Technology
Department

Pasadena

Yes

8

Finance Department

Redondo Beach

No

N/A

N/A

Santa Barbara

No

N/A

N/A

Torrance

Yes

6

N/A

General Services Department
(Central Services Division)
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Agenda Item 5-b Print Shop Efficiency Study: Attachment A

Additional Reports
Submitted by the City Clerk’s Office

Advantages of
On-Site Print Centers

Advantages of On-Site Print Centers

FINANCIAL

CUSTOMER SERVICE

▪ Cost savings

▪ Faster turnaround

▪ Lower cost for delivery (location)

▪ Convenience

▪ Profit / surplus funds (from insourced work)

▪ Ease of doing business

▪ Offer cost savings opportunities on projects
▪ Less costly for invoice processing

KEY VALUES
QUALITY

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES

▪ Organization and brand identity knowledge

▪ Integrated within organization

▪ On the same team

▪ Provide non-print related services to meet
organization’s needs

▪ Security / confidentiality / trust

Advantages of On-Site Print Centers

Faster time to
market

INTEROPERABILITY =
EFFICIENCY

Order processing
Development of materials
Delivery of materials

=

Operational
efficiencies for the
organization

The Benefits of In-House Production Print

The Bene ts of In-House
Production Print
Posted November 06, 2017

It's easy to think production print is the realm of marketers, graphic artists and designers alone, but it's not just
branding that demands a powerful production machine. Any organization consistently utilizing any kind of
standard forms, printed memos or notices has a need for production print.
Outsourcing to a trusted partner is an economical and prudent option, particularly for smaller organizations.
However, purchasing or leasing a production print machine and printing in-house carries a number of bene ts.

Cost Awareness
Depending on the frequency and volume at which you print, retaining print in-house can save you from markups
and hidden fees, and perhaps save you money in the long run. But it's not just savings that's important here, it's
the transparency. Without the obfuscation of a third party invoice, it's much more apparent where your print
expenses are going when you purchase or lease a machine yourself.

https://aaofficeonline.com/the-benefits-of-in-house-production-print
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The Benefits of In-House Production Print

Expediency and Waste Management
According to industry analyst InfoTrends, production print is increasingly in smaller batches but with a much
tighter turn around time; sometimes as little as 48 hours. This e ectively cuts back on unused product and
reduces waste, but the demand for such quick projects can be a challenge for print shops. By bringing your print
in-house, the only schedule that matters is your own.

Read More: The Impact Color Has on Your Brand and Business

Control
If part of your production print plan includes branding, control is paramount. Your brand is your identity. Logos,
colors, resolutions, designs. These things communicate who you are, both to your colleagues and the rest of the
world. Bringing your print in-house lowers the barrier between you and your nal product. Your messaging stays
on brand, exactly as intended.

https://aaofficeonline.com/the-benefits-of-in-house-production-print
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The Benefits of In-House Production Print

Security
Whether it's the handling of digital les with your print vendor, or your project itself is of a sensitive nature,
working with outside source means that there are additional points of failure in keeping your data or proprietary
information secure. Working with your own teams, your own machines and your own network reduces security
risks.

Read More: How to Have the Best Copier Security

The Right Tool
When you use a machine specially designed for high volumes, long run times and exact color matches, you are
using the right tool for the right job. Without a production machine on premise, your colleagues may use the
o ce copier to run large batches of forms or high quality color projects. A copier is, generally, not a machine
tuned for this sort of use and it may wear it down much faster, costing you money and time in the long run.

Production print is just one way print technology can revolutionize your o ce! Download our free eBook to learn
more about some of the other ways print can improve how you work!

https://aaofficeonline.com/the-benefits-of-in-house-production-print
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Wichita State University reopens in-plant after outsourcing vendor performs poorly

Jobs

Research

Contest

FAQ

Advertise

Search

Home

Topics

Subscribe

Blogs

Video

In-Print

Resources

Events

About

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Outsourcing Failure: ‘It Was a
Nightmare’

June 17, 2019

Now that the outsourcing nightmare is over, today’s in-plant staff at Wichita State University is providing excellent
service and quality output that follows the university’s brand standards. Standing in front of the shop’s Konica
Minolta bizhub PRESS 1250 are (from left): Alec Tucker, Haley Potter, Ellen Abbey, Leah Lipke and Ryan Kingsley.

By Bob Neubauer

https://www.inplantimpressions.com/article/wichita-state-university-reopens-in-plant-after-outsourcing-vendor-performs-poorly/
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Wichita State University reopens in-plant after outsourcing vendor performs poorly

Print outsourcing companies make a lot of promises. The picture they paint of cost savings and stateof-the-art printing technology can be attractive to organizations with sagging budgets.
But as we’ve heard repeatedly from those that have outsourced their in-plants to print management
rms, not only do they fail to live up to their promises, their service levels are inferior, their adherence to
brand standards is spotty, staff turnover is high and equipment upgrades don’t materialize.
As a result, many organizations that shutter their in-plants and put their faith in outsourcing rms
quickly nd themselves pining for the higher service levels, better quality and on-time turnaround their
former in-plants provided. Increasingly, organizations are ring their outsourcing rms once their
contracts end and bringing back their in-plants, staffed by employees who have a stake in the
organization’s success. And once reopened, these in-plants are thriving.
A case in point is Wichita State University. A decade ago, with print volumes declining, the Wichita, Kan.,
university consolidated its four print centers into two and eliminated offset printing. But when a
statewide salary adjustment brought mandatory raises to the in-plant’s employees, maintaining the inplant suddenly became unsustainable.
Related story: Outsourcing Out! In-plants Back In

Director of Auxiliary Services Ellen Abbey was desperate for a solution, so a bid went out seeking a
company to come in and manage the in-plant. The national equipment company that won the bid told
her it would hire her staff, upgrade the shop’s equipment, add a much-needed Web-to-print system and
cut costs dramatically. And because the proposal was coming from the company that manufactured the
shop’s equipment, the implication was that maintenance and service would be nearly instantaneous.
Abbey took the bait.

Downward Spiral
Things went downhill almost immediately. Despite its promises, the outsourcing company hired just one
of the former in-plant’s employees and brought in its own employee to round out the staff of what they
called the Duplication Station. Customer service began fading right off the bat. Abbey’s former employee
con ded that the company’s procedures required paperwork to be lled out by staff before taking care
of the customer, thwarting that employee’s efforts to put customers rst. She was eventually let go.
Even worse was the lack of basic print knowledge held by the employees of the outsourcing provider.
“They didn’t even understand what a full bleed was,” exclaims Abbey. “[They] basically knew how to push
the button to copy and that was it.”

https://www.inplantimpressions.com/article/wichita-state-university-reopens-in-plant-after-outsourcing-vendor-performs-poorly/
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Wichita State University reopens in-plant after outsourcing vendor performs poorly

When it came to following the university’s brand standards, which Abbey provided to them right from the
start, they were extremely lax.
“We’re very speci c on our yellow,” she remarks, referring to Wichita State’s o cial black and yellow
colors. The staff of the print center, however, was not so speci c about colors.
“Whatever the end user would send us, they would just print it,” she says. “They would not look at it with
a critical eye.”
They treated the university logo in the same casual way. If a customer pulled a low-res logo from the
internet and slapped it into a brochure, it would get printed that way.
“So we had these pieces going out with low-res logos,” Abbey says in frustration. “In their eyes,
everything is print ready.”
The staff didn’t understand their critical roles as the university print experts. “We are hand holders; we
help customers along the way,” Abbey explains. Customers don’t understand colors and image
resolutions. They don’t know about different paper stocks. It’s the in-plant’s job to catch their mistakes
and guide them toward a nished piece they can be proud of. But with the employees of the outsourcing
vendor, this integrity was completely missing.
“They took no pride in their work,” she says. “It was just a job.”
Trying to educate them proved futile because of the high turnover rate.
“We had nine people come and go from the shop,” Abbey reports. “So we had no continuity. No memory.
And our customers were very frustrated.”

No New Equipment from Vendor
As for the technology upgrades the vendor promised to bring, that was another empty promise, Abbey
says. Other than the initial equipment it brought in, over the ve years the vendor ran Wichita State’s inplant, the printing equipment never changed. Web-to-print was never implemented either. And as for
service on the equipment, it was disappointingly slow.
“We couldn’t get service out here,” exclaims Abbey, incredulously. “And it was their own shop!”
The vendor had also touted its ability to send university work to its other print operations during busy
periods.
“That doesn’t happen,” a rms Abbey. Deadlines were missed as a result.

https://www.inplantimpressions.com/article/wichita-state-university-reopens-in-plant-after-outsourcing-vendor-performs-poorly/
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Without question, the consequences of the decision to outsource printing were bad. But did it save the
school money?
“I suppose so,” acknowledges Abbey, citing the in ated salary levels of her employees prior to
outsourcing. “But we lost so much. We lost control of our brands. We lost control of the color. We lost
con dence [from] our end users.”
So three and a half years ago when the ve-year contract ended, Wichita State kicked out the
outsourcing vendor and set about rebuilding its in-plant. Today the Duplication Station has two full-time
employees and three student workers and it is thriving. University departments have noticed the
improved service levels and quality and are sending more of their work to the in-plant.
“We’re growing so much that we’re looking for other space,” Abbey says. “The more our volumes come
up, the lower our costs. Every scal year for the last four years I’ve been able to reduce the cost of color.”
The in-plant has not only added the Web-to-print capabilities that the outsourcing vendor failed to
implement (EFI’s Digital StoreFront), but it upgraded its digital printing equipment to a Konica Minolta
bizhub PRESS C1100 for color, a bizhub PRESS 1250 for monochrome and a bizhub 554 multifunction
printer. The in-plant also runs a Xanté Impressia for envelope printing and an Epson SureColor P20000
for wide-format. In July, it will change its name from the Duplication Station to Shocker Printing
Solutions after the university’s athletic teams, the Wichita State Shockers.
“I’m just really grateful that we were able to come back,” says Abbey.
To those organizations contemplating closing their in-plants and bringing in an outsourcing provider, she
has strong words of caution.
“Don’t do it!” she warns. “It was a nightmare.”

0 Comments
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Agenda Item 5-b Print Shop Efficiency Study: Supplemental Information

Additional Comments &
Cost Estimates

Print Shop Supplemental Information: Additional Comments
CITY CLERK ADDITIONAL COMMENTS WITH FINANCE NOTES
Observation/ Recommendation 8 (p.2)
Report Text: Develop master service agreements with preferred print vendors and facilitate outsourced
jobs on behalf of departments.
City Clerk Comment: Add an enforcement mechanism, led by Finance, through purchasing card review.
Finance note: Finance believes the best way to prevent outside purchases is through training and
information. The purchasing card review happens after purchases have been made, and so would be
too late to prevent the print service purchase. In addition, there is no existing way to highlight printing
services as a banned purchase, which would make it difficult to identify even after the fact.
Departments also often use warrants to pay for this work, so such a review, even if possible, would not
catch all instances.

C. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Observation 9, p. 11
Report Text: Based on a comparison of fully burdened costs to several local vendors, Print Shop services
are currently 2% more expensive than the private sector. In addition, the Print Shop must move within
two years, and services would be 27% more expensive than the private sector if the Print Shop will need
to pay rent.
City Clerk Comment: could be 27% more expensive than the private sector if the Print Shop doesn't find
a City owned property.
Finance note: Using a city-owned property is not cost-neutral to the City. Costs include ongoing
foregone revenue, since the City could no longer lease the property; and one-time tenant improvement
costs estimated at $2 million - $4 million (see estimates on p. 3 and Attachment 1). Any rent payment is
a new net cost to the City, since the current 17th Street rent is recovered through a sublease.

List of requirements for comparison services, p. 12
Report Text: Vendors who could comply with the City’s sustainability guidelines, including using
vegetable-based printing inks and printing on paper containing the appropriate percentage of postconsumer recycled content (100% for standard paper, 15% for glossy paper, and 30% for other types of
paper).
City Clerk Comment: There would be no way to monitor or police this.

Vendor comparison discussion, p. 12
Report Text: It is important to note that this comparison only includes a small sample size, and the
prices shown for commercial vendors reflect retail costs. If the City contracted out all of its work, it could

1
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likely negotiate lower prices than those shown. Additionally, it does not include high-volume jobs like
those that would be contracted out under Recommendation 8.
City Clerk Comment: It should also be noted that the City would not be the only customer for any of
these vendors, which in turn could overload them with work as they have other customers to serve as
well. This would affect the vendors’ ability to meet certain deadlines. In addition, the replacement of
older equipment could lower the Print Shop’s overall cost.

Cost Comparison: Future Considerations
p. 13-14
Report Text: As noted previously, the Print Shop, does not have space allocated in the City Services
Building or the renovated City Yards. As of July 2019, a City-owned location that meets the Print Shop’s
space requirements has not been identified.
City Clerk Comment: There are possible City owned locations where the Print Shop can move to.
Finance note: See comment above related to additional cost.
p. 14
Report Text: The Print Shop has interest in seeking additional space, up to 6,000 square feet. Renting
6,000 square feet of space would increase per-job rent costs for the jobs compared to $112.92. This
would increase costs to an average of 35% more than vendor quoted costs.
City Clerk Comment: This is not accurate because if the Print Shop were to move into a bigger space to
offer more services, the number of jobs would increase significantly therefore reducing the per-job rent
costs. In addition, by warehousing paper for the whole City, there would be a saving in paper costs.
Finance note: Additional work may lead to additional staffing and supplies needs, in addition to
generating more revenue.
p. 15
Report Text: Proofing: All analyzed vendors offer digital proofs for review at no additional cost.
However, more specific proofing processes are often required (like printed proofs or multiple rounds of
proofing) it is unclear how vendors would handle such requests. Currently, the Print Shop staff are
easily able to accommodate these kinds of requests.
City Clerk Comment: The vendors would not be able to provide the convenience of returning physical
proofs due to location and/or restricted access to certain locations.
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Print Shop Supplemental Information: Cost Estimates
SUMMARY
City Property: Airport
Rent/ Foregone revenue estimate: $11,587/ month, or $139,044 annually. There is a 3% annual
escalation rate.
One-time Cost Estimate: $2.037 million


Includes HVAC and electrical upgrades.

City Property: 1632 5th Street (Apple building)
Rent/ Foregone revenue estimate: $0.23 million/ month; estimated $1.06M over a five-year term
One-time Cost Estimate: $4.46 million


Includes HVAC, electrical, and seismic upgrades; fall protections barriers and a new freight
elevator.

City Property: 17th Street (City lease; currently subleased)
Rent/ Foregone revenue estimate: The City paid $159,481 for leased space in FY 2018-19.
One-time Cost Estimate: $1.68


Includes HVAC and electrical upgrades

Note: these represent spaces the City has identified as possible Print Shop locations. It does not
represent all possible options for a print shop location, including leased space citywide.

COST ESTIMATE NOTES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The cost estimates shown in the detailed attachment reflect the City’s best estimate of potential
associated costs without a detailed and in depth project review. As such, they are likely to change based
on more detailed requirements. The estimates follow the same approach the City regularly uses for
construction cost estimates, including for capital project costing. Should the City move forward,
Architecture and Engineering staff would work with the Department to better refine cost based on more
specific needs.
Some additional detail related to these estimates are below:


Cost Drivers:
o All three proposed spaces are considerably larger than the existing Print Shop footprint
of just under 3,000sf. Anywhere between 22% and 56% additional area to be
redone. They also all have high dollar value building system improvements that may be
necessary (i.e. electrical, mechanical, elevator). With further evaluation, we would hope
1
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o



that it may be possible to reduce those building system costs, but we just do not know
enough to be sure at this point.
Cost escalations in public sector construction have been considerable since the time of
the last print shop move. There is far more demand than supply at this point, and
getting reputable contractors to bid on jobs of this size at all can be challenging.

Furniture & Equipment: The pricing provided includes the costs to disassemble, move, and
reassemble everything. In the case of furniture, we are finding that the cost of reusing it can be
the same as buying refurbished systems furniture as an example. Based on past experience, this
also assumes that the large copy machines used by the print shop have very specific
requirements about moving that must be performed by the vendor/manufacturer in order to
ensure warranty compliance.

Further assumptions for each specific property are listed below:
Airport









Assume full interior demo of 3,674sf space and rebuild to current city standards.
Assume the electrical and mechanical systems for the space will need to be upsized to deal with
considerably higher loads than existing use.
Will need to bring City fiber optic connection from within the building into the suite. New
computer IDF room will need to be created with all new data cabling, equipment, etc. (existing
cannot be relocated).
Large copy machines will have to be disassembled, moved, reassembled, and recommissioned
by vendor.
Try to reuse existing furniture (only minor new purchases). Disassemble, move and reconfigure
to new space.
Assume new casework for mailroom, breakroom.
Add security (badging access, cameras)
Issues getting palettes of materials down to suite. May need some site revisions.

Apple Building









Assume full 2nd floor interior demo of 4,700sf space and rebuild to current city standards.
Assume the electrical and mechanical systems for the space will need to be upsized to deal with
considerably higher loads than existing use.
Seismic upgrades for the entire building will need to be undertaken.
Need to install new freight elevator to bring supplies up.
Fall protection will need to be added to all balconies.
Will need to bring City fiber optic connection from within the building into the suite. Existing IDF
is on 3rd floor. Assume non-city tenant on 3rd floor, so new computer IDF room will need to be
created with all new data cabling, equipment, etc. (existing cannot be relocated).
Large copy machines will have to be disassembled, moved, reassembled, and recommissioned
by vendor.
Try to reuse existing furniture (only minor new purchases). Disassemble, move and reconfigure
to new space.
2
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Assume new casework for mailroom, breakroom.
Add security (badging access, cameras)

17th Street








Assume full 2nd floor interior demo of 4,528sf space and rebuild to current city standards.
Assume the electrical and mechanical systems for the space will need to be upsized to deal with
considerably higher loads than existing use.
Non-City building, so will need to bring City fiber optic connection to the building (directional
boring down 17th st from intersection) and then into the suite. New computer IDF room will
need to be created with all new data cabling, equipment, etc. (existing cannot be relocated).
Large copy machines will have to be disassembled, moved, reassembled, and recommissioned
by vendor.
Try to reuse existing furniture (only minor new purchases). Disassemble, move and reconfigure
to new space.
Assume new casework for mailroom, breakroom.
Add security (badging access, cameras)

Attachment 1: Detailed Cost Estimates
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PROJECT TITLE

Rev. Date:

9/1/2019

9/1/2019

9/1/2019

Scope: Print Shop Relocation
WO #:

SP #:

Activity

Notes

Design
Consultant
Design Contingency - 15%

$
$
$

347,388
34,739
382,127

$
$
$

201,263
20,126
221,389

$
$

1,279,628
127,963

$
$

2,894,900
289,490

$
$

1,677,188
167,719

Subtotal: $

1,407,591

$

3,184,390

$

1,844,906

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

31,991
25,593
31,991

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

72,373
57,898
72,373

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

41,930
33,544
41,930

Subtotal: $

89,574

$

202,643

$

117,403

$
$
$
Subtotal: $

25,000
25,000
30,000
80,000

$
$
$
$

25,000
25,000
30,000
80,000

$
$
$
$

25,000
25,000
60,000
110,000

$
Subtotal: $

25,000
25,000

$
$

25,000
25,000

$
$

25,000
25,000

Total: $
Project Contingency: $
$

1,771,076
265,661
2,037,000

$
$
$

3,874,160
581,124
4,456,000

$
$
$

2,318,698
347,805
2,667,000

-

$

-

$

-

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E)
Contract Furniture (desks, chairs & partitions)
Office Equipment - Computers, Printer/Copier, etc.
Telephones, Data, and Security System

FUNDING:

17th Street
4,528

153,555
15,356
168,911

Project Management & Other Direct Costs
Structural Consultant
MEP Consultant
Landscape Design Consultant
Survey
Environmental Consultant
Archeology Consultant
Geotech/Soils Consultant
PM/CM Consultant
Inspection & Labor Compliance
Plancheck/Permit
Planning Fees
Arts Fee
Public Works Staff Labor
Miscellaneous

TOTAL PROJECT COST

Apple Building
4,700
Freight elevator &

$
$
Subtotal: $

Construction
Contractor
Construction Contingency - 10.0%
Utilities

Land Acquisition
Site Assessment
Purchase Costs
Relocation Costs

Airport
3,674 sq. ft.
Palette access issue?

Source:
Source:
Source:

TOTAL FUNDING

$

FINDING SURPLUS/(SHORTFALL)

$

(2,037,000)

$

(4,456,000)

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS/ARCHITECTURE SERVICES DIVISION
CITY OF SANTA MONICA

$

(2,667,000)
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Agenda Item 6
Proposed Modification to Resolution Establishing an Audit Subcommittee
Following discussion of the City’s ethics hotline and Audit Subcommittee responsibilities to
receive and respond to ethics complaints, staff proposes revising Audit Subcommittee roles to
clearly support the City’s confidential ethics hotline as the primary method to report suspected
illegal or improper activity.


Current text: Provide an alternative way for employees, taxpayers, or other citizens to
confidentially report suspected illegal, improper, wasteful or fraudulent activity.



Recommended text: Monitor the City’s implementation and ongoing management of a
confidential ethics hotline as a method through which employees, taxpayers, or other
concerned stakeholders may confidentially report suspected illegal, wasteful or
fraudulent activity.

This language retains the Audit Subcommittee’s role in oversight and proactive prevention of
illegal activity and ensures that the City’s confidential ethics hotline remains the clear central
point of contact for complaints.

Next steps: Submit revised resolution for Council consideration. Proposed Council date
October 22, 2019.

Attachment: Resolution Establishing an Audit Subcommittee (current)

City Council Meeting: July 28, 2015

Santa Monica, California

RESOLUTION NUMBER _________ (CCS)
(City Council Series)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA ESTABLISHING AN AUDIT COMMITTEE
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Santa Monica (the “City Council”)
recognizes the importance of transparency and accountability in the administration of
public resources, and the City Council is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the City
of Santa Monica (the “City”) is meeting its internal control and financial reporting
responsibilities; and
WHEREAS, the City Council recognizes the importance of creating an Audit
Subcommittee of the City Council (“Audit Committee”) as it is considered a financial
management best practice; and
WHEREAS, formation of an Audit Committee will ensure regular and direct
communication between the City’s independent auditors and the City Council and will
further the City Council’s goals of transparency and accountability in the administration
of public resources; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2015, the City Council voted to establish an Audit
Committee; and
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WHEREAS, on July 14, 2015, the City Council determined that the Audit
Committee should consist of three Council members and two City residents with
relevant expertise to be selected through a public process.
WHEREAS, the City Council now desires to establish an Audit Committee.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA
DOES RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The City Council of the City of Santa Monica hereby establishes an
Audit Subcommittee of the City Council to assist the City Council in fulfilling their
oversight responsibilities for the financial reporting process, the framework for internal
control, and the audit process.
SECTION 2. The Audit Committee will consist of three members, of the City
Council and two City residents who shall be appointed by the City Council through a
public process and qualified to serve by virtue of their experience and expertise with
governmental accounting and internal financial controls. The members of the Audit
Committee shall be appointed by the City Council to staggered four-year terms. To
establish staggered terms, the initial members of the Audit Committee shall be
appointed so that two Council members and one public member serve four-year terms
and one Council member and one public member serve two-year terms. Thereafter all
members shall be appointed to serve four-year terms. All three Council Committee
members must be present for a meeting to occur.
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SECTION 3.

The Audit Committee shall meet a minimum of three times

annually.
SECTION 4.

The Finance Director, or his or her designee, and the City

Attorney, or his or her designee, will attend all Audit Committee meetings and will
implement Audit Committee directives as needed, reporting back on recommendations.
SECTION 5.

Each year at its first meeting, the committee will elect a

chairperson. Meeting agendas will be prepared by the chairperson in consultation with
the Finance Director.
SECTION 6. The duties and responsibilities of the Audit Committee include but
are not limited to:
(a) Review, upon completion, all City audit reports,
analyze all findings in audit report(s) and consult with
the external and internal auditors regarding any
irregularities and deficiencies disclosed in their reports;
(b) Determine what corrective action, if any, should be
recommended to the City Council;
(c) Report to the City Council on the outcome of all audits,
on any audit finding, and on any other pertinent
communications,

and

recommendations;
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make

appropriate

(d) Ensure that timely and appropriate action has been
taken in response to City Council directions arising
from audit reports.
(e) Consider the effectiveness of the framework for
internal control, review the effectiveness of the
systems for monitoring compliance with laws and
regulations,

and

review

the

processes

for

communicating the City’s compliance policies to City
personnel and monitoring compliance therewith.
(f) Provide an alternative way for employees, taxpayers,
or other citizens to confidentially report suspected
illegal, improper, wasteful or fraudulent activity.
(g) Provide oversight of the periodic review and selection
of external and internal auditors.
SECTION 7. The City Clerk shall certify to the adoption of this Resolution, and
thenceforth and thereafter the same shall be in full force and effect.
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_________________________
MARSHA JONES MOUTRIE
City Attorney
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Date:

September 5, 2019

To:

City of Santa Monica Audit Subcommittee

From:

Moss Adams

Subject:

Internal Audit Status Report June 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019

Print Shop Efficiency Study
• Objective: Phase 1, assess efficiency and effectiveness of current operating
model and compare to peers and best practices; and Phase 2, determine costs
and compare to marketplace
• Schedule: completed
• Activities for This Period: Finalize report
• Activities for Next Period: Present Phase 2 report to the Audit Subcommittee
• Issues: none
IT ISF Review
• Objective: Assess the assignment, tracking, and replacement of City
computers, as well as associated policies and procedures
• Schedule: completed
• Activities for This Period: Finalize report
• Activities for Next Period: Present report to the Audit Subcommittee
• Issues: none
Parking Operating Contract Review
• Objective: Perform a review of the City’s parking operations contract for
contractor performance and City management
• Schedule: September through December 2019
• Activities for This Period: none
• Activities for Next Period: Initiate project
• Issues: none
Grants Management Internal Controls Testing
• Objective: Test compliance with grants management policies and procedures
and compare to best practices
• Schedule: February through April 2020
• Activities for This Period: Revised schedule
• Activities for Next Period: none
• Issues: none
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City of Santa Monica
FY 19-20 Internal Audit Program
Audit Subcommittee Meeting
September 5, 2019

I.

Introduction

II. Internal Audit Program Components
III. Internal Audit Program Review

Overview

IV. Internal Audit Considerations
V.

Potential Internal Audit Projects

VI. Recommended Internal Audit Plan
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I. Introduction
•

The City retained Moss Adams to serve as the designated Internal
Auditor and conduct projects focusing on:
o
Risks
o
Internal controls
o
Efficiency and effectiveness
o
Best practices
o
Compliance

•

Work is being completed under appropriate industry standards
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II. Internal Audit Program Components
Internal Audit

Risks

Internal Controls

Compliance

Performance

Areas of Focus: accounting and financial reporting, asset management, capital programs,
compliance, economics and funding, fraud, governance, human resources, internal
controls, maintenance and operations, management, operations and service delivery,
organization and staffing, processes and procedures, procurement, public safety, risk
management, and technology
4

III. Internal Audit Program Review
Project

Results

•

Ambulance Contract Review

28 findings & recommendations

•

Benefits Billing Review

13 findings & recommendations

•

Cash Handling IC Testing

21 findings & recommendations

•

Enterprise Risk Assessment

17 risk factors evaluated

•

Internal Controls Review

42 findings & recommendations

•

Parking Citation Contract Review

6 findings & recommendations

•

Bank Reconciliation Support

Completed

•

External Audit Support

Completed
5

III. Internal Audit Program Review (cont.)
Project

Results

•

Accounts Receivable Review

15 findings & recommendations

•

Compensation Review

13 findings & recommendations

•

Fleet Efficiency Study

26 findings & recommendations

•

Fleet Utilization Study

13 findings & recommendations

•

Big Blue Bus OT Study

8 findings & recommendations

•

P-Card IC Testing

3 findings & recommendations

•

Fire Admin. Ops. Review

14 findings & recommendations
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III. Internal Audit Program Review (cont.)
Project

Results

•

Print Shop Efficiency Study

9 findings & recommendations

•

Grants Management IC Testing

in process

•

CERP ISF Review

in process

•

Parking Ops. Contract Review

start in September 2019
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IV. Internal Audit Considerations – Risk Assessment
Risk Factors*

Potential Mitigating Actions

Asset Management

Condition assessment

Human Capital

Succession planning assessment, recruiting process assessment,
labor negotiations

Internal Controls

Internal controls testing

Management

Performance reporting assessment

Planning

Integrated planning & performance reporting assessment

Policies and Procedures

Development, update, and validate

Technology

IT security assessment, penetration testing

* Risk factors receiving a rating of medium to high.
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IV. Internal Audit Considerations – Internal Controls
Key Controls

Internal Controls Testing

Payroll
Purchasing & AP

3 findings and recommendations (P-Card testing)

Monthly Reconciliation/Close
Grants Management

In process

Cash Handling

21 findings & recommendations

Accounts Receivable

15 findings and recommendations

Information Technology
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IV. Internal Audit Considerations – Departments
Departments
Big Blue Bus

Projects
OT (18), Cash
(17)

City Attorney’s Office

Departments

Projects

Housing & Economic Dev.
Information Services

CERP ISF (19)

City Clerk

Print (19)

Human Resources

Benefits (17)

City Manager’s Office

Compensation
(18)

Planning & Community Dev.

Cash (16), Parking
(17), AR (18)

Comm. & Cultural Services

Cash (17), AR

Police

Cash (17)

Finance

Cash (17), AR
(18), P-Card (18)

Public Library

Fire

Ambulance (16),
Adm. (19)

Public Works

Enterprise Projects: Risk Assessment (17), Internal Controls review (15)

Fleet (18,19), AR
(18)
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V. Potential Internal Audit Projects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Parking Operations Contract Review (carryover from FY 18-19)
Construction Audit or Efficiency Study
Human Resources Performance Study
Real Estate Portfolio Assessment
Procurement, Payroll, Monthly Rec./Close, or AP Internal Controls Testing
IT Security/Penetration Testing
Housing Service Levels Study
Permitting Efficiency Study
Construction Audits
City Performance Reporting Review
Public Works Efficiency Study (division other than fleet)
Ongoing Internal Audit Services
Items in italics are recommended
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V. Potential Internal Audit Projects (cont.)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Parking Operations Contract Review: Perform a review of the City’s parking
operations contract for contractor performance and City management (14 weeks)
Construction Audit or Efficiency Study: Performance construction audit or Public
Works function efficiency study (12 weeks)
Human Resources Performance Study: Identify opportunities for efficiency or
effectiveness gains relative to hiring policies, laws, classification, charter, etc. (16
weeks)
Real Estate Portfolio Assessment: Assess current real estate holdings and leases
to optimize cost and value structure (12 weeks)
Procurement, Payroll, Monthly Rec./Close, AP, or IT Internal Controls Testing:
Test compliance with policies and procedures and compare to best practices (12
weeks)
IT Security/Penetration Testing: Perform penetration testing of hardware and
applications to determine susceptibility to attacks (12 weeks)
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V. Potential Internal Audit Projects (cont.)
7.

Housing Service Level Study: Assess current service levels against City goals and
policies for opportunities for improvement (16 weeks)
8. Permitting Efficiency Study: Assess the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of
the City’s permitting processes (14 weeks)
9. Construction Audits: Perform initial, mid-point, and/or closeout audits of major
city construction projects (6 to 8 weeks each)
10. City Performance Reporting Review: Assess performance measures, alignment
with City priorities and communication strategies, and reporting effectiveness
(12 weeks)
11. Public Works Efficiency Study: Conduct an assessment of the efficiency and
effectiveness of department operations, focusing on a division other than Fleet
(14 weeks)
12. Ongoing Internal Audit Services: Attend Audit Subcommittee and Council
meetings; prepare status reports, manage internal audit program, and prepare
FY 19-20 internal audit plan (52 weeks)
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VI. Recommended Internal Audit Plan
#

Project

1

Parking Operations Contract Review

2

Construction Audit or Efficiency Study

3

Human Resources Performance Study

4

Real Estate Portfolio Assessment

5

Procurement Internal Controls Testing

12

Ongoing Internal Audit Services

13

Grants Management Controls Testing (Carryover)

7-9/19

10-12/19

1-3/20

4-6/20
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The material appearing in this presentation is for informational purposes
only and is not legal or accounting advice. Communication of this information
is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, a legal relationship,
including, but not limited to, an accountant-client relationship. Although
these materials may have been prepared by professionals, they should not be
used as a substitute for professional services. If legal, accounting, or other
professional advice is required, the services of a professional should be
sought.
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Santa Monica Audit Subcommittee
Report
Audit Subcommittee of the Santa Monica City Council
Meeting: September 5, 2019
Agenda Item: 8
To:

Chairperson and Members

From:

Gigi Decavalles-Hughes, Director of Finance

Subject:

Audit Findings Monitoring and Validation

Recommended Action
Staff recommends that the Audit Subcommittee approve the recommended monitoring
and validation plan presented in this report.
Executive Summary
This report outlines a plan to formalize monitoring of City staff’s response to Audit
Report recommendations, and introduces an approach to validate key findings. With
the proposed process and schedule, staff anticipates completing a review and validation
process for all reports completed prior to this September 2019 meeting by the fourth
quarter 2020.
Background
Santa Monica engaged an external partner for internal audit services in 2016. Through
September 2019, the City has produced 12 audit reports with a combined 155 findings
and 215 recommendations. Staff has completed actions to address 61% of these
recommendations, with the remainder in progress, and continues to address findings
and build new ways of work with these findings in mind. Finance Department staff
reports progress regularly to the Audit Subcommittee in the form of summary reports.

Discussion
Monitoring and validation are important for a robust internal audit program. Review and
follow up steps are built in to the existing process. The recommended approach
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provides additional structure and adds a layer of independent review, both of which
strengthen the program.

Current Process
During report development, City staff works closely with the auditors for process review
and fact finding, to review final findings and recommendations, and to provide responses
that indicate work in progress and indicate any areas of disagreement. In many cases,
audits document areas where City staff have already identified problems or potential for
improvement. Once audit reports are final, staff directly involved with the programs
develop actions to respond to each finding and recommendation. Finance Department
staff then follows up with individual departments to assess progress towards completion
and provides regular updates to the Audit Subcommittee, shared during meetings and
posted on the public Audit Subcommittee website (Attachment A).

To formalize and strengthen this component of the City’s internal audit program, staff
proposes a process to monitor progress, revisit reports and validate key findings.

Process


Ongoing monitoring: the Finance Department coordinates with staff responsible for
audit areas to check progress, with Finance staff providing the Audit Subcommittee a
comprehensive summary document of implementation status (current process)



Findings validation: The internal auditor, with City staff, proposes a selection of key
findings for formal validation in each report. The Audit Subcommittee reviews and
approves this selection, including additions or deletions from the recommended items.
The internal auditor then works with individual departments to validate findings. Finance
staff will include validation status and progress in regular Audit Subcommittee meeting
updates.



In-person review: One year after each report’s completion, City staff involved in the
report will attend an Audit Subcommittee meeting to discuss progress towards
implementation, validation of findings, and to answer questions.
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Schedule
Staff proposes that the Audit Subcommittee review and confirm findings validation for
reports in phases, starting with the earliest reports. This will ensure that Subcommittee
members have time to focus on these specific reports and ask questions. The proposed
schedule is below:

Meeting

Report Findings/ Validation Review


Ambulance Contract Billing



Human Resources Benefits Billing



Cash Handling



Parking Contract



Billing and Accounts Receivable



Compensation and Staffing



Purchasing Card Internal Controls Testing



Big Blue Bus Overtime



Fire Department Administrative Review

2020 Q3



Fleet Efficiency Study and Fleet Utilization Study

2020 Q4



CERP Program Fund Review



Print Shop Efficiency Studies (January 10, 2019 and July 31, 2019)

2019 Q4

2020 Q1

2020 Q2

For future reports (those completed after the September 2019 Audit Subcommittee
meeting), final reports will include recommendations for validation at the time of the
presentation, with Audit Subcommittee confirmation at the next scheduled meeting. Staff
will work with the Audit Subcommittee and Departments to identify when it makes sense
for Department staff to attend meetings for the purpose of discussing validated findings.

The internal auditor, working with staff, will propose findings to validate within the
comprehensive list of findings and recommendations (Attachment B). At future
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meetings, staff will include this information along with the existing information on status
and estimated completion date.

Alternatives
Validation: The Audit Subcommittee could ask the internal auditor to validate every
finding. This is not generally a best practice, as it is time consuming and does not
differentiate between findings to focus auditor and City staff time on those that are most
critical. The Audit Subcommittee could also choose not to validate any findings. This is
also not recommended, as it foregoes an independent level of review.

Timing: The Audit Subcommittee could request a faster or slower review schedule for
already completed reports. Staff does not recommend a significantly faster review
schedule, as this could impinge on other Audit Subcommittee business, and could lead
to less focused auditor and City staff review and response. With a slower review
schedule, staff would work to ensure that the process does not lose momentum or focus.
Prepared by: Stephanie Lazicki-Meyer

Attachment A (web link): Audit Subcommittee Website
https://www.smgov.net/departments/council/content.aspx?id=53159

Attachment B: Comprehensive Findings List
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AGENDA ITEM 8-Attachment B

AUDIT REPORT NAME

City of Santa Monica Internal Audit Findings and Recommendations

REPORT DATE

KEY CONTROL

FINDING

RECOMMENDATION

STATUS

ESTIMATED
DATE COMPLETED
COMPLETION DATE

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 General Recordkeeping

Inconsistencies exist in the basic recordkeeping related to Continue with the implementation of electronic Patient Care Records (City).
ambulance calls.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 General Recordkeeping

Inconsistencies exist in the basic recordkeeping related to Incorporate recordkeeping quality into future contract requirements (City).
ambulance calls.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 General Recordkeeping

Inconsistencies exist in the basic recordkeeping related to Establish address standardization requirements (City).
ambulance calls.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 General Recordkeeping

Inconsistencies exist in the basic recordkeeping related to Train the Contractor’s field staff to ensure that ongoing improvements occur (Fire).
ambulance calls.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Core Services

The County’s new ambulance rates and current revenue
sharing model will yield less revenue for the City than in
the prior FY.

Require the Contractor to maintain adequate documentation for all services performed & Completed
billed in the new contract (City)

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Core Services

The County’s new ambulance rates and current revenue
sharing model will yield less revenue for the City than in
the prior FY.

Modify the current contract & all future ambulance contracts to comprehensively address Completed
billing expectations & requirements (City)

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Core Services

The County’s new ambulance rates and current revenue
sharing model will yield less revenue for the City than in
the prior FY.

Create a table that includes & shows all the current year’s rates and charges (City)

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Oxygen

Billing and recordkeeping for pulse oxygen service was
inconsistent.

Implement periodic administrative spot checks.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Oxygen

Billing and recordkeeping for pulse oxygen service was
inconsistent.

Monitor the application of oxygen fees as part of an ongoing quality check.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Oxygen

Billing and recordkeeping for pulse oxygen service was
inconsistent.

Any charges in excess of LA County rates that are identified should be reported to the City Completed
& any overpayments should be returned to the appropriate parties.

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Additional
Therapies

The Contractor did not fully bill for all additional
treatments, creating lost potential revenue for the
Contractor and the City.

Remove the skilled nursing facility fee from the current ambulance contract & all
Completed
contracts going forward given that this fee is scheduled to be removed from the City’s fee
resolution in June 2017.

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing and Revenue Collection

There are inconsistencies in the Contractor’s practices
regarding collections & the City’s process for reconciling
revenue collection has not been institutionalized yet.

Perform ongoing monitoring to ensure that the City is performing billing & collections
activities in a timely manner.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing and Revenue Collection

There are inconsistencies in the Contractor’s practices
regarding collections & the City’s process for reconciling
revenue collection has not been institutionalized yet.

Until the process for reconciling revenue is institutionalized, begin monitoring services for Completed
mileage and services provided to Basic Life Support transports.

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Current billing practices may not maximize the City’s
ability to capture revenue for its ambulance services.

Review the Contractor’s billing activities.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Current billing practices may not maximize the City’s
ability to capture revenue for its ambulance services.

Establish a process to report account adjustments.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Current billing practices may not maximize the City’s
ability to capture revenue for its ambulance services.

In the long-term, work with its current Contractor to discuss the ability to shift to bundled Completed
billing

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Core Services

The County’s new ambulance rates and current revenue
sharing model will yield less revenue for the City than in
the prior FY.

Explore adjustments to its revenue sharing structure with the Contractor for the
remainder of the FY.

1/15/2019

Audit Subcommittee Meeting - September 5, 2019

Completed

PROPOSED FOR
VALIDATION

DATE VALIDATED
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AGENDA ITEM 8-Attachment B

AUDIT REPORT NAME

City of Santa Monica Internal Audit Findings and Recommendations

REPORT DATE

KEY CONTROL

FINDING

RECOMMENDATION

STATUS

ESTIMATED
DATE COMPLETED
COMPLETION DATE

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Code 3

The Contractor’s practices for charging fees for Code 3
responses may not have been consistent with the intent
of the County’s rate schedule.

Consider seeking a formal opinion about the allowability of the practice of applying Code Completed
3 twice for a single ambulance call.

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Mileage

Problems with mileage recordkeeping & billing may have In future contracts, consider requiring Contractors to use commonly available GPS
a compounding impact.
programs to calculate mileage based upon reasonable travel routes & traffic conditions.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Although the Finance Department has recently developed The Finance Department should consider how to incorporate the following additional
Completed
a process for reconciling revenue collection, the process monitoring efforts into the proposed monthly processes:
has not been institutionalized yet.
Referral to collections agency including timing and success rate; rate of revenue collection
by the City vs. Contractor; speed of revenue collection by the City versus the Contractor.

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Billing for Special Services: Additional
Therapies

The Contractor did not fully bill for all additional
treatments, creating lost potential revenue for the
Contractor and the City.

Modify the current contract & all future ambulance contracts to comprehensively address Completed
billing expectations and requirements.

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Lack of clarity about certain billing practices for the City
creates uncertainty about the revenue due, thereby
limiting accountability and full revenue collection.

Work with the City’s software vendor to develop mechanisms for reporting the
administration of qualifying interventions for which ALS services can be billed.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Payments to the City are delayed longer than payments
to the Contractor.

In collaboration with the City, the Contractor should develop mechanisms to demonstrate Completed
the speed with which payments are being received, processed, & deposited to the City’s
account.  

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Payments to the City are delayed longer than payments
to the Contractor.

For credit card payments, the Contractor should explore options to use the City’s webbased credit card processing system.  

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Payments to the City are delayed longer than payments
to the Contractor.

For check payments, the Contractor should obtain and implement the use of a remote
check scanner.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Although the Finance Department has recently developed Work with the Contractor to explore opportunities to revise billing practices for BLS
a process for reconciling revenue collection, the process transports not provided ALS services.
has not been institutionalized yet.

Completed

1/15/2019

Ambulance Contract Billing

10/12/2016 Revenue Collection

Although the Finance Department has recently developed In collaboration with the Finance Department, the Contractor should:
Completed
a process for reconciling revenue collection, the process -Develop & provide reporting information to the City for assurance of initial billing
has not been institutionalized yet.
activities, account adjustments that occur after initial billing, and reliable patient coverage
information.
-Modify its aging reports to provide adequate detail to the City to allow ongoing
monitoring of revenue collection.

1/15/2019

DATE VALIDATED

1/15/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 System

The City uses standalone billing systems that require
Shift all manual billing activities to billing software systems.
manual entries into the City’s financial management
system. Additionally, some billing activities are performed
outside of any billing software systems.

In progress

2/1/2020

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 System

The City uses standalone billing systems that require
For manual entry activity, improve controls on cash deposit, payment & reconciliation
manual entries into the City’s financial management
processes.
system. Additionally, some billing activities are performed
outside of any billing software systems.

In progress

2/1/2020

Audit Subcommittee Meeting - September 5, 2019

PROPOSED FOR
VALIDATION
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AGENDA ITEM 8-Attachment B

AUDIT REPORT NAME

City of Santa Monica Internal Audit Findings and Recommendations

REPORT DATE

KEY CONTROL

FINDING

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Fee Adjustment

Not all fee adjustments are access-limited or monitored
to ensure appropriateness.

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Monitoring Billing  

Billing and Accounts Receivable

RECOMMENDATION

ESTIMATED
DATE COMPLETED
COMPLETION DATE

In progress

6/1/2020

Monitoring is not performed to ensure
Implement monitoring process for recording outstanding account balances & billing
complete & accurate assignment of fees, including waived activities.
fees.

In progress

12/31/2019

2/8/2018 Monitoring AR and Other Activities

Not all the City’s outstanding balances are accurately
accounted for or actively worked for collection.

Establish an approach for recording outstanding account balances.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Audit Trail

Not all billing systems have audit trails.

Implement additional controls for systems without audit trails.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Audit Trail

Not all billing systems have audit trails.

Document regular reviews of audit trails & assignment of responsibility.  

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 User Access

Not all access levels are well-defined or appropriately
assigned.

Formalize the process for administering system access, differentiating levels of user
access.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Monitoring Billing  

Monitoring is not performed to ensure
Implement monitoring process for recording outstanding account balances & billing
complete & accurate assignment of fees, including waived activities.
fees.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Monitoring AR and Other Activities

Not all the City’s outstanding balances are accurately
accounted for or actively worked for collection.

Establish an approach for recording outstanding account balances.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Audit Trail

Not all billing systems have audit trails.

Implement additional controls for systems without audit trails.

In progress

9/1/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Audit Trail

Not all billing systems have audit trails.

Document regular reviews of audit trails & assignment of responsibility.  

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 User Access

Not all access levels are well-defined or appropriately
assigned.

Formalize the process for administering system access, differentiating levels of user
access.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Fee Schedule

Not all or outdated fee schedules are programmed into
billing systems.

Update the fee & fine amounts to the City Council’s approved fee resolution & program
fees into billing systems.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Fee Schedule

Not all fees are approved by the City Council.

Consider including all fees in the City Council’s fee review & approval process or
implement an alternate process.

Completed

4/9/2018

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Policies and Procedures

Develop written, holistic guidance for the entire billing process.

In progress

12/31/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Policies and Procedures

No citywide guidance exists to guide the entire billing
process.
Written guidance does not specify the review of manual
journal entries.

Revise cash handling policies to address the review of manual journal entries.

Completed

1/15/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Policies and Procedures

The City’s policies & procedures do not address billing
activities performed by third parties.

Incorporate guidance about the oversight of third-party vendors’ billing activities into the Completed
Administrative Instruction.

1/15/2019

Billing and Accounts Receivable

2/8/2018 Policies and Procedures
(P&P Review 4)

Current accounts receivable monitoring & collections
activities are inconsistent across departments.

Provide more robust guidance citywide regarding the monitoring of accounts
receivable & collections actions.

Completed

1/15/2019

Not all staff performing cash handling duties have
received formal cash handling training from the City or
their department.

Provide comprehensive standardized training for all individuals, including part-time
employees and any staff assigned as backup, involved in cash handling. Training should
cover cash handling policies, check acceptance requirements, deposit
preparation, & verification of all remittance information.

In progress

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Training

Limit the ability to perform fee adjustments and overrides.

STATUS
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Include counterfeit inspection requirements, such as the bill denominations & inspection Completed
methods, in the update of City-wide cash handling policies & procedures.

ESTIMATED
DATE COMPLETED
COMPLETION DATE

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Counterfeit Requirements

Requirements for the inspection of counterfeit bills are
not well-defined.

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Deposit Preparation

Not all deposits are transported to the bank in a timely or Compile a list of the current deposit schedule City-wide for all remote cash handling
secure manner.
locations & monitor compliance.  

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Deposit Preparation

Not all deposits are transported to the bank in a timely or Determine the most economical, safe, & secure manner to transfer deposits.
secure manner.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Physical Security and Access

Not all locations provided adequate physical
Assess the adequacy of physical barriers between employees & customers at all cash
security & lacked restricted access to cash assets for staff handling locations.
members.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Physical Security and Access

Not all locations provided adequate physical
Limit the number of personnel with safe combinations.
security & lacked restricted access to cash assets for staff
members.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Physical Security and Access

Not all locations provided adequate physical
Install security improvements locations with safes.
security & lacked restricted access to cash assets for staff
members.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Check Acceptance Requirements

Not all check payments consistently complied with the
payable name requirements of the department.

Establish a process for check acceptance, including required approvals.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Check Acceptance Requirements

Not all check payments consistently complied with the
payable name requirements of the department.

Verify that all outgoing City bills clearly state that customers must make payments
payable to the “City of Santa Monica.”

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Check Acceptance Requirements

Not all check payments consistently complied with the
payable name requirements of the department.

Include requirements for accepting checks in the update of the City-wide cash handling
policies & procedures.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Payment Requirements

Not all payments, including cash, check, and credit card,
are handled with best practices.

Include deposit preparation requirements for cash, check, & credit card payments, in the Completed
update of City-wide cash handling policies & procedures.

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Reconciliation with Transactions

Not all of transactions reconcile to the associated revenue Establish & implement process for reconciliation of transactions at the end each shift.  
collection system.

Completed

9/5/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Reconciliation with Transactions

Not all of transactions reconcile to the associated revenue Develop an alternative process for special circumstances to collect revenue outside of the Completed
collection system.
revenue system that maintains internal controls.

9/5/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ pretty cash & change funds match the
City’s records.

Reconcile the locations’ record and City records.  

Completed

9/5/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ pretty cash & change funds match the
City’s records.

Work with departments to resolve the identified discrepancies.

Completed

9/5/2019
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Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ pretty cash & change funds match the
City’s records.

Increase ongoing oversight.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ pretty cash & change funds match the
City’s records.

Advise departments to maintain memos authorizing each fund in its receptive bag to
avoid uncertainty.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Mail Payment Processing

Control weaknesses exist in locations’ mail payment
processing, & the City has not established standardized
practices for processing mail payments.

Document & recommend implementation of best practices for mail payment processing
including the appropriate segregation of duties, logging all mail payments received, &
processing mail payments in separate batches.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Mail Payment Processing

Control weaknesses exist in locations’ mail payment
processing, & the City has not established standardized
practices for processing mail payments.

Departments that receive large volumes of mail payments should explore online systems Completed
or software allowing online payments & remote check processing.

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Segregation of Duties and Individual
Accountability

Controls to ensure adequate individual accountability are Establish minimum standards for individual accountability & include in update of Citywide Completed
not in place at all locations.
cash handling policies and procedures.

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Segregation of Duties and Individual
Accountability

Controls to ensure adequate individual accountability are Ensure that all cashiers have their own logins, & implement individual cash drawers
not in place at all locations.
wherever possible (for certain locations).

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Accurate Cash Counts

Not all cash counts performed were accurate in total
and/or currency type.

Develop City-wide policies & procedures to improve accuracy of cash counts, including
documentation of counts and secondary sign-offs; training staff on recording and
verifying the accuracy of all remittance information; assignment of centralized
responsibility; periodic spot checks; ongoing monitoring; & disciplinary action for
repeated errors.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 System Controls and Access

Controls to ensure adequate accountability, document
departmental responsibilities, & appropriately restrict
access are not in place at all locations.

Establish minimum standards for individual accountability, procedures relating to
accounts receivable, mail payments, & physical security for all cash handling locations.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 System Controls and Access

Controls to ensure adequate accountability, document
departmental responsibilities, & appropriately restrict
access are not in place at all locations.

Until preventative access restrictions can be implemented, establish detective processes
to monitor certain activities.

In progress

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Inconsistencies with Cash Handling
Operations

Not all cash handling operations follow a consistent City- Establish & implement process for reconciliation of transactions at the end each shift;
wide process to ensure accountability at all locations,
evaluating check acceptance exceptions; reporting overages & shortages; and balancing
including reconciliation with transactions, check
transactions at the end of shift.
acceptance requirements, overages and
shortages, & separation of duties.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Inconsistencies with Cash Handling
Operations

Not all cash handling operations follow a consistent City- Include all processes to be included in the City’s update of its cash handling procedures.
wide process to ensure accountability at all locations,
including reconciliation with transactions, check
acceptance requirements, overages and
shortages, & separation of duties.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ petty cash & change funds match the
City’s records.

Strengthen process for overseeing petty cash & change funds to effectively monitor petty Completed
cash funds and determine any that are no longer in active use.

9/5/2019
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Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ petty cash & change funds match the
City’s records.

Include petty cash & change fund administration in the update of the City’s cash handling Completed
policies & procedures.

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Policies and Procedures

The City’s cash handling policies and procedures are not
up-to-date or comprehensive.

Revise, update, & distribute its cash handling policies and procedures to provide
comprehensive direction for all cash handling activities.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Policies and Procedures

The City’s cash handling policies and procedures are not
up-to-date or comprehensive.

Departments or locations with specialized operations or unique practices should develop Completed
their own specific policies and procedures. Any variances from City-wide cash handling
policies and procedures should be provided to Finance for review to ensure adequate
internal controls exist.

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Credit Card Payments

Not all credit card payments complied with best
practices.

Remind staff of the importance of verifying all transaction documentation at the end of
each shift to prevent discrepancies.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Monitoring by Management

The City lacks standards regarding departmental
Assign roles & responsibilities for monitoring cash handling and revenue collection,
responsibilities for monitoring cash handling and revenue particularly at remote locations.
collection.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Monitoring by Management

The City lacks standards regarding departmental
Specific departments should revise reports, such as day-end reports, to promote
responsibilities for monitoring cash handling and revenue accountability & facilitate ongoing monitoring.
collection.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 System Controls and Access

Not all systems used by City departments have adequate Establish minimum requirements for system access and control; including restricting
system controls or appropriately restrict access.
system access to required staff; implementing additional controls for accountability;
adding “payment reference” as a required field; & creating logins for all individuals with
cash handling duties.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ petty cash and change funds match the
City’s records of funds.

Work with departments to resolve the identified discrepancies.  

Completed

9/5/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 Petty Cash and Change Fund
Administration

Not all locations’ petty cash and change funds match the
City’s records of funds.

Ensure that the petty cash & change fund amounts are adequate and appropriate.

Completed

1/15/2019

Internal Controls Testing/ Cash
Handling

1/10/2017 System Controls and Access

Not all systems used by City departments have adequate Collaborate with the IT Department to create a back-up login account for individuals with Completed
system controls or appropriately restrict access.
expired passwords for locations with many temporary employees.

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Reconciliation Results

Issues with name and Social Security discrepancies & a
variety of other reasons lead to exceptions in the
administration of HR Benefits coverage.

The HR Benefits Division should improve its reconciliation practices to identify and
detect: Eligible employees with deductions without coverage; coverage that does not
match Payroll deductions; or enrolled in multiple plans for the same benefit.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Reconciliation Results

Issues with name and Social Security discrepancies & a
variety of other reasons lead to exceptions in the
administration of HR Benefits coverage.

The HR Benefits Division should improve its reconciliation practices to identify and
detect: Benefits coverage for individuals who are not eligible employees

Completed

1/15/2019
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Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Reconciliation Results

Issues with name and Social Security discrepancies & a
variety of other reasons lead to exceptions in the
administration of HR Benefits coverage.

The HR Benefits Division should improve its reconciliation practices to identify and
detect: Improve the timeliness of coverage termination to avoid paying unnecessary
premiums for ineligible employees.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Reconciliation Results

Issues with name and Social Security discrepancies & a
variety of other reasons lead to exceptions in the
administration of HR Benefits coverage.

The HR Benefits Division should improve its reconciliation practices to identify and
Completed
detect: Develop & implement an ongoing process for ensuring data integrity; identifying
and correcting errors related to names & Social Security numbers; ongoing monitoring to
reduce retroactive adjustments.

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data and Plan Offerings

Obstacles exist that impede the City’s ability to
efficiently & effectively perform reconciliations of HR
Benefits billings.

Develop & maintain a comprehensive list to map the codes used by the City in its
Pending
HR/Payroll system to the plan names & codes used by the benefits vendors in preparation
of technology support.

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data and Plan Offerings

Obstacles exist that impede the City’s ability to
efficiently & effectively perform reconciliations of HR
Benefits billings.

Explore opportunities to establish consistent naming & identifying information for
enrollees.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data and Plan Offerings

Obstacles exist that impede the City’s ability to
efficiently & effectively perform reconciliations of HR
Benefits billings.

Establish a process for ensuring data integrity.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data and Plan Offerings

Obstacles exist that impede the City’s ability to
efficiently & effectively perform reconciliations of HR
Benefits billings.

Address the identified data discrepancies.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data Plan and Offerings

The large variety of benefits plans offered by the City
creates significant complexities for monitoring and
reconciliation.

The City should pursue opportunities to streamline its benefits offerings for future labor
negotiations.

In progress

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data Plan and Offerings

The large variety of benefits plans offered by the City
creates significant complexities for monitoring and
reconciliation.

The City should pursue options to perform reconciliations with an information system or
automated data analysis tools.

Completed

9/5/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data Plan and Offerings

One bargaining group’s medical plan offering has
unique complexities, which further complicates
reconciliation.

Incorporate all POA plan codes & rates to ensure ongoing monitoring.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data Plan and Offerings

One bargaining group’s medical plan offering has
unique complexities, which further complicates
reconciliation.

Facilitate future automated reconciliation efforts.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Data Plan and Offerings

One bargaining group’s medical plan offering has
unique complexities, which further complicates
reconciliation.

Work with the Payroll Division to identify options for accurately assigning employee
contributions based on geographical area & evaluate the cost-benefit analysis of
implementing changes.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Reconciliation Process

Human Resources’ current management of benefit plans Until a system is implemented to aid in automating the reconciliation process, the HR
and the reconciliation to benefit bills is a manual process. Benefits Division should perform full benefits reconciliations periodically & no less than
quarterly.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

Challenges exist in City processes to ensure reconciliation Develop a process for reviewing benefits deductions in comparison to benefits coverage, Completed
between benefit selections and Payroll deductions &
secondary reviews.
coordination of administering changes in coverage.

1/15/2019
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Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

Challenges exist in City processes to ensure reconciliation Ensure timely communication of coverage changes & requests for adjustments.
between benefit selections and Payroll deductions &
coordination of administering changes in coverage.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

The City’s current enrollment process for newly hired
employees creates additional workload for the
HR Benefits staff.

Modify its current enrollment practices to better align with benefits providers’ billing
cycles.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

The City’s current enrollment process for newly hired
employees creates additional workload for the
HR Benefits staff.

In advance of future labor negotiations, the HR Department should consider modifying
the time frame of benefits coverage for newly hired employees.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

There are challenges in tracking employees on leave of
absence and appropriately administering benefits for
these employees, particularly when there are gaps in
communication from departments.

In collaboration with the Payroll Division, HR should explore opportunities to improve
communication & monitoring relating to leaves of absence.

In progress

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

There are challenges in tracking employees on leave of
absence and appropriately administering benefits for
these employees, particularly when there are gaps in
communication from departments.

In collaboration with the Payroll Division, HR should explore opportunities to improve
communication & monitoring relating to leaves of absence.

Completed

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

There are challenges in tracking employees on leave of
absence and appropriately administering benefits for
these employees, particularly when there are gaps in
communication from departments.

In collaboration with the Payroll Division, HR should explore opportunities to improve
communication & monitoring relating to leaves of absence.

In progress

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits Administration Process

There are challenges in tracking employees on leave of
absence and appropriately administering benefits for
these employees, particularly when there are gaps in
communication from departments.

In collaboration with the Payroll Division, HR should explore opportunities to improve
communication & monitoring relating to leaves of absence.

In progress

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits After Employment

Employment termination information may not be
provided in a timely manner.

The HR Benefits Division should establish formal policies & procedures guiding the
administration of benefits following termination.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits After Employment

Although the City’s monitoring of its TPA has improved,
opportunities for improvement still exist.

With the assistance of the Treasury Division, the HR Benefits Division should identify the
recent revenue collection trends from the TPA, including remittance dates & amounts as
well as the number of COBRA & retiree enrollees.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Benefits After Employment

Although the City’s monitoring of its TPA has improved,
opportunities for improvement still exist.

The HR Benefits Division should establish a formal secondary process for monitoring
revenue remittances from the TPA.

Completed

1/15/2019

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 Accounting

There is not a full and accurate accounting of HR
benefits.

The Accounting, Payroll, and HR Benefits Divisions should collaborate to explore alternate Pending
processes for allocating retroactive adjustments.

Human Resources Benefits Billing

1/10/2017 System

Some processes for reconciliation and administration of
benefits is a manual process.

Continue to explore systems that can holistically improve the benefits administration &
reconciliation process that include facilitating the reconciliation process & supporting
leave of absence administration.
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Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Monthly Invoice Review

Conduent manually produces invoices, which creates the Continue checking line item amounts monthly & begin building a historical file for trend
potential for error.
analysis.

Completed

9/6/2019

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Monthly Invoice Review

The City does not thoroughly understand the basis for
invoice amounts.

Request documentation from Conduent regarding how invoices are prepared, including
the basis for each line item.

Completed

9/7/2019

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Physical Permit Inventory Stock at
Conduent

Physical counts of permit decals & hangtags are
Perform periodic physical counts to confirm the quantity received matches the quantity
reconciled to inventory reports; however, it appears more invoiced.
decals and hangtags are being ordered than needed.
Begin to utilize destroyed inventory quantities to estimate future orders.

In progress

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 California Vehicle Code (CVC)
40200.3(b) Reporting

Conduent has not been providing the annual reporting to Designate a responsible party to enforce Conduent reporting requirements.
the City that is required by its contract with the City.

In progress

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Monthly Activity Report from Conduent The City does not appear to be receiving monthly system- The City should request that Conduent prepare a list of the monthly
In progress
generated activity reports from
reports it generates, review a sample of each report, and inform Conduent which reports
Conduent.
it would like to receive and who to submit them to.
The City should also determine if there are any additional reports or report modifications
it would like to receive and work with Conduent to implement those changes.

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Decentralized Management of
Contract

Management of the Conduent contract is distributed
Divide the current contract’s responsibilities, obligations, rights, & areas to manage
In progress
across multiple City departments with no apparent point OR
person.
Monitor among the three departments & create common shared storage locations for the
individual departments that contain contractual information, invoices, and reports.

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Policies and Procedures

The contractor’s policies and procedures may not align
with the City’s policies & procedures.

Review the contractor’s policies & procedures to ensure alignment with City practices.

In progress

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Policies and Procedures

The contractor’s policies and procedures may not align
with the City’s policies & procedures.

Increase oversight of the contractor’s performance.

Completed

Ongoing

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Revenue Collection

Complete revenue collection cannot be completed due to Establish controls & implement a reconciliation process for event parking permits & valet In progress
missing controls & reconciliations.
parking.

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Parking Administration

Parking operations are not organized within the same
division or department.

Consider reorganizing parking related functions to promote greater coordination.

In progress

6/30/2020

Parking Contract

7/27/2017 Revenue Collection

Not all parking lots have maximum controls to ensure
complete revenue collection.

Explore implementing a revenue collection mechanism at parking lots to incorporate
greater controls.

In progress

TBD

Purchase Card Internal Controls Testing

8/14/2018 Operations

Library computers and associated equipment were
divided into multiple purchases rather than procured in
accordance with the City’s requirements for purchases
that exceed $10,000.

Provide P-Card refresher training on procurement requirements.

Completed

1/15/2019

Completed

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

In relation to peer cities, Santa Monica exhibits the same Enhance awareness and understanding of personnel costs by making this information
distribution of personnel costs as peers across wages,
readily accessible to the general public and provide explanations of each component of
health benefits, and retirement.
total compensation.
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Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

In relation to peer cities, Santa Monica exhibits the same Enhance awareness and understanding of personnel costs by making this information
distribution of personnel costs as peers across wages,
readily accessible to the general public and provide explanations of each component of
health benefits, and retirement.
total compensation.

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

Compensation and Staffing

STATUS

ESTIMATED
DATE COMPLETED
COMPLETION DATE

Completed

5/30/2019

Santa Monica lacks a formal philosophy to guide how
compensation is determined.

Develop and implement a formal compensation philosophy, including, but not limited to, Completed
compensation and benefits components, levels, and market competitiveness, to guide
labor negotiations and set employee expectations with respect to compensation.

5/30/2019

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

The City uses peer city compensation averages for
individual positions during its market analysis prior to
negotiations. Best practice is to expand the dataset used
to include the median (midpoint) and calculate
percentiles when benchmarking position wages.

Evolve the in-house position-level compensation market study methodology to include
medians and percentiles in accordance with best practices, accounting for labor relation
requirements.

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

Santa Monica has taken steps to reduce unfunded
Continue to take steps whenever possible to mitigate the financial threat that pension
liability, including introducing an additional retirement
liability places on the City.
tier prior to the Public Employee Pension Reform Act and
making $76 M in lump sum payments. Similar to peer
cities, the City’s overall unfunded pension liability remains
high.

Completed

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

Santa Monica has taken steps to reduce unfunded
Continue to take steps whenever possible to mitigate the financial threat that pension
liability, including introducing an additional retirement
liability places on the City.
tier prior to the Public Employee Pension Reform Act and
making $76 M in lump sum payments. Similar to peer
cities, the City’s overall unfunded pension liability remains
high.

Completed

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Wage and Benefit Packages

Similar to peers, Santa Monica’s employee medical
Evaluate options to stabilize per-employee health care costs.
insurance costs have risen steeply in recent years. The
City’s cash contribution to monthly individual employee
medical insurance, which varies by plan, is consistent with
that of peers.

Completed

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

Santa Monica is a highly unionized municipality that
Consider negotiating labor contracts in the next cycle to expire at different times and
typically negotiates multiple labor contracts lasting one to cover longer durations to reduce the burden of negotiations on the City.
three years. Frequently, all 11 contracts expire
simultaneously, requiring a significant amount of work to
negotiate.

In progress

Dependent upon
Negotiations with
bargaining groups in 2020

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

Like most municipalities, Santa Monica operates a civil
Regularly assess the City’s charter, municipal code, and civil service rules to ensure
service system that is governed by state law and the
they are aligned with contemporary personnel practices and meet the evolving business
City’s charter, municipal code, and civil service rules. As a needs of the City.
result, is difficult to change personnel practices as
business needs evolve.

In progress

Dependent upon voters in
November 2020
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Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

Santa Monica largely operated as usual during the 2008 Develop financial and operational strategies to prepare for possible future recessions,
recession and did not need to reduce staffing levels, while since the City may not be able to absorb a future recession as easily.
most peer cities had to significantly cut costs by
increasing efficiency, outsourcing services, and reducing
staffing levels.

Completed

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

Santa Monica largely operated as usual during the 2008 Develop financial and operational strategies to prepare for possible future recessions,
recession and did not need to reduce staffing levels, while since the City may not be able to absorb a future recession as easily.
most peer cities had to significantly cut costs by
increasing efficiency, outsourcing services, and reducing
staffing levels.

Completed

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

Santa Monica has the highest number of employees
Explore strategies for mitigating personnel costs, such as hiring personnel at lower steps, In progress
among peers. Similar to peers, tenure at the City tends to and leveraging training programs to equip personnel to take on greater responsibility
be long with 77.3% of employees being paid within 10% of earlier in their career.
the top salary step for the position.

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

Santa Monica employs more personnel than peers, in
part, because it operates a variety of unique service
offerings and responds to the service needs of a
significant tourist population.

Implement an evaluation framework to assess the lifecycle costs of proposed new
programs and services, and evaluate outsourcing options, where applicable.

Completed

6/25/2019

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Drivers of Compensation

In general, Santa Monica has a higher workload and
higher costs than peer cities. The City could more
strategically utilize key performance indicators to
measure and communicate operational efficiency and
effectiveness.

Continue initiatives already underway to develop a strategic plan, comprehensive
performance indicators, and leverage the City’s data for decision-making.

Completed

Ongoing

5/30/2019

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Public Safety Overtime

Although SMPD’s overtime expenditures increased by
In accordance with best practice, continue to evaluate police staffing levels and use of
$1.2 million between FY 2014 and FY 2016, the overtime overtime.
rate for an existing employee costs an estimated 7.1 to
14.6% less than the hourly rate of a new employee,
suggesting that the use of overtime provides cost savings
to the department.

In progress

Ongoing

Compensation and Staffing

4/6/2018 Public Safety Overtime

Although SMFD’s overtime expenditures increased by
In accordance with best practice, conduct a staffing study to evaluate on-duty staffing
approximately $800,000 between FY 2014 and FY 2016,
demand, staffing levels, and use of overtime.
the overtime rate for an existing employee costs an
estimated 9.3% less to 6.5% more than the hourly rate of
a new employee, suggesting that the use of overtime may
provide cost savings to the department.

In progress

Ongoing

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

BBB’s overtime expenditures increased from $6.5 million Continue to evaluate overtime expenditures and implement programs to cost-effectively Completed
in FY 2015 to $7.7 million in FY 2018, with a peak of $8.4 reduce overtime expenditures.  
million in FY 2017. Between FY 2017 and FY 2018,
overtime expenditures fell 8.7% due to Department
interventions  

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

BBB’s overtime expenditures increased from $6.5 million Continue to evaluate overtime expenditures and implement programs to cost-effectively In progress
in FY 2015 to $7.7 million in FY 2018, with a peak of $8.4 reduce overtime expenditures.  
million in FY 2017. Between FY 2017 and FY 2018,
overtime expenditures fell 8.7% due to Department
interventions  
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Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

BBB’s overtime budget does not reflect actual anticipated To adequately plan for operational costs, revise the overtime budget to more closely
costs, resulting in budget overages ranging from $3.2
reflect actual anticipated costs based on historical data, trends, and department goals.  
million in FY 2015 to $4.1 million in FY 2018, with a peak
To adequately plan for operational costs, revise the overtime budget to more closely
of $4.9 million in FY 2017.  
reflect actual anticipated costs based on historical data, trends, and department goals.  

Completed

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

BBB utilizes cafeteria style bidding to establish MCO run Collaborate with SMART-TD and MCOs to establish alternative scheduling guidelines to
schedules, which allows MCOs to select specific daily runs promote cost-effective MCO run schedules, operator safety, and provision of consistent
and days off from a master list, ultimately contributing to and reliable regional transit services.  
higher overtime costs.  

In progress

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

MCO absences were the largest driver of unscheduled
overtime, with 16-18% of the workforce being absent
throughout FY 2015 and FY 2018.  

Develop a comprehensive attendance management program to reduce absences and
associated overtime.  

Completed

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

FMLA absences are the largest form of absences
contributing to MCO unscheduled overtime costs. BBB
management lacks a mechanism to efficiently and
effectively monitor and enforce FMLA requirements.  

Work with the City’s HR Department to establish regular reporting that enables
management and supervisors to monitor and enforce FMLA

In progress

3/1/2020

11/1/2020

PROPOSED FOR
VALIDATION

DATE VALIDATED

5/30/2019

5/1/2020

5/30/2019

OR
Consider outsourcing FMLA administration and management to a third
party administrator.  

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

Absences related to workers’ compensation contributed Continue working with a third-party administrator to administer and manage workers’
significantly to MCO unscheduled overtime. BBB
compensation and evaluate the program’s efficacy.  
management report that the use of a third-party
administrator resulted in workers’ compensation absence
and cost reductions in FY 2018.  

In progress

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

MCO absences due to vacation leave also contributed to Collaborate with SMART-TD to potentially adjust scheduling practices to proactively plan
unscheduled overtime. Because use of vacation leave is for vacation leave and reduce associated overtime.  
typically planned in advance, there may be opportunities
to reduce overtime resulting from vacation-related
absences.  

Completed

5/30/2019

Big Blue Bus Overtime

10/9/2018

According to prior studies, BBB has a shortage of MCOs to Continue identifying opportunities to streamline the hiring and training processes for
operate current levels of service and reduce overtime.
MCOs.  
Additionally, nearly one-fourth of MCOs are age-eligible
for retirement, resulting in significant potential future
turnover.  

Completed

5/30/2019

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Customer Service

Approximately half of city customers lack familiarity with Develop a digital service catalogue and marketing strategy to educate customers.
the full suite of Print Shop products and services.     

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Customer Service

The web-to-print system has limited functionality,
Identify a web-to-print system that meets customer and operator needs to support
impacting both customer and operator user experiences. efficient and effective print shop operations.

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Customer Service

Customers do not have sufficient guidance on print shop
requirements for common requests.

Pending

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Develop design policies that include specifications and templates.
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Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Customer Service

The Print Shop does not regularly seek customer feedback Conduct regular customer satisfaction surveys and develop plans to proactively address
to improve operations.
customer feedback.    

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Operations

The Print Shop conducts limited short- and long-term
planning and lacks an external performance reporting
framework.

Develop a multi-year operating plan to define the Print Shop’s service philosophy,
priorities, upcoming projects, and performance measures.  

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Operations

The Print Shop conducts limited short- and long-term
planning and lacks an external performance reporting
framework.

Develop a performance reporting framework that includes output and outcome-based
measures to educate city management and customers on progress toward goals.

Completed

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Operations

Print Shop operational consistency and quality is
dependent on long-term employees.

Continue cross-training with mailroom employees and develop policies and procedures to In progress
capture employee knowledge.

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Operations

The Print Shop has relocated twice in the past ten years,
at a high price.

Evaluate the cost of potential future moves, taking space and functional requirements
into account.

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Operations

Although city departments are required to obtain Print
Develop master service agreements with preferred print vendors and facilitate
Shop approval before outsourcing print jobs, there is no outsourced jobs on behalf of departments.
existing process to control or monitor vendor utilization.   

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Print Shop Efficiency

1/10/2019 Operations

Although Print Shop prices appear to be lower than local
vendors, the City’s price estimates do not encompass
staffing or facility costs, therefore prices are not
comparable.

In progress

TBD-pending report
discussion 9/5/19

Conduct a market study that evaluates the City’s fully-burdened costs to determine the
most cost-effective way to deliver print services.

DATE VALIDATED

9/5/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

The Department’s administrative employees operate in a Restructure support staff to operate as an administrative team that provides financial
siloed environment with limited teamwork, collaboration, support and operational support to the Department as a whole.
and intradepartmental support.

Completed

Ongoing

5/30/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

The Department’s administrative employees operate in a Add a staff assistant within operational support to enhance support services provided to
siloed environment with limited teamwork, collaboration, other leaders within the Department, such as the Fire Safety Coordinator, EMS
and intradepartmental support.
Coordinator, and other chiefs.

Completed

Ongoing

5/30/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

Despite operational siloes, members of the Department’s Define and prioritize administrative tasks to support departmental efficiency and
administrative team lack clearly defined roles and
effectiveness.
responsibilities to understand their scope of work and
related authority.

Completed

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

Despite operational siloes, members of the Department’s Assign administrative employees primary and secondary responsibilities to enable
administrative team lack clearly defined roles and
employee ownership, accountability, cross-training, and optimal use of Department
responsibilities to understand their scope of work and
resources.
related authority.

In progress

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

Despite operational siloes, members of the Department’s Update job descriptions according to employees’ functions and tasks and align
administrative team lack clearly defined roles and
performance evaluations and career development plans accordingly.
responsibilities to understand their scope of work and
related authority.

In progress
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Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

Administrative personnel have limited capacity to
participate in training and development opportunities
that would advance their careers and the Department’s
goals.

Ensure employees receive appropriate training and guidance on assigned tasks.

Completed

5/30/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

Administrative personnel have limited capacity to
participate in training and development opportunities
that would advance their careers and the Department’s
goals.

Encourage administrative personnel to participate in development opportunities that
Completed
encourage efficiency and effectiveness, including evaluating their processes from the lens
of other departments and attending management training.

5/30/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

The Department’s current structure limits its ability to
identify and develop potential successors for key
administrative positions.

Develop a strategy to address workforce planning for key positions to support operational Completed
continuity.

5/30/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Organization and Staffing

The Department’s current structure limits its ability to
identify and develop potential successors for key
administrative positions.

Leverage the Santa Monica Institute (SMI) and external organizations to provide training
on administrative functions and encourage achievement of relevant certifications.

5/30/2019

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Operational Processes

Administrative staff report inconsistency and confusion
regarding their priorities, as they are determined by
individual managers.

Develop an annual or biennial administrative work plan that details ongoing core services In progress
as well as anticipated projects to improve departmental effectiveness and efficiency.

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Operational Processes

Communications among Fire Administration staff are
disjointed and impede optimal efficiency and
effectiveness.

A. Establish formal communication protocols that encourage productive communication
through cascading messaging.

Completed

PROPOSED FOR
VALIDATION

DATE VALIDATED

6/30/2020

Completed

5/30/2019

B. Hold regular staff meetings for support staff and administrators that include progress
reporting, administrative updates, and ongoing project management.

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Operational Processes

The Department would benefit from project management Ensure administrative employees receive project management training and tools to
tools to manage competing priorities, delegate tasks, and support their work.
ensure follow-up.

In progress

6/30/2020

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Operational Processes

The fire inspection process is highly manual, requires
Standardize the inspection process and move forward with opportunities to increase
redundant data entry into multiple systems, and could be mobile technology in the field to reduce duplicative data entry.
standardized across building types.

In progress

12/31/2020

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Operational Processes

Policies differ and are applied inconsistently within
divisions, groups within the Department, and the rest of
the City.

Ensure that policies across the Fire Administration are standardized, aligned with City
policy, and applied consistently throughout the Department.

In progress

6/30/2020

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Financial Processes

Fire Prevention billing practices are highly manual and
applied inconsistently across inspections of different
building types.

A. Continue efforts to standardize and automate Fire Prevention billing.

In progress

6/30/2020

B. Consider implementing inspection capabilities within the new Emergency Reporting
system and outsourcing billing to a third party.
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Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Financial Processes

The Department has some internal controls weaknesses
related to financial transactions.

Develop formal policies and procedures to ensure appropriate internal controls are in
place related to check handling, deposits, payments, and reconciliations.

Completed

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Information System Processes

Many of the Department’s software systems operate
independently of one another, requiring redundant data
entry and additional manual processes.

Continue collaborating with the Information Services Department to improve system
integration and streamline processes.

In progress

12/31/2020

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Information System Processes

Because many processes are manual, the Department
Continue automating processes and create a data governance system to support data
struggles with accurate data collection and lacks capacity integrity and move the Department toward data driven decision-making.
to utilize data analytics in decision-making.

In progress

3/31/2020

Fire Department Administration
Review

3/5/2019 Information System Processes

The Department struggles with ongoing management of
adopted systems, potentially leaving existing system
capabilities untapped.

In progress

Ongoing

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Utilization and Cost Analysis

Update the fleet inventory after initial recommendations in this report have been
In progress
implemented, level the fleet on an annual basis, and reestablish a baseline and complete
a utilization analysis, including
assessing utilization categories, every two years thereafter.

6/30/2020

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Utilization and Cost Analysis

Update guidelines and policies that support the most cost-effective means of
transportation and periodically update the cost analyses.

In progress

9/3/2019

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Right-size the fleet based on results of the utilization analysis, which identified 40 units as In progress
potential candidates for reduction, reassignment, or pooling.

7/1/2020

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Transfer the responsibility of the City’s centralized motor pool to Fleet Services and
modify the pool dispatching process.

Management
disagrees

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Develop central motor pool rates to recover ownership and operational costs of all units

In progress

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Expand the City’s central motor pool by utilizing existing City vehicles and/or rental cars
to provide access to vehicles that may be needed due to the surplusing of underutilized
vehicles

Management
disagrees

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Train employees on the guidelines and policies for determining when to use a City vehicle, In progress
mileage reimbursement, or a rental vehicle.

Ongoing

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Expand the composition of the shop loaner pool.

On hold

Pending

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Establish a new central heavy equipment pool, supplemented with rentals, to provide
access to equipment that may be needed due to the surplusing of underutilized
equipment and require all requests for heavy equipment rentals to be processed and
approved through Fleet Services.

On hold

Pending

As new systems are implemented, the Department should assess opportunities to
improve its processes, staff accountability, communication, system ownership, and
operational continuity.
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Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Develop rental rates to recoup all ownership and operational costs of each unit in the
central heavy equipment pool.

On hold

Pending

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Establish a City Yard facility administrative pool, supplemented with rentals, to provide
access for various administrative employees.

On hold

Pending

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Fleet Reductions, Pooling, and
Reassignment

Develop rental rates to recoup all ownership and operational costs of each unit in the City On hold
Yard facilityadministrative pool.

Pending

Fleet Utilization Study

5/8/2019 Vehicle Assignment Policies

Review all current vehicle take-home authorizations and justify approvals based on miles In progress
traveled and number of call-outs

TBD

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Organization and Facilities

6/8/2018 Organization and Facilities

Consider revising existing Fleet Maintenance Facility building plans to expand the size of In progress
repair bays, relocate welding bays, combine tire and parts storage, incorporate an office
for supervisors, and potentially reduce the number of bays
Provide staff with formal system training and work with the software firm to discuss ways In progress
to optimize software utilization.

2022

Fleet Efficiency Study

The Fleet Maintenance Building is outdated and has
several design limitations that hinder the efficiency of
maintenance and repair activities.
The fleet software is underutilized due to inadequate staff
training and vendor support.

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Organization and Facilities

The City does an excellent job of utilizing alternative fuel
vehicles and equipment, resulting in some cost savings.

Continue to utilize alternative fuel vehicles and equipment where applicable.

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Fleet Efficiency Study

DATE VALIDATED

6/30/2020

Ongoing

Ongoing

According to industry standards, mechanics complete too Review unscheduled repairs on a regular basis to identify trends in system failures and
much unscheduled repair work and not enough scheduled proactively design a preventive maintenance program accordingly.
preventive maintenance.

In progress

Ongoing

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Fleet Management does not adequately plan for
Plan and schedule the preventive maintenance workload for the entire year to support
preventive maintenance services and there is currently a optimally efficient Fleet Management operations and improve customer relations.
backlog.
Consider adding a swing shift to further increase operational efficiency and customer
responsiveness.

In progress

TBD

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Fleet Management does not collect mileage and hourly
Begin to collect meter readings on all fleet units and reengineer the preventive
data, which is typically used to determine when a vehicle maintenance program based on a combination of miles/hours and time standards.
or piece of equipment is due for preventive maintenance
servicing.

In progress

6/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Preventive maintenance checklists do not consistently
Expand preventive maintenance checklists to include all appropriate recording of data and In progress
include progressive services and additional actions taken actions taken, and ensure mechanics complete checklists in real time.
by mechanics.

9/30/2019

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

The Equipment Repair Request Form does not include
important timeline information that is typically used to
track Fleet Management performance.

Redesign the Equipment Repair Request Form to capture the time reported, estimated
time to repair, and actual completed time. Evaluate differences between anticipated
return times and actual return times to evaluate Fleet Management performance.

Completed

Completed

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Fleet Management does not track occurrences of repeat
repairs (comebacks), making it difficult to evaluate the
quality of completed repair work.

Monitor and analyze repeat repairs to identify trends and proactively address causes such In progress
as part failure, repair techniques, or training.

6/30/2020
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Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Fleet Management does not have a formal inventory
Adopt a formal inventory monitoring system, including bar coding parts to track inventory Pending
monitoring system in place and has not completed a parts levels. In collaboration with the City’s Finance Department, conduct an annual parts audit.
inventory since 2013.

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

Fleet Management lacks key performance measures in
repair service contracts and a method to monitor these
measures.

Where applicable, reissue RFPs and award contracts for fleet repair services to local
In progress
vendors with set prices, delivery criteria, turnaround times, and warranties. Implement a
process to monitor and track defined performance measures.

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Service Delivery

In comparison to industry standards, Fleet Management
contracts a lower percentage of operational costs to
commercial vendors that complete some services more
economically.

Assess what fleet services could be performed more economically by commercial
vendors.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Staffing and Workload

Mechanic productivity falls below industry standards and Increase mechanic productivity by analyzing non-wrenching hours and potentially
overall staffing levels slightly exceed calculated staffing
distributing those tasks to other fleet employees.
requirements.

Ongoing

2/1/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Staffing and Workload

Fleet Management’s limited training budget does not
permit regular mechanic training opportunities.

In accordance with industry standards, increase the training budget to provide sufficient
training opportunities for all mechanics to remain abreast of vehicle, equipment, and
maintenance advancements.

Ongoing

TBD

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Procurement, Funding, and Utilization

The City relies on short-term fleet replacement planning
and does not incorporate miles or hours data in its
replacement criteria.

Develop a long-range fleet replacement plan, revise the replacement policy to include
miles and hours data, and reevaluate replacement intervals accordingly.

Ongoing

6/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Procurement, Funding, and Utilization

The criteria for identifying vehicles and equipment past
the optimum economic life point does not take into
account several key factors.

Adopt a methodology to support the replacement of vehicles and equipment based on
the “optimum economic life point” of a unit. Expand criteria to include age, miles/hours,
maintenance/repair costs, condition, reliability, and downtime.

Ongoing

6/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Procurement, Funding, and Utilization

Many vehicles and pieces of equipment have low
utilization, which may indicate that the City’s fleet is too
large.

Conduct a basic utilization review of the entire fleet to identify underutilized units,
evaluate underutilized units, and evaluate alternative means of transportation that may
be more economical, such as mileage reimbursement or vehicle pooling.

Completed

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Costs

The City’s financial and fleet charge-back system does not Develop and implement a more comprehensive and accountable charge-back system that Ongoing
recoup its full operating costs or encourage fleet
incorporates fleet replacement, overhead, and all operational costs for each department’s
customers to modify their behavior to minimize fleet size fleet units.
and maximize efficiency.

10/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Costs

The City utilizes relatively short-term projections of fleet
costs, which may not provide enough information to
adequately anticipate future replacement costs.

Completed

Completed

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Costs

Fleet Management’s hourly shop rate, parts markup, and Recompute shop labor rates and markups for commercial and parts to reflect labor and
commercial markup are understated and exceed market overhead costs. Consider options to reduce rates such as outsourcing some repair
rates.
services, outsourcing the parts function, and increasing mechanic productivity.

Ongoing

10/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Costs

Fleet Management does not levy a markup for fuel or a
charge for administration and asset management.

To align rates with best practice, develop a markup for fuel and an annual administrative
and asset management charge for each fleet unit by appropriately allocating labor and
overhead costs to these activities.

Ongoing

10/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Fleet Management

Policies relating to fleet cost control and charge-back
management and performance measurement have not
been developed.

Establish a cross-functional Vehicle and Equipment Committee designed to develop
Ongoing
comprehensive administrative policies for vehicles and equipment and address other fleetrelated concerns.

10/30/2020
8/30/2020

Develop a 15 to 20-year long-range fleet replacement financial plan to determine future
costs and reserve adequacy.
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Pending

12/31/2019

Completed

9/5/2019

9/5/2019
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Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Fleet Management

Fleet Management does not regularly solicit customer
feedback.

Develop and implement an annual customer survey to proactively identify opportunities
for improvement and promote positive customer relations.

In progress

9/30/2019

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Fleet Management

Fleet Management applies one Service Level Agreement
to all City departments.

Develop a customized Service Level Agreement between Fleet Management and each of
its City department customers to address their specific needs.

Ongoing

8/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Fleet Management

Fleet Management performance metrics can be better
leveraged to monitor and improve operational
performance.

Establish and monitor additional performance measures to evaluate performance against Ongoing
industry and shop standards.

6/30/2020

Fleet Efficiency Study

6/8/2018 Fleet Management

City management and fleet customers do not have access Develop monthly management reports detailing vehicle status and costs for the Public
to information related to vehicle status and cost of
Works Director, the City Manager, and all fleet customer departments.
maintenance and repairs

Audit Subcommittee Meeting - September 5, 2019

Ongoing

PROPOSED FOR
VALIDATION

DATE VALIDATED

6/30/2020

18

